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CURRENT ESTIMATES
FROM THE HEALTH INTERVIEW SURVEY
Ronald W. Wilson, Division of Health Intemiew Statistics
INTRODUCTION
NationaJ estimates of the basic health
variables collected in the 1972 Health Interview
Survey of the civilian noninstitutionalized popu-
lation are presented in this report. While the
detailed tables in this report contain data by age
and sex categories, later reports will present
more detailed analysis of similar data by addi-
tional selected demographic variables. The text
tables present data for 1970 and 1971 as well as
for 1972; however, the discussion is limited
largely to changes occurring between 1971 and
1972, since the previous report (Current Esti-
mates, Series 10, No. 79) compares the 1970
and 1971 data.
HIGHLIGHTS FOR THE PERIOD
Acute Conditions
During 1972 an estimated incidence of
448.6 million acute illnesses or injuries occurred
among the civilian noninstitutional population
of the United States. The incidence rate per 100
persons per year of 219.7 was about the same as
that of 218.5 new cases during 1971. The rate
for 1972 was substantially larger than that of
203.4 in 1970 (tabIes A and 1). Acute condi-
tions are those ihesses and injuries which had
their onset in the 2 weeks prior to the interview
week and for which the person either sought
medical attention or experienced 1 or more days
of ~estricted activity.
The 1972 incidence rates of acute condi-
tions for each sex were unchanged when com-
pared with those of 1971. The incidence per 100
persons per year declined for persons 6-16 years
of age and rose among persons 45 years and
older (table 2). Condition groups with sub-
stantial changes in rates for 1972 were infective
and parasitic diseases with a decline from 27.2
per 100 persons per year in 1971 to 22.9 in
1972 and influenza-like illnesses with a rise in
rate from 41.4 to 50.0.
Acute illnesses and injuries caused an aver-
age of 9.5 days of restricted activity and 4.1
days in bed (table 3-6). The rate of restricted
activity was about half a day longer than that of
8.8 days in 1971. Work-loss days for the cur-
rently empIoyed rose from 3.4 days associated
with acute conditions in 1971 to 3.7 days in
1972 (table 8), while days Iost from school per
child aged 6-16 years declined from 5.0 days in
1971 to 4.7 in 1972 (table 7). More detailed
information on acute conditions can be found in
the annual “Acute Conditions” reports (Series
10, Numbers 82 and 88).
During 1972 there were an estimated 31.5
persons injured per 100 population, about the
same rate as that of 30.9 persons injured in 1971
(table 10). In general, for the “persons injured”
category a person is counted only once for each
accident regardless of the number of injuries sus-
tained, whereas each separate injury is counted
in the incidence of acute injuries. The number of
persons injured per 100 persons per year was
substantially unchanged in 1972 from the rates
reported in 1971. MaIes continued to have
higher rates of injury than did females and per-
sons under 17 years of age had higher rates than
at any older age group. Tables 11 and 12 show
that about 3 days of restricted activity per per-
son were associated with injury with about 1
day spent in bed. These rates are substantially
unchanged from those in 1971.
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Table A. Incidence of acute conditions, associated disability days, and persons in-
jured: United States, 1970-72
All acute conditions --------------------- --------
Infective and parasitic diseases -----------------------
Respiratory conditions ------------------q--------------
Upper respiratory conditions -------------------------
Influenza--------------------------------------------
Other respiratory conditions -------------------------
Digestive system conditions ----------------------------
Injuries -----------------------------------------------
All other acute conditions ------- -------.--------------
Days of disability associated with acute conditions
Restricted activity days-------------------------------
Bed days-----------------------------------------------
Work-loss days (ages 17 years and over)l---------------
School-loss days (ages 6-16 years)---------------------
All classes of accident -------------- ------------
Moving motor vehicle -----------------------------------
While at work ------- -----------------------------------
Home ---------------------------------------------------
Other --------------------------------------------------
lFor currently employed PoPulatiOn*
Disability
Table B summarizes days of disability and
Iimitation of activity for 1970, 1971, and 1972.
Disability refers to any temporary or long-term
reduction of a person’s activity due to acute or
chronic conditions. Restricted activity, bed dis-
ability, work-loss days, and school-loss days are
reported in the health jnterview– in association
with specific acute and chronic conditions. Al-
though it is possible for aparticular~ay ofdis-
ability to be attributed to more than onecondi-
tion, the person-day measure,shown in tables B
and 16,counts each day of disability only once
regardless of the number of conditions causing
disability on that day. Adayofrestncted activ-
ity is one on which a person substantially re-
1970 1971 1972
Number of acute conditions
per 100 persons per year
203.4
24.1
110.0
63.7
40.1
1;::
29.6
28.2
Days of
218.5
27.2
116.6
69.6
41.4
1?::
32.7
30.9
219.7
—
22.9
120.8
64.9
50.0
1?:;
33.2
31.6
Disability per 100
persons per year
851.3
379.1
378.0
426.8
882.0
386.8
338.8
501.5
949.2
411.2
369.6
465.4
Number of persons injured
per 100 persons per year
duces his normal activitv for the whole davdue. .
to an illness or injury. Each day spentin bed for
allormost of the day is also counted asadayof
restricted activity. Similarly each day lost from
work orschoolis aday of restricted activity.
There were an estimated 16.7 days ofre-
stricted activity per person in 1972 as a result of
chronic and acute illness or injunes—an increase
of one full day from the previous year. The
number of restricted activity days per person
ranged from about 11 days for children under
17years ofageto 37 days for persons 65years
and over. The average number of bed days has
increased slightly since the 2 previous years of
collection. In 1970and 1971 therewere6.1 bed
days per person peryearandin 1972 there were
6.5 days per person.
Table B. Days of disability and limitation of activity: United States, 1970-72
1970 1971 1972
Days of disability
Days of disability per
person per year
Restricted activity days --------- ------------------ .--..-
Bed days
14.6 1;.; 1:.;
----------------------------*-------------------- 6.1
Work-loss days (ages 17 years and over)l -----------------
. .
School-1oss days (ages 6-16 years)----------------------- 2:; z:; M
Limitation of activity due to chronic conditions Percent of total
population
Limited in all activity -----.- ------- .------ ------- ------ 11.8 12.3
Limited in major activity
1;.;
---------------- -.------ --------
No limitation of activity -------------------------------- 8!:; 8?:; 87:3
lFor currently employed POPUlatiOnO
There were an estimated 428 million days
Iostfrom work due to iIlnessorinjury-5 .3days
per currently employed person 17 years and
over. This rate is comparable to that of the
previous year. The number of days lost from
school for children 6-16 years was 5.3 days per
year, about the same as in 1971. FemaIesgen-
erally report more restricted activity, bed, and
work-loss days than do males. Detailed data for
person-days of disability are shown in tables 16
and 17.
The proportion of the population who are
limited in their activities as a result of chronic
conditions is very similar to the proportion in
previous years. Approximately 12.7 percent of
the population report some degree of limitation.
Three-quarters of those with a limitation are
limited in their major activity (working, keeping
house, or going to school).
About 3 percent of the persons under 17
years of age report limitation of activity, while
about 43 percent of the persons 65 years and
over are limited in their activities by one or
more chronic conditions (table 9). Limitation of
activity is a measure of long-term reduction in
activity resulting from chronic disease or impair-
ment and is defined as the inability to cam-y on
the uswd activity for one’s age-sex group (e.g.,
working, keeping house, or going to school),
restriction in the amount or kind of usual activ-
ity, or restriction in other activities (civic,
church, or recreation). For more detailed anal-
ysis of this type of data, see Series 10, No. 80.
Data on limitation of mobility are colIected
periodically in the Health Inten’iew Survey. In
1972 an estimated 6.5 million persons or 3.2
percent of the ci~~ilian noninstitutiondized pop-
ulation had some degree of limitation of mobil-
ity due to chronic illness ranging from being
confined to the house to having trouble getting
around by themselves. Approximately 1.8 mil-
lion persons are confined to the house and
another 2 miI1ion persons need the help of a
special aid or another person in getting around
(table 25). The majority of the persons with
limitation of mobility are 65 years of age or
older.
Utilization of Medical Services
Table C summarizes measures of the utiliza-
tion of health services that \vere gathered during
the latest 3 years of the Health Interview
Survey.
Information is obtained in the Health Inter-
view Survey about the hospitalization exper-
ience of each household member during the
12-month period prior to intem~iew. TWO meas-
ures of hospitalization are derived from this in-
form ation~hospital
episodes. Differences
discharges and hospital
in- estimating procedures
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Table C. Selected measures of health care utilization: United States, 1970-72
Hospitalization
Number of discharges per 100 persons per year------------
Average length of stay in days---------------------------
Percent of persons with 1 hospital episode or more -------
Dental visits
Number per person per year-------------------------------
Percent of persons with visits in past year --------------
Physician visits
Number per person per year-------------------------------
Percent of persons with visits in past year--------------
for these two measures are describedinappen-
dix I. Another program of the National Center
for Health Statistics, the Hospital Discharge Sur-
vey, collects information of hospital discharges
from hospital records. The estimates from the
Hospital Discharge Survey, published in Series
13 reports, will be somewhat higher than those
presented here asa result of differences incol-
lection procedures, population sampled, and
definitions.
There were an estimated 13.9 discharges
from short-stay hospitals per 100 population in
1972. The difference between this rate and that
for 1971 (13.6 per 100 population) could be
accounted for by sampling variability although
there has been agradual increasein the rate over
the past 5 years. The rate of hospital discharges
for persons 65 years of age and older (26.2) was
nearly four times as.high as that for children
under 17 (7.0). The average length of stay per
hospital discharge was 8.4 days, about the same
as in 1971. Children and young adults under25
experienced stays averaging about 5 days while
older persons had increasingly longer stays as age
increased, with those aged 65 years and older
averaging about 13 days. Males at all ages experi-
enced longer stays than did females (table 13).
1970 1971
13.6
8.5
10.5
4;:;
7:::
1972
13.9
8.4
10.6
4;:2
72::
Approximately 10.6 percent of the popu-
lation was hospitalizedat least once during
1972. About 84 percent of these persons had
only one stay in a hospital. These 197’2 esti-
mates are about the same as estimates obtained
in.1971. In 1972, as in 1971, persons with one
or more hospital episodes spent 10 days in the
hospital on the average. Females averaged fewer
days in the hospital than did males, with the
biggest differences in the childbearing ages
(tables 14-15).
There were an estimated 309 million dental
visits in 1972, 1.5 visits per person per year. This
is the same level as in 1971. Females continue to
have more dental visits than males– 1.7 visits and
1.3 visits per person per year, respectively (table
18). There was little difference in rate of visits
by age for males, although the highest rates for
females are for those aged 17-64 years,
There has been no change in the proportion
of people who have seen a dentist in the past
year, approximately 47 percent of the popula-
tion (table 19). Detailed data on dental visits can
b e found in the report entitled “Dental
Visits–1969° (Series 10, No. 76).
During 1972 there were approximately 1
billion visits to medical doctors, excluding visits
4
to patients- in ho;pitals, or an average of 5.0
visits per person. This is about the same rate of
visits as the previous year when the rate was 4.9
visits per person. The number of visits per per-
son per year ranged from 4.1 visits for children
to 7.4 visits for persons 75 years and over. As in
the past females have more doctor visits than do
males at all age groups except under 17 years of
age (table 20).
Approximately 73 percent of civilian non-
institutional population saw a medical doctor at
least once during the past 12 months. These
figures are highest among persons 65 years of
age and over. Females in the chiId-bearing years
had more visits in the past 12 months than did
females in the remaining age groups. Over 7 per-
cent of the persons 65 years and over have not
seen a doctor in the past 5 years. Detailed physi-
cian data are shown in tables 20 and 21.
SeasonalVariation
Tables 22-24 present quarterly estimates of
acute conditions, persons injured, and disability
days. Figures 1-3 show similar quarterly data for
the past 6 years. The rate of acute conditions
during April-June was about the same as that for
1971, a higher Ievel than that of the 5 previous
years. The rate of persons injured was level dur-
ing ApriI-September, corresponding to the pat-
tern reported during 1970.
CONTENTS OF 1972 QUESTIONNAIRE
Data on incidence of acute conditions, limi-
tation of activity, persons injured, hospitaliza-
tion, disability days, dental visits, and physician
visits are now collected annually in the Health
Interview Survey and are shown in this publica-
tion. A list of the publications containing de-
tailed data on these items for previous years is
shown at the end of the text of this publication.
Periodic reports update data on these health
topics and selected unpublished data are also
available upon request. Information on chronic
conditions resulting in activity limitation is col-
lected in the survey each year.
The 1972 questionnaire contained several
items not routinely collected each year in the
HeaIth Interview Survey.
tained on the prevalence
Information was ob-
of circulatory condi-
tions, with procedures simiIar to those used for
the digestive system in 1968, musculoskeletal-
skin system in 1969, respiratory conditions in
1970, and impairments in 1971 (see questions
38 and 39 of the 1972 questionnaire in appen-
dix III). Information on Imitation of mobility
was collected for the first time since the 1967
survey (table 25).
Data on the source of payment f?r physi-
cian visits and hospital stays as well as the
o u t-o f-p ocket hospital costs were obtained.
Table 26 presents data on the source of hospital
payments. Approximately 69.6 percent of all
hospital dischmges for persons under 65 years of
age had at least part of the bill paid by private
health insurance, and 30.8 percent of all bills
were paid entirely by health insurance. For per-
sons 65 years of age or oIder, 82.2 percent of
hospital discharges were paid in part by Medi-
care. An estimated 8.0 percent of hospital dis-
charges for all persons were paid solely by the
patient or the patient’s family. The last investi-
gation of out-of-pocket medical expenses was
conducted in 1971 (see Monthly Vital Statistics
Report, Vol. 22, No. 1, Supplement, April 2,
1973). Detailed reports from both the 1971 and
1972 study will be prepared.
Information on the source of physician
visit payment was obtained for all visits occur-
ring during the 2-week period prior to the week
of the interview, that is, the same visits used to
make estimates of the volume of physician visits
shown in tables 20 and 21. If the bill had not
yet been paid, respondents were asked who was
expected to pay the bill. Since data are coIlected
every week of the year, estimates of the annual
volume of visits can be made from 2-week recall
data. However, since only about 15 percent of
the respondents report visits in the past 2 weeks
while about 73 percent report one or more visits
in the past 12 months, information was also ob-
tained about their last visit in the past year. Esti-
mates of the sources of physician payments
shown in table 27 are based on 2-week recall
data. (Later analysis will compare the 2-week
and 12-month data on physician payments). An
estimated 21.5 percent of the physician visits for
persons under 65 years of age were paid, at Ieast
in part, by private health insurance and 10.6
percent were paid entirely by health insurance.
For persons 65 years of age and over, an esti-
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mated 48.3 percent of the outpatient physician
visits were paid in part or in full by Medicare.
For persons of all ages, about 58.6 percent of
the physician visits were paid entirely by the
patient or the patient’s family.
The ~972 Health Interview Survey contains
questions on health insurance coverage, a topic
collected approximately every 2 years. Both a
preliminary and a detailed report will be pre-
pared on the 1972 insurance data.
Demographic items collected during 1971,
in addition to age and sex as shown in this publi-
cation, are race, family relationship, marital
status, usual activity status, education, veteran
status, current employment status, industry and
occupation, family income, and place of resi-
dence (metropolitan or nonmetropolitan area
and geographic region).
SOURCE AND LIMITATIONS OF THE DATA
The information from the Health Interview
Survey presented in this report is based on data
collected in a continuing nationwide survey con-
ducted by household interview. Each week a
probability sample of households is interviewed
by trained personnel of the U.S. Bureau of the
Census to obtain information about the health
and other characteristics of each member of the
household in the civilian noninstitutional popu-
lation of the United States. During the 52 weeks
in 1972 the sample was composed of approxi
mately 44,000 households containing about
134,000 persons living at the time of the
interview.
A description of the design of the survey,
the methods used in estimation, and general
qua.Iifications of the data obtained from surveys
is presented in appendix I. Since the estimates
shown in this report are based on a sample of
the population, they are subject to sampling
error. Therefore, particular attention should be
paid to the section entitled “Reliability of Esti-
mates. ” Sampling errors for most of the esti-
mates are of relatively low magnitude. However,
where an estimated number or the numerator or
denominator of a rate or percentage is small, the
sampling error may be high. Charts of relative
sampling errors and instructions for their use are
shown in appendix I.
Certain terms used in this report are de-
fined in appendix II. Some of the terms have
specified meanings for the purpose of the sur-
vey. For example, estimates of the incidence of
acute conditions include, with certain excep-
tions, those conditions which had started within
2 weeks and which involved either m[edical at-
tention or restricted activity. The exceptions,
listed in appendix II, are certain conditions such
as heart trouble and diabetes which are always
considered to be chronic regardless of duration
or onset.
Estimates of the number of disability days
associated with acute conditions are derived
from the number of days of disability experi-
enced during the 2-week period prior to the
week of interview and include all such ‘days re-
ported even if the acute condition causing the
disability had its onset prior to the 2-week
period. Disability days associated with acute
conditions are recorded on a condition basis. If
an individual reports more than one illness or
injury on the same day, the count of disability
days will exceed the actual number of days dis-
abled, i.e., person-days of disability.
Appendix III contains the questionnaire
used in the interview. Also shown are the cards
used by the interviewer for asking certain
questions.
The estimates contained in this report are
provisional.
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TABLE 1. INCIDENCE OF ACUTE CONDITIONS, PERCENT DISTRIBUTION, ANO NUMBER OF ACUTE CONDITIONS PER 100 PERSONS
PER YEAR, BY CONDITION GROUP, ACCOROING TO SEX: UN ITEO STATES, 1972
[Data we based cm hww!dd interview of the civilian, noninstitutional population. Tbe f+urvey design, general qualifications, and information on the rdiebiljty Of the
estimates are given in appendix 1. Definitions of terms are given in appendix H]
CONOITION GROUP
ALL ACUTE CONOITIONS———--–
INFECTIVE ANO PARASITIC OISEASES-—
COMMON CHILOHOOO OISEASES---——
VI RIJS , N .o. S.---------_---_-—-
OTHER INFECTIVE ANO PARASITIC
O I SE ASE S-—-------—-— ---------
RESPIRATORY CONO IT ION S——--------
UPPER RESPIRATORY CONOITIONS–--—
COMMON COLO-—-——–—-—--—-
oTHER UPPER RESPIRATORY
CONO 1 T 10 HS--------------------
IN FLU EN ZA--—----—-–-----———
INFLUENZA WITH OIGESTIVE
MAN IF ESTATIONS—--—----—---
OTHER INFLUENZA-—--—----—
OTHER RESPIRATORY CONOITIONS—-
P NEUMON I A-—-------------------
BRONCHI T I S—---—-–—--—-—-
oTHER RESPIRATORY CONOITIONS---
OIGESTIVE SYSTEM CONOITIONS---—---
OENTAL CONDITION S--—--—-— -----
FUNCTIONAL AND SYMPTOMATIC UPPER
GASTROINTESTINAL OISOROERS,
N . E . C .----—-—---—--——----—
oTHER OIGESTIVE SYSTEM
CONO I T 10N S—-—-—------------—
INJ UR I E S—---—------—--—----—
FRACTURES, DISLOCATIONS, SPRAINS,
AN O S7RA I N S--—-—----——-—---
FRACTURES ANO olSLOCATIONS—-
SPRAINS ANO STRAIN S--—--—
OPEN WOUNOS ANO LACERATIONS—————
CONTUSIONS ANO SUPERFICIAL
IN JU R I E S——-—----——-——-
OTHER CURRENT INJUR IES——--—--
INCIDENCE OF ACUTE
CONDITIONS IN THOUSANOS
=4==
.46,665 20,355
6,795 3,256
17,996 7,930
21,674 9,169
*P=
132,403 II 60,48095,542 43,985
36,861
II
16,496
102,169 44,115
13,340 6, 0+8
88,829 38, o67
12,075 6,128
2,324 1,204
5,397 2,365
4.354 2,4T9
<t
22,965 9,987
6,076 Z,638
0,981 3,920
JL7,908 3,42067,023 30,887
20,163 IZ, L66
7,229 4,445
12,934 7,720
19,330 12,135
12.832 6,682
15,498 7,905
1Z,677 6,332
3,404 1,310
12,798 1,550
4,474 II ...3,051 1,400
*
246,049
26,305
3,539
10,065
12,705
L35,924
71,923
51,557
20,366
58,054
7,z92
50,763
5,947
1,040
3,032
1,875
12,978
3,438
5,061
4,480
28,936
7,997
2,783
5,214
7,196
6,150
7,593
41,901
6,345
2,094
11, z48
4,474
1,570
4,019
12,151
EIEIE
PERCENT
DISTRIBUTION
100.0
10.4
1.5
4.0
4.9
55.0’
29.5
21.3
8.2
22.0
3.0
19.8
2.7
0.5
1.2
1.0
5.1
1.4
2.0
1.8
15.1
4.5
1.6
2.9
4.3
2.9
3.5
14.4
2.8
0.8
2.9
1.0
0.7
1.5
4.8
100.0
10.0
1.6
3.9
4.5
54.7
29.9
21.7
8.1
21.0
3.0
18.8
3.0
0.6
1.2
1.2
4.9
1.3
1.9
1.7
19.2
6.0
2.2
3.0
6.0
3.3
3.9
11.2
3.1
0.6
0.8
. . .
0.7
1.3
4.6
100.0
10.7
1.4
4.1
5.2
55.2
29.2
21.0
8.3
23.6
3.0
20.6
Z.4
0.4
1.2
0.8
5.3
1.4
2.1
1.8
11.8
3.3
1.1
2.1
z. 9
2.5
3.1
17.0
2.6
0.9
4.6
1.8
0.6
1.6
4.9
NUMBER OF ACUTE CON-
DITIONS PER 100
PERSONS PER YEAR
219.7
22.9
:::
10.7
120. B
64.9
46.8
18.1
50.0
6.5
43.5
5.9
1.1
2.6
2.1
11.2
3.0
4.4
3.9
33.2
ALL OTHER ACUTE CONOITIONS----——-
01 S EASES OF THE EAR----—--—----
HEAOACHES— --- ——---— ——---
GENITOURINARY OISOROERS—-----—-
DELIVERIES ANO OISOROERS OF
PREGNANCY ANO THE PUERPER IUM----
OISEASES OF THE SKIN––—-—---—-
01 SEASES OF THE MUSCULOSKELETAL
SYSTEM-----— -—--- ——- —---
ALL OTHER ACUTE CONOITIONS--—---
NQTE: ExCLUOEO FROM THESE STATISTICS ARE ALL CONDITIONS INVOLVING NEITHER RESTRICTED ACTIVITY NOR MEOICAL
ATTENTION.
N. O. S.-–NOT OTHERWISE SPECIFIEO; N. E. C.--NOT ELSEWHERE CLASSIFIED.
NOTE : Relative standard errors of estimates for this table are found on chart on page 44, code A4BN and page
46, code P4BN-M. A guide to the use of the relative standard error charts is on page 41.
9.9
3.5
6.3
9.5
6.3
7.6
31.6
6.2
1.7
‘5.3
2.2
1.5
3.3
10.5
205.0
——
20.7
::?
9.3
112.5
61.4
44.7
16.0
44.8
6.1
38.7
6.2
11.3
2.4
2.5
10.1
2.7
4.0
3.5
39.5
12.4
4.5
7.8
12.3
6.8
8.0
23.0
6.4
1..3
L.6
. . .
1.5
2.7
9.4
23Z.8
24.9
3.3
9.5
12.0
120.6
68.0
48.0
19.3
54.9
6.9
40.0
5.6
1.0
2.9
1.8
12.3
3.3
4.8
4.Z
27.4
7.6
2.6
4.9
6.8
5.8
7.Z
39.6
6.o
2.0
10.6
4.2
1.5
3.8
11.5
8
TABLE 2. INCIDENCE OF ACUTE CONDITIONS ANO NUMBER OF ACUTE CONDITIONS PER 100 PERSONS PER YEAR, BY AGE,
SEX, ANO CONOITI ON GROUP: UNITED STATES, 1972
[D@a me based cm household interviews of the civilian, noriinstit.tional population. The survey design, general q.slifications, and information on the reliability
of the estimates sre given in appendix I. Definitions of terms w given in appendix H]
UNOER
ALL 6 6-16 17-44 Y;;RS
AGES YEARS YEARS YEARS C OVER
ALL
AGES
UNOER
6
YEARS
6-16 17-44
YEARS YEAR S
45
YEARS
C OVER
SEX ANO CONDITION GROUP
INCIOENCE OF ACUTE CONOIT IONS
I N THOUSANOS
NUMBER OF ACUTE CONOITI13NS PER
100 PERSONS PER YEARBOTH SEXES
ALL ACUTE CONOITIONS- 448,607
46,665
246,647
132,403
102,169
12,075
22,965
67,823
64,507
202,558
20,355
110,723
60,480
44* 115
6,128
9,987
38,887
22,606
246,049
76,69(
11,74!
43,517
30*Oli
10,78:
2,71$
2,675
8,537
10,21:
39,92E
120,989
13,821
67,987
37,869
27,242
2,876
8,016
17,566
13,600
58,165
219.7166*144
14,179
90,317
43,723
42,969
3,625
7,265
27,263
27,120
69,096
84,778
6,917
44,825
20,799
21,171
2,855
5,005
14,457
13,574
35,369
369.9 274.2 215. J 136.4
INFECTIVE ANO PARASITIC
O I S EAS E S-—-—----—----
RESPIRATORY CONDITIONS---
UPPER RESPIRATORY
CON D I T 10N S--—-—----
1 NFL U EN ZA--—---—----
o~HER Respiratory
CON OITIONS--—-—----
OIGESTIVE SYSTEM
CONDITIONS——— —. ---
INJURIES— -------------
ALL OTHER ACUTE
CONO I T 10N S—------------
22.9
120.8
64.9
50.0
5.9
11.2
33.2
31.6
205.8
56.7
209.9
144. B
52.0
13.1
12.9
41.2
49.3
379.2
31. ?
154.1
85. E
61.7
6.5
18.2
39.8
30.8
?58.4
18.4
117.1
56. i
55. i
4.7
9.L
35. ?
35.2
186.4
11.1
72.1
33.5
34.1
4.6
8.1
23.3
21.8
124.8
MALE
ALL ACUTE CONOITIONS-
INFECTIVE AND PARASITIC
O I SEAS E S-—-------------
RESPIRATORY CONOITIONS---
UPPER RESPIRATORY
COV O I T 10N S-----—----
TN FL U ENZ A--— ---------
OTHER RESPIRATORY
CONO IT IONS--—---—-
DIGESTIVE SYSTEM
CONO IT 10N S--------------
1 NJ UR I E S—-—------—----
ALL OTHER ACUTE
CONO IT 10N S--—-—---—-
5,0B4
22,892
16,30E
5,124
1,46C
1,098
5,322
5,533
36,767
6,871
31,5B9
17,365
12,576
1,648
3,871
10,738
5,097
62, B24
5,886
37,125
18,078
17,694
1,352
2,724
16,351
7,010
97,048
2,515
19,118
8,730
8,721
1,667
2,294
6,476
4,966
49,409
20.7
112.5
61.4
44.8
6.2
10.1
39.5
23.0
:32.8
4B.3
217.4
154.9
4B.7
13.9
10.4
50.5
52.5
360.4
30.5
140.3
77.2
55.9
7.3
17.2
47.7
22.6
!90 .5
15. s
100.2
48.8
47.7
3.6
7.4
44.1
lB.9
!42. 2
8.9
67.4
30.8
30.8
5.9
8.1
22.8
17.5
146.2
FEMALE
ALL ACUTE CONOITIGNS-
INFECTIVE ANO PARASITIC
DISEASES--—----——---
RESPIRATORY CONDITIQNS---
UPPER RESPIRATORY
CON DITIONS-----—----
IN FL UENZA-----— ------
OTHER RESPIRATORY
CONOITIONS———---
DIGESTIVE SYSTEM
COND IT 10N S—---— -------
1 NJ UR I E S -------— --------
ALL OTHER ACUTE
CONO IT 10N S-----—----—-
26,309
135,924
71,923
5B,054
5,947
12,978
2B,936
41,901
6,665
20,626
13,704
5,663
1,259
1,581
3,216
4,680
6,950
36,398
20,504
14,666
1,228
4,146
6,828
8,503
B ,293
53,193
25,645
25,275
2,273
4,541
10,912
20,110
4,401
25,708
12,070
12,450
1,188
2,711
7,981
8,608
24.9
!28.6
68.0
54.9
5.6
12.3
27.4
39.6
65.3
202.2
134.3
55.5
12.3
15.5
31.5
45.9
32.1
68.3
94.8
67. B
5.7
19.2
31.6
39.3
20.7
32.7
64.0
63.1
5.7
11.3
27.2
50.2
13.0
76.0
35.7
36.8
3.5
8.0
23.6
25.5
NOTE: EXCLUOEO FROM THESE STATISTICS ARE ALL CONDITIONS INVOLVING NEITHER RESTRICTED ACTIVITY NOR MEDICAL
ATTENTION.
NOTE: Relative standarderrors of estimatesfor this table are found on chart on page 44, code A4BN. A
guide to the use of the relative standarderror charts is on page 41.
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TABLE 3. DAYS OF RESTRICTED ACTIVITY ASSOCIATED WITH ACUTE CONDITIONS AND OAYS OF RESTRICTED ACTIVITY PER 100
PERSONS PER YEAR, BY SEX AND CONDITION GROUP: UN ITEO STATES, 1972
[Data are baaed onhousebold in@wiew. of the.ivilian, noninstitutional population. Tbesu~ey deeign, general qualifications, mndinformation onthe reliability
of the ostimatss are .zivenin alxIendixI. Definitions of tarms are given in apnendix~l
CONOITION GROUP
ALL ACUTE CONDITIONS ---------
INFECTIVE AND PARASITIC OISEASES---
COMMON CHILOHOOD DISEASES--—-
VI RLIS, N.o. s ---------------------
OTHER INFECTIVE ANO PARASITIC
D I S EASE S-––--—---———-–--—-
RESPIRATORY CONOITIONS——---—-
UPPER RESPIRATORY CONDITIONS——
COMMON COLD-——-----—--—--—
OTHER UPPER RESPIRATORY
COND I T 10N S-—--—--—--—-—
1N F L U EN 2A--—-——----------—---
INFLUENZA WITH OIGESTIVE
MAN IF ESTATI QNS--—--— --------
OTHER INFLUENZA—---------—-—
OTHER RESPIRATORY CONOITIONS--—
P NE UMON I A--- —-------------—--
BRONCHI TI S-------—--——-—--
OTHER RESPIRATORY CONDITIONS---
OIGESTIVE SYSTEM CONDITION S--------
OENTAL CONDITIONS—— ----—---
FUNCTIQNAL AND SYMPTOMATIC UPPER.
GASTROINTESTINAL DISOROERS,
~. E . c .---------------— ______
OTHER OIGESTIVE SYSTEM
CO ND I T 10N S---—------———----
1NJ U R I E S-----—-—---—--————-
FRACTURES, DISLOCATIONS, SPRAINS,
ANO STRAINS----------—--—----
FRACTURES ANO DISLOCATIONS——
SPRAINS ANO STRAIN S--—------—
OPEN WOUNOS ANO LACERATION S----—
CONTUSIONS ANO SUPERFICIAL
I NJ UR I E S---—--------–—-–-—-
OTHER CURRENT INJURIES—--———
ALL OTHER ACUTE CONDITIONS ---------
DISEASES OF THE EAR----–-------—
HE A OA CHE S------------------------
GENITOURINARY DISOROERS—------—
DELIVERIES AND DISORDERS OF
PREGNANCY ANO THE PUERPERIUM----
DISEASES OF THE SK I N--—-— ------
OISEASES OF THE MUSCULOSKELETAL
S Y S T EM---—----------—-------—
ALL OTHER ACUTE CONOITIDNS--—-—
,,
OAYS OF RESTRICTED ACTIVITY
IN THOUSANOS
1,937,761
187,1j9
42,190
53,284
91,645
919,617
3B3,300
274,336
108,964
438,602
33, B31
404,771
97,715
38,655
34,113
24,947
94,391
20,01?
21,922
52,456
410,982
206, S’22
121,853
B5,069
60,6L8
57,271
B6,172
325,652
40,678
6,550
57,156
47,273
12,467
52,594
108,934
S13,766
70,706
20;626
21,981
36,099
384,120
160,763
116,018
44,744
176,568
13,586
162,983
46,789
17,930
16,045
12,815
37,922
5,932
9,050
22,940
214,233
114,097
68,643
45,454
36,116
23,992
40,028
98,784
18,640
2,154
8,578
. . .
5,099
2D,320
43,993
1,123,995
108,413
21,564
31,304
55,546
535,496
222,537
158,318
64,220
262,034
20,246
241,788
50,925
20,726
18,067
12,132
56,469
14,081
12,872
29,516
L96,749
92,825
53,210
39,615
24,502
33,278
46,144
226,867
22,038
4,396
48,578
47,273
7,368
32,275
64,941
.r . —4
ZclIaZE
OAYS OF RESTRICTED ACTIVITY
PER 100 PERSONS PER, YEAR
949.2
91.7
20.7
26.1
44.9
450.5
187.8
134.4
53.4
214.8
16.6
198.3
47.9
18.9
16.7
12.2
46.2
9.B
10.7
25.7
201.3
101.4
59.7
41.7
29.7
28.1
42.2
159.5
19.9
3.2
28.0
23.2
6.1
25.8
53.4
826.6
79.9
21.0
22.3
36.7
390.2
163.3
117.9
45.5
179.4
13.8
165.6
47.5
18.2
16.3
13.0
38.5
6.0
9.2
23.3
217.6
115.9
69.7
46.2
36.7
24.4
40.7
100.3
18.9
2.2
8.7
. . .
5.2
20.6
44.7
1,063.3
102.6
20.4
29.6
52.5
506.6
210.5
149.8
60.8
247.9
19.2
228.7
48.2
19.6
17.1
11.5
53.4
13.3
12.2
27.9
186.1
87.8
50.3
37.5
23.2
31.5
43.7
214.6
20.8
4.2
46.0
44.7
7.0
30.5
61.4
NOTE: N. O. S.--NOT OTHERWISE SPECIFIEO; N.E.C.--NoT ELSEWHERE Classified.
NOTE: Relative stendard errors of estimates for this table are found on chart on page 44,code A4BW. A guide
to the use of the relative standard error charts is on page 41.
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‘TABLE 4. DAYS OF BEO DISABILITY ASSOCIATE WITH ACUTE CONDITIONS AND OAYS OF BED DISABILITY PER 100 PERSONS
PER YEAR, BY SEX ANO CONOITION GROUP: UNITED STATES, 1972
@da are based on bo.sehold interviews of the civilian, noninstitutional Ppulation. The survey design, gemera[ qualifications, and information on tbe reliability
of tbe estimates are given in appendix 1. Definitions of terms are given in appendix ~]
CONO.ITION GROUP
. .
BOTH
SEXES MALE FEMALE TBOTHSEXES
OAYS OF BEO OISABILITY
IN THOUSANOS
OAYS OF BED DISABILITY
PER 100 PERSONS PER YEAR
“503.95iALL ACUTE CONOI TIONS--—-— 839,454
86,853
16,464
27,53D
40,858
448,726
335,497 411.2 340.8
36.3
9.6
10.5
16.3
185.2
476.8
48.3
8.6
16.3
23.5
252.0
INFECTIVE AND PARASITIC OISEASES— 35,77?
9,422
10,341
16,005
182,34S
51,08C
9,042
17,185
24, 64S
266,377
42.5
9.0
13.5
COMMON CHILDHOOO OISEASES-—--
VIRUS , N .0. S.-—---—-—---—---
OTHER INFECTIVE AND PARASITIC
O I SEAS E S------------—---——— 20.0
RESPIRATORY CONO IT ION S--—-----— 219.8
UPPER RESPIRATORY CONOITIONS——
COMMON COLO---—----—--—--
OTHER UPPER RESPIRATORY
CONOI TIONS-----—---— -— ---
INF L UENZ A-—-—-—--——---——
INFLUENZA WITH DIGESTIVE
MAN IF E STAT I ON S—-—-—--—--—
oTHER INFLUENZA———---—---
OTHER RESPIRATORY CONOITIONS——
P NE UMON I A-—---——-—
BRONCHI T IS----—---——
OTHER RESPIRATORY CONOITIONS—-
143,470
93,135
50,335
251,070
19,3T0
231,699
54,186
23,892
18,27B
12,016
40,850
58,068
39,310
18,759
99,799
8,27o
91,529
24,4B2
9,117
B,131
7,234
14,727
85,401
53,825
31,576
151,271
11,100
140,171
29,70?
14,775
10,147
4,782
26,1.23
70.3
45.6
59.0
39.9
19.1
101.4
8.4
93.0
24.9
9.3
8.3
7.3
15.0
80.8
50.9
29.9
143.1
10.5
132.6
28.1
14.0
9.6
4.5
24.7
24.7
123.0
9.5
113.5
26.5
11.7
9.0
5.9
OIGESTIVE SYSTEM CONOITIONS---—-— 20.0
DENTAL C ONDITIONS-----—----——-
FUNCTIONAL AND SYMPTOMATIC UPPER
GASTROINTESTINAL DISORDERS,
7,381
8,513
24,956
126,334
63,348
41,697
21,651
17,503
16,743
28,740
136,691
19,510
3,151
22,930
1,713
2,915
10,100
61,803
31,980
22,425
9,555
11,426
5,293
13,104
40,846
9,319
*
4,044
. . .
*
7,481
17,683
5,668
5,598
14,857
64,531
31,36B
19,272
12,096
6,078
11,450
15,635
95,845
10,191
1,740
18,886
21,566
3,030
10,041
30,391
3.6 1.7
3.0
10.3
62.8
32.5
22.8
9.7
11.6
5.4
13.3
41.5
9.5
*
4.1
. . .
*
7’.6
18.0
5.4
5.3
14.1
61.0
29.7
18.2
11.4
5.8
10.8
14.8
90.7
9.6
1.6
17.9
20.4
2.9
9.5
28.8
4.2
12.2
N . E . C .-—-—-—------——-—-—
OTHER DIGESTIVE SYSTEM
CO NO IT 10N S------—----—-----—-
INJURIES———-—— —------—_ 61.9
FRACTURES, DISLOCATIONS, SPRAINS,
AND STR A INS-----—----—---—-
FRACTURES ANO OISLOCATIONS——
SPRAINS AND STRAINS--————-
31.0
20.4
10.6
8.6OPEN WOUNOS ANO LACERAT113NS ------
CONTUSIONS ANO SUPERFICIAL
INJUR I E S-----—-—----—---—---
OTHER CURRENT INJURIES-—---—-—
8.2
14.1
ALL OTHER ACUTE CON OITIONS----—— 67.0
9.6
1.5
11.2
01 S EASES OF THE EAR----—---—---
H EA OAC HE S-----—-—---—--—-
GEN ITOURINARY DI SOROERS—-—-
OELIVERIES ANO OISOROERS OF
PREGNANCY ANO THE PUERPER IUM-—
OISEASES OF THE SK IN-——---—-—
21,566
3,938
10.6
1.9
OISEASES OF THE MUSCULOSKELETAL
S YSTEM-------------—— --------
ALL OTHER ACUTE CONOITIONS--—---
17,522
48,075
8.6
23.5
NOTE : N.O. S. --NOT OTHERWISE SPECIFIEO: N. E. C.—NOT ELSEWHERE CLASSIFIED.
NDTE: Relative standard errors of estimates for this table are found on chart on page 44, code A@W. A guide
to the use of the relative standard error charts is on page 41;
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TABLE 5. DAYS OF RESTRICTED ACTIVITY ASSOCIATE WITH ACUTE CONOITIBNS ANO OAYS OF RESTRICTED ACTIVITY PER 100
PERSONS PER YEAR, BY AGE, SEX, ANO CO NO IT ION GROUP: UN ITEO STATES, 1972
[Data are based on household intmwews of the civilian, noninshutioud population. The survey design, general qualifica~ions. and information on the reliability of the
estimates are given m appendix 1. Da fimtmns of tsrms are given in appendix Ifl
UNOER
6
YEARS
45
YEARS
& oVER
UNOER 45
ALL 6 6-16 17-44 YEARS
AGES YEARS YEARS YEARS & OVER
SEX ANO CONDITION GROUP ALL
AGES
6-16
YEARS
17-44
YEARS
oAYS OF RESTRICTED ACTIVITY
BOTH SEXES OAYS OF RESTRICTED ACTIVITY IN THOUSANDS PER 100 PERSONS PER YEAR
ALL ACUTE CONOITIONS- .. 937,761
187,119
919,617
3B3,300
43 B,602
97,715
94,391
410,9B2
325,652
813,766
228,576
45,6B0
143,312
B6, ?.04
40,119
16,889
5,495
10,995
23,093
111,981
704,182
4B,776
305,834
116,822
161,926
27,087
31,469
172,672
145,431
279,457
618,072
33,748
264,389
87,161
142,040
35,189
37,364
164,198
118,373
236,293
‘949.2
91.7
450.5
187.8
214.8
47.9
46.2
201.3
159.5
826.6
79.9
390.2
163.3
179.4
47.5
38.5
217.6
100.3
,063.3
1,102.5
220.3
691.2
416.3
193.5
81.5
26.5
53.0
111.4
1,063.4
202.4
685.4
437.1
182.4
65.8
*
50.3
115.0
1,142.8
238.9
697.3
394.7
204.9
97.6
43.2
55.8
107. -f
Y
994.4
54.3
425.4
140.2
228.5
56.6
60.1
264.2
190.5
833.6
IB6,931
5B,916
!06,0B1
93,013
94,517
18,551
20,063
63,117
38,754
.86,035
INFECTIVE ANO PARASITIC
O I S EAS E S----------—----
RESPIRATORY CONOITIONS---
UPPER RESPIRATORY
CONO IT IONS-----------
INFLu EN ZA-------------
OTHER RESPIRATORY
CONO IT ION S-----------
OIGESTIVE SYSTEM
CON OIT 10N S------—----––
IN JURIES -----------------
ALL OTHER ACUTE
CONOIT IONS-----—-—--–-
133.5
467.0
63.2
396.5
210.8
214.2
151..5
209.9
42. ( 35.1
45.5
143. C
40. B
223.9
87. E 1B8.6
ALL ACUTE CONOITIONS-
+
826.5 754..1
—
INFECTIVE ANO PARASITIC
OI S EAS E S––----–-——--––
RESPIRATORY CO NO IT IONS---
UPPER RESPIRATORY
CONO IT IONS-----------
IN FL UENZA-------—----
OTHER RESPIRATORY
CON OI T ION S--–-------–
DIGESTIVE SYSTEM
CONOIT ION S--------------
INJURIES —---------------
ALL OTHER ACUTE
CONOIT 10 NS—------------
126.2 47.3
420.4 306.7
78,706
384,120
160,763
176.568
46,7B9
37,922
214,233
98,7B4
.,123,995
21,310
72,171
46,02B
19,208
6,934
*
5,299
12,110
116,595
28,412
94,615
39,005
42,898
12,712
7,448
41,169
14,391
!00, 896
17,540
113,651
43,225
60,319
10,108
11,979
104,992
31,294
424,726
11,445
103,684
32,505
54,144
17,036
17,403
62,773
40,990
3Bl,779
40.4
365. B
114.7
191.0
60.1
61.4
221.4
144.6
,129.3
173.3 116.6
190.6 162.8
56.5 27.3
33.1 32.3
182.9 283.3
4-
63.9 B4.4
929.0 1 ,059.9
FEMALE
ALL ACUTE CONOITIQNS-
INFECTIVE ANO PARASITIC
01 SEASE S--—----— ------
RESPIRATORY CON OITIQNS---
uPPER RESPIRATORY
CON 01 T f ON S—---—----
INFLUENZA -------------
oTHER RESPIRATORY
CON O IT ION S---–-—–––-
OIGESTIVE SYSTEM
CONOIT 10 NS---–-–--—----
1 NJUR I ES-----------------
ALL OTHER ACUTE
CONOIT 10NS --------------
108,413
535,496
222,537
262,034
50,925
56,469
196,749
226,867
24,370
71,141
40,276
20,911
9,954
4,403
5,696
10,984
30,504
.11,467
54,009
51,619
5,839
12,615
21,948
24,363
31,236
192,183
73,597
101,607
16,979
19,490
67,6B0
114,13B
22,303
160,705
54,656
87,896
18,153
19,961
101,426
77,384
102.6
506.6
210.5
247.9
48.2
53.4
186.1
214.6
141.1 7B. O
515.5 479.6
66.0
475.4
161.7
260.0
53.7
59.0
300.0
22B.9
249. B 183.7
23B.7 253.6
27.0 42.4
58.3 48.6
101.5 16B.9
112.7
I
2B4. B
NOTE: Relative standard errors of estimates for this table are found on chart on page 44, code AHiW. A guide to
the use of the relative standard error charts is on page f+l.
u
TABLE 6. DAYS OF BED DISABILITY ASSOCIATE WITH ACUTE CONDITIONS ANO DAYS OF BEO OISA81LITY PER 100 PERSONS PER
YEAR, BY AGE, SEX, AND CONDITION GROUP: UNITEO STATES, 1972
[Datsarebased on household interviews of tbe oivilisn, noninstitutional population. The survey design, general qualifications,andinformationon thereliabilityofthe
estimatessregiveninappendixL DefinitionsoftermsaregiveninappendixII]
SEX ANO CONOITION GROUP
BOTH SEXES
ALL ACUTE CONOITIQNS-
INFECTIVE ANO PARASITIC
DISEASES-—-----—--—-
RESPIRATORY CONOITIONS---
UPPER RESPIRATORY
CON O IT 10N S-----------
IN FL UENZA---—--—----
OTHER RESPIRATORY
CON O IT ION S--— -------
DIGESTIVE SYSTEM
CONO IT 10N S--------—---
IN JURIE S----------- —----
ALL OTHER ACUTE
CON O IT IO NS—------—-—-
ALL ACUTE CONOITIONS-
INFECTIVE ANO PARASITIC
DISEASES ----------------
REsPIRAToRY CONDITIONS---
UPPER RESPIRATORY
CON O I T ION S--——----
1 NFL U EN ZA----— -------
oTHER RESPIRATORY
COV D IT ION S-----------
OIGESTIVE SYSTEM
COND I T 10 NS---— ---------
INJURIES -----------—----
ALL OTHER ACUTE
CONDITIONS—--— —----
FEMALE
ALL ACUTE CONOITI13NS-
INFECTIVE ANO PARASITIC
OISEASES-—---————-
RESPIRATORY CONOITIGNS---
UPPER RESPIRATORY
CON O IT 10N S-----—-—-
IN FL UENZA--------—---
OTHER RESPIRATORY
CON O IT ION S—-——-—-
OIGESTIVE SYSTEM
CONDITIONS-----——-—-
I NJ URI E S-—----———---
ALL OTHER ACUTE
CONDITIONS——----—-—-
I
45
17-44 YEARS
YEARS & OVER
OAYS OF BEO DISABILITY IN THOUSANOS
B39,454
86,853
44 B,726
143,470
251,070
54,1B6
40,850
126,334
136,691
335,497
35,773
L82,349
58,06B
99,799
24,482
14,727
61, B03
40,846
503,957
51,080
?66,377
B5,401
151,271
29,704
26,123
64,531
95,845
91,255
15,891
60,146
29,566
21,565
9,015
2,012
3,480
9,727
43,254
7,332
29,048
15,5B0
9,993
3,476
*
*
5,224
4B,001
B,559
31,098
13,986
11,573
5,540
1,671
2,170
4,503 ‘
1 BO, 946
29,340
111,321
40,103
60,229
10,9B8
8,252
15,551
16,482
B2,01B
13,2B9
49,965
15, B26
26,640
7,500
2,968
10,593
5,204
98,92B
16,051
61,356
24,277
33,590
3,489
5,284
4,959
11,279
310,208
24,108
158,178
47,162
96,009
15,007
14,160
54,267
59,496
112,551
8,845
56,247
15*51O
35,627
5,110
5,172
31,036
11,251
~97,657
15,263
.01,930
31,652
60,381
9,897
8,986
23,231
48,245
257,045
17,514
119,081
26,63S
73,26t
19,17E
16,427
53,036
50,986
97,674
6,307
47, oB9
11,153
27,539
8,397
6,247
1B,864
19,16B
159,370
11,207
71,992
15,486
45,727.
10,779
10,180
34,172
31,818
411.:
42.5
219. [
70.:
123. C
26.5
20. (
62..5
67. C
340. [
36. ?
185.2
59. C
101.4
24.9
15.0
62.8
41.5
476.8
48.3
252.0
80.8
143.1
28.1
24.7
61.0
90.7
D4YS OF BEO DISABILITY PER
100 PERSONS PER YEAR
440.1
76. t
290.1
142. (
104. c
43.5
9.-i
16.8
46. S
410.8
69.6
275.9
148.0
94.9
33.0
*
*
49.6
470.5
83.9
304.8
137.1
113.4
54.3
16.4
21.3
44.1
410. C
66.5
252. i
90. $
136.5
24.5
18. i
35.2
37.5
364.4
59. C
222.0
70.3
118.4
33.3
13.2
47.1
23.1
b57.5
74.2
?B3.7
112.3
155.3
16.1
24.4
22.9
52.2
402. i
31.2
205.1
61.1
124. !
19.5
18.1
70.4
77.1
303. i
23.5
151.8
41. $
96.1
13.8
14.0
83.7
30.4
493.3
38.1
254.4
79.0
150.7
24.7
22.4
58.0
120.4
413.6
28.2
191.6
42.9
117.9
30.9
26.4
85.3
82.0
344.6
22.2
166.1
39.3
97.1
29.6
22.0
66.5
67.6
471.4
33.2
213.0
45.8
135.3
31.9
30.1
101.1
94.1
NOTE: Relative standard errors of estimates for this table are found on chart on page 44, code A4BW. A guide to
the use of the relative standard error charts Ls on page 41.
TABLE 7. DAYS LOST FROM SCHOOL ASSOCIATED WITH ACUTE CONDITIONS AND DAYS LOST FROM SCHOOL PER 100
CHILDREN (6-16 YEARS) PER YEAR, BY SEX ANO CONOITION GROUP: UNITEO STATES, 1972
[Oak we based on household interviews of tbe civ,lian, non,nstituticmal population. The survey design, general qualifications, and information
on the reliability of the estimates are given in appendix I. Definitions of terms are given inappendixII]
CONOITION GROUP
ALL ACUTE CONDITIONS --------------
INFECTIVE ANO PARASITIC OISEASES–-––––––
RESPIRATORY CONDITIONS–-–-–---–— -------
UPPER RESPIRATORY CONDITI OHS----------
INFLUENZA–-–--–---–-–-–-------—------
OTHER RESPIRATORY CONDITIONS ----------
OIGESTIVE SYSTEM CDNOITIONS -------------
INJURIES--––---—------–--–––-–—-––––-–
ALL OTHER ACUTE CONDITIONS --------------
BOTH
SEXES
OAYS LOST FROM SCHOOL
IN THOUSANOS
205,372
30,282
131,481
61,232
60,531
9,719
11,485
16,358
15,766
96,329
14,239
61,537
26,547
28,232
6,757
4,642
10,050
5,861
109,043
16,043
69,945
34,684
32,2?8
2,962
6,843
6,308
9,904
-
)AYS LOST FROM SCHCIOL PER
100 CHILOREN PER YEAR
465.4
68.6
297.9
138.7
137.2
22.0
26.0
37.1
35.7
428.Q
—
63.3
273.4
117.9
125.4
30.0
20.6
44.7
26.0
504.3
74.2
323.5
160.4
149.4
13.7
31.6
29.2
45.8
NOTE: Relative standard errors of estimates for this table are found on chart on page 44, code
A4BW. A guide to the use of the relative standard error charts & on page 41.
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TA”BLE .3. DAYS LOST FROM WORK ASSOCIATEO WITH ACUTE CONDITIONS ANO OAYS LOST FROM WORK PER 100
Ci!’RENTLY EMPLOYED PERSONS PER YEAR, BY AGE, SEX, AND CONDITION GROUP: UNITED STATES, 1972
[Data are based on household interviews of the civilian, wrinstitutiorwd population. Thesurveydesign,generalqualifications,andinformation
onthereliabilityofthe estimates are given in appendix I. Definitions of terms are given in appendix II]
SEX ANO CONDITION GROIJP
BOTH SEXES
ALL ACUTE CONDITIONS— -----------
INFECTIVE ANO PARASITIC DISEASES -------
RESPIRATORY CONDITIONS--—----------—-
UPPER RESPIRATORY CONDITIONS ---------
INFLUENZA-----------------—-—---—-
OTHER RESPIRATORY CONOITIONS------—-
DIGESTIVE SYSTEM CONDITIONS--—----—--
INJURIES------------— -----------------
ALL OTHER ACUTE CONDITIONS—-— --------
ALL ACUTE CONDITIONS-------—-—
INFECTIVE ANO PARASITIC olsEAsEs----—--
RESPIRATORY CONDITIONS -----------------
UPPER RESPIRATORY CONOITIONS------—-
INFLUENZA-----------------—---------
OTHER RESPIRATORY CONDITIONS------—-
DIGESTIVE SYSTEM CONDITIONS ------------
INJURIES—--—---------------—-----—-
ALL OTHER ACUTE CONDITIONS— -----------
FEMALE
ALL ACUTE CONDITIONS -------------
INFECTIVE AND PARASITIC DISEASES -------
RESPIRATORY CONDITIONS -----------------
UPPER RESPIRATORY CONDITIONS ---------
INFLUENZA------—-—----—=----—----
OTHER RESPIRATORY CONDITIONS ---------
DIGESTIVE SYSTEM CONDITI ONS--—-— -----
INJURIES--——---—--—------—--—----
ALL OTHER ACUTE CONDITIONS----------—-
4LL AGES-
17 YEARS 17-44
.S OVER YEARS
45
YEARS
& OVER
OAYS LOST FROM WORK
IN THOUSANOS
296,566
18,106
136,978
44,732
78,884
13,363
19,014
77,562
44,906
174,626
9,576
75,352
24,771
42,308
8,273
11,033
57,4L6
21,248
121,940
, 8,529
61,626
19,961
36,576
5,089
7,981
20, 145
23,658
180,108
12,376
84,591
28,910
46,925
8,755
11,107
45,372
26,663
104,306
6,348
45,025
15,270
24,415
5,340
6,411
36,342
10,181
75,801
6,028
39,566
13,640
22,510
3,415
4,696
9,030
16,483
116,458
5,730
52,388
15~822
31,958
4,607
7,907
32,190
18,243
70,320
3,228
30,328
9,501
17,893
2,933
4,622
21,074
11,068
46,138
2,502
22,060
6,321
14,065
1,674
3,285
11,116
7,175
ALL AGES- 45
17 YEARS 17-44 YEARS
C OVER YEARS & OVER
OAYS LOST FROM WORK PER
100 CUFRENTLY EMPLOYEO
PERSONS PER YEAR
369.6
22.6
170.7
55.7
98.3
16.7
23.7
96.7
56.0
351.9
19.3
151.8
49.9
85.2
16.7
22.2
115.7
42.8
398.3
27.9
201.3
65.2
119.5
16.6
26.1
65.8
77.3
359.5
24.7
168.8
57.7
93.7
17.5
22.2
90.6
53.2
339.2
20.6
146.4
49.7
79.4
17.4
“ 20.9
118.2
33.1
391.6
31.1
204.4
70.5
116.3
17.6
24.3
46.6
85.1
386.4
L9.O
173.8
52.5
106.II
15.3
26.2
106.8
60.5
372.4
17.1
160.6
50.3
94.8
15.5
24.5
111.6
58.6
409.9
22.2
196.0
56.2
125.0
14.9
29.2
98.8
63.7
NOTE: Relative standard errors of estimates for this table are found on chart on page 44, code
A4BW. A guide to the use of the relative standard error charts is on page 41.
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TABLE 9. NUMBER AND PERCENT DISTRIBUTION OF PERSONS WITH LIMITATION OF ACTIVITY DUE TO CHRONIC CONDITIONS, BY DEGREE
OF LIMITATION AC C.OR OING TO SEX ANO AGE: UNITED STATES, 1972
[Oam am bared on household Ink.rkiws of the rw]linn, nonmsututmnal population. The survey demgn, general qualiricg.t]ons, end mf.arme.ticm on the reliability of the
t.stmwes s.re gl$en in append:i I.Oefmitions of terms arc ~i,en in appendi~ IL
SEX ANO AGE
BOTH SEXES
ALL AGE S------
UNOER 17 YE ADS------
~ 7-+4 vEA~s ---------
45-64 YE AD S ---------
65 YEARS ANO OVER---
MALE
ALL AGE S------
UNOER 17 YE ADS------
17-44 YEA A S---------
45-64 YE AD S---------
65 YEARS AND OVER---
FEMALE
ALL AGE S-----P
LINOER 17 YE ADS------
17-44 Y EAR S---------
45-64 YE AD S---------
65 YEARS ANO OVER---
TOTAL
OPULATION
204,148
64,865
77,131
42,229
19,924
9B,445
33,037
37,060
20,046
8,301
105,704
31,827
40,071
22,183
11,623
‘wITH
ACTIVITY
LIMITATION
NUMBER IN
25,868
1,921
6,407
8,926
8,613
13,006
1,118
3,475
4,509
3,904
12,861
803
2,932
4,417
4,709
--l_-
wITH
LIMITATION WITH NO
IN MAJOR ACTIVITY
ACTIVITY LIMITATION
rHOUSANOS
1Q,589
1,037
3,997
6,997
7,558
9,864
602
2,092
3,579
3,591
9,724
435
1,905
3,418
3,966
178,281
62,944
70,724
33,304
11,310
85,438
31,919
33,585
15,538
4, 397
92,842
31,025
37, 138
17,766
6,913
WITH
WITH LIMITATION W17H NO
TOTAL ACTIVITY IN MAJOR ACTIVITY
~@ PULATION LIMITATION ACTIVITY LIMITATION
11 ! ,
PERCENT DISTRIBUTION
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
12.7
3.0
8.3
21.1
43.2
13.2
3.4
9.4
22.5
47.0
12.2
2.5
7.3
19.9
40.5
9.6
1.6
5.2
16.6
37.9
10.0
1.8
5.6
17.9
43.3
9.2
1.4
4.8
15. +
34.1
NOTES: MAJoR ACTIVITY REFERS TO ABILITY Tfl WORK, KEEP HOUSE, OR ENGAGE IN SCHOOL OR PRESCHOOL ACTIVITIES.
87.3
97.0
91.7
78.9
56.8
86.8
96.6
90.6
77.5
53.0
87.8
97.5
‘32.7
80.1
59.5
FOR OFFICIAL POPULATION ESTIMATES FOR MORE GE NEQAL USE, SEE BUREAU OF THE CENSUS REPORTS ON THE CIVILIAN POPULATION
DF THE UN ITEO STATES, IN CURRENT POPULATION REPORTS: SERIES P-20, P-25, ANO P-60.
NOTE: Relative standard errors of estimates for this table are found on chart on page 42,code A4AN and page 47, code
P4AN+L A guide to the use of the relative standard error charts i8 on page 41.
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TABLE 10. NuMBER OF PERSONS INJURED AND NUMBER OF PERSONS INJUREO PER 100 PERSONS PER YEAR, BY CLASS OF ACCIOENT,
SEX, ANO AGE: UN ITEO STATES, 1972
[Dak ~,e b.,od O. household inkview. of the civilian,n011in9L~tuti011id population. The survey d.sign, general qualifications, and inkmnaLio” .an the reliability of the
estimates aro given m appendix I. Definitions of terms are given in appendix H]
CLASS OF ACCIOENT
SEX ANO AGE
‘oTALF=F= WHILEATWORK HOME OTHER
NUflBER OF PERSONS INJUREO IN THOUSANOSBOTH SEXES
ALL AGE S-------—--—-—-------—--—--- 64,259
8,362
17,126
25,250
9,268
4,253
36,975
4,704
*
B46
2,815
*
*
2,726
3,761 7,938 24,040
5,223
6,092
6,538
3,B31
2,357
11,861
3,084
3,709
2,620
1,408
1,041
12,179
2,140
2,3B3
3,91?
2,422-.
1,316’
29,545
3,17B
10,361
11,05B
3,276
1,672
16, B69
2,09B
6,529
6,269
1,302
*
12,677
1,080
3,832
4,790
1,974
1,001
UNOER 6 YE AR S--------—---——----—-—--—-—
6-16 YEAR S---—-—---—---—--—-------—-------
17-44 Y EAR S------—--— ---—--—--——-— -------
45-64 Y EAR S--—--—-—-—-—--—---—--—---
65 Y EARS AN O OVE R------------———-——--—-–-
*
*
2,301
*
*
. . .
. . .
6,oo1
1,722
*
MALE
ALL AGE S—--—-—-–---—--------———-- 2,oB7 6, B24
UN OER 6 YE AD S—------—---—--—----—--—-—---
6-16 YEAR S--–—---—-—-—--—--—--——--—---
17-44 YEARS--——-———--—--—-——— -------
45-64 Y EAR S--—--—-— ---— —---- —- ——-— ---
65 Y EARS AN O OVE R----—---—-—-----—— -------
5, 182
10,596
15,154
4* 188
I,B55
27,284
3, lBO
6,530
10,096
5,0B0
2,398
*
*
1,479
*
*
. . .
. . .
5,28o
1,362
*
*
*
1,845
*
*
1,978
*
*
970
*
*
FEMALE— .
ALL AGE S--—--—------—-—--—----—--- 1,674 1,114
UN OER 6 YE AR S-------------—------—-------—---
6-16 YEAR S-—-----—-——--—— ----- —-------
17-44 YEA AS—-–-——-—--–——-–---—-----––—
45-64 Y EAR S----------–-------— -----------------
65 Y EARS A NO OVE R-——---—-——----——–—---
*
*
822
*
*
. . .
. . .
721
*
*
BOTH SEXES
ALL AGE S-----------—–--—------—-—---
NUMBER OF PERSONS INJUREO PER 100 PERSONS PER YEAR
31.5
40.3
38. B
32.7
21.9
21.3
37.6
49.2
47.1
40.9
20.9
22.3
25.8
3.9
. . .
. . .
7.8
4.1
*
6.9
11.8
25.2
13.8
8.5
9.1
11.B
12.0
14.5
15.3
23.5
14.3
7.8
8.4
17.1
UNDER 6 Y EARS-----—–—--—-—--–-—— -------
6-16 YEAR S—-------—-—--—-—-——--—--—----
17-44 y EAR S---------------—-—-------—--—______
45-64 Y EAR S--—------—------—--———--—---
65 Y EARS AN O OVE R-----—----—---—-—— -------
1.;
3.6
*
*
*
*
3.0
*
*
MALE
ALL AGE S-——-—---—-—-—----—-—-— 2.8 2.1
I
UNOER 6 YEAR S—---—-—---—--—-—--——--——
6-16 YEAR S---—-—-----------—---------—---—
17-44 YE AR S---—-----—---—-—------——-—-—
45-64 YEARS--—-–-—--—- —-— —-—--
65 Y EARS A NO OVER----—---—-—-----— ---------
. . .
. . .
14.2
6.8
*
1.1
...
...
1.B
*
*
*
*
5.0
*
*
*
4.0
*
29.3
16.5
7.1
7.0
12.5
11.5
21.0
11.0
9. B
10.9
11.3
19.9
29.0
16.9
6.5
*
12.0
10.6
17.7
12.0
B.9
8.6
LFEMALEALL AGE S--—---—----—-—---—-— -------
*
*
*
*
2.1
*
*
UN OER 6 YE AR S---———---—--—----— ---------
6-16 YEAR S-—----—--—--—-—--—-—-—----
17-44 YEAR S---------———-—--—-——-----—
45-64 Y EAR S—--—----—?——-——— ——--—---
65 Y EARS ANO OVER-----——---—--—-—— -------
31.2
30.2
25.2
22.9
20.6
2.4
*
*
NoTE: EXCLUOEO FROM THESE STATISTICS ARE ALL CONDITIONS INVOLVING NEITHER RESTRICTED A(7f IVITV NOR MEOICAL ATTEN-
TIoN. THE SUM OF OATA FOR THE FOUR CLASSES OF ACCIOENTS MAY BE GREATER THAN THE TOTAL BE-CAUSE THE CLASSES ARE NOT
MUTUALLY EXCLUSIVE .
NOTE: Relative standard errors of estimates for this table are found on chart on page 44, code A4BN. A guide to
the use of the relative standard error charts is on page 41.
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TABLE 11. DAYS OF RESTRICTED ACTIVITY ASSOCIATED WITH INJURY AND DAYS OF RESTRICTED ACTIVITY PER 100 PERSONS PER
YEAR, BY CLASS OF AC CIOENT, SEX, AND AGE: UN ITEO STATES, 1972
[Data are based on household interviews of the civilian, nonktitut]ondpopulation.The survey design, general qualifications, and information on the reliability of the
estimates are given inappendix1.DefinitionsoftermsaregiveninappendixIfl
II CLASS OF AC CIOENT
SEX ANO AGE
‘oTALF=F=i‘$~~‘oME‘THEP
OAYS OF RESTRICTED ACTIVITY IN THOUSANOSBOTH SEXES
ALL AGE S--------------–-------–----–-—--- 563,406
10,685
63,311
206,386
172,907
110,116
284, 126
90,787
*
5,850
53,384
26,514
4,295
46,474
82,233
*
4,380
48,11T
25,841
3,261
42,357
102,247
. . .
. . .
51,993
39,78q
10,465
84,005
168,328
4,957
18,334
38,985
48,646
57,407
57.576
233.403
UNDER 6 YEAR S----------------—------–-—-------
6-16 YEAR S--------------------------------------
17-44 YEAR S------------------—--------—-------
45-64 Y EAR S---------–----––--—— -–--—--------–
65 YEARS ANO DEE R------------—--------— -------
5,211
39,855
76,918
69,564
41,855
118.823
MALE
ALL AGE S---–---------—---- —––-–— -------
UNOER 6 YEAR S--–—--–------------------—-------
6-16 YEAR S----------------–---------—–—-------
17-44 YEA RS-----—------------------–--—-------
45-64 YE AR S-- —------ — -------------------------
65 YEARS A NO OVE R-------------—---- ———-----
4,904
40,711
123, 118
78,875
36,518
279,280
1,777
12,158
17,811
13,799
12,031
110,752
3,050
25,196
42,572
28,797
19,208
114,580
3, 35;
30,988
11,532
*
44,313
2,90;
27,926
11,376
*
39,876
. . .
. . .
45,498
32,205
6,302
18,242
FEMALE
ALL AGE S----------------------------------
UNOER 6 YE AR S--------—---—-—-----— ----------
6-16 YEA RS---——-–---–---— --------------------
17-44 YEAR S----------.—-----–— -----------------
45–64 YEAR S-------—------ —–—---–--— ---------
65 YEARS ANO OVER---------–--–—-----— ---------
5,781
22,601
83,268
94,032
73,598
*
2,493
22,396
14,983
3,776
*
*
2D,191
14,465
3,189
3,180
6,176
21,174
34,847
45,376
2,161
14,660
34,346
40,767
22,648
. . .
. . .
6,495
7,584
4,163
BoTH SEXES
ALL AGE S-–-------------------------––—---
OAYS OF RESTRICTED ACTIVITY PER 100 PERSONS PER YEAR
276.0 44.5
*
13.3
69.2
62.8
21.6
47.2
40.3 50.1 82.5 114.3
UN OE R 6 YEAR S------––––--–----—-------—-------
6-16 YEAR S–--–--—--— -------------------------
17-44 YEAR S----—–---—-----------------------
45-64 Y EAR S-- —--–---—-------—-- —---—-—---
65 Y EARS AN O OVE R––--—---–--—-----——--—----
51.5
143.5
267.6
409.5
552.7
288.6
*
9.9
62.4
61.2
16.4
43.0
23.9
41.5
50.5
115.2
288.1
58.5
25.1
90.3
99.7
164.7
210.1
120.7
29.0
111.9
114.9
143.7
231.4
108.4
21.2
67.8
85.7
183.8
194.9
. . .
. . .
67.4
94.2
52.5
85.3
MA’ E
ALL AGE S----—-—------—----- —-—-------
UN OER 6 YEAR S-—---------—----—------—-----—
6-16 Y EAR S---------------–—--—----—-—-------
17-44 YEAR s-------–.---—— -__----_—___
45-64 YEAR S----–--–—--–--––-------—---------
65 YEARS AND OVER--------—--–—-----——--—--–
46.6
180.9
332.2
393.5
439.9
264.2
56.7
104.5
207.8
423.9
633.2
*
14.9
83.6
57.5
*
41.9
11.:
55.9
67.5
32.5
16.9
54.0
48.1
68. %
144.9
104.8
31.2
28.6
52.8
157.1
390.4
*
12.9
75.4
56.7
*
37.7
*
50.:
65.2
27.4
. . .
. . .
122.8
160.7
75.9
17.3
. . .
. . .
16.2
34.2
35.8
FEMALE
ALL AGE S--–———---——-----——--—---
UNOER 6 YEARS-----------------------—---—-----
6-16 YEAR S—---------—---—-------- ——--— ---
17-44 Y EAR S-- —---—--—---——-----—-----—---
45-64 Y EAR S----------------------------—-------
65 Y EARS AN O OVE R-—-----—–—--–---——-—-–-
NOTES: IN CLUOES 01 SA81LITY OAYS ASSOCIATED WITH CURRENT INJURIES AND IMPAIRMENTS DUE TO INJURY.
THE SUM OF DATA FOR THE FOUR CLASSES OF ACCIDENTS MAY BE GREATER THAN THE TOTAL BECAUSE THE CLASSES ARE NOT
MUTUALLY EXCLUSIVE.
NOTE: Relative standard errors of estimates for this table are found on chart on page 44, code A4NJ. A smide to
the use of the relative standard error charts is on page 41.
.
TABLE 12. DAYS OF BEO DISABILITY ASSOCIATE WITH INJURY ANO OAYS OF BED DISABILITY PER 100 PERSONS PER YEAR, ‘BY
CLASS OF ACCIOENT, SEX, ANO AGE: UNITEO STATES, 1972
[DIIti a,~ based O. household interviews of the civilian, IIOIIi.9titUti0i%d pOpUhtiOiI Tbe survey design, general quafificstions, and inf.mmntion cm the ~lj~bjlj~ of tbe
estimstm are given in appendix I. Definitions of terms are rnven in ammndix IS1
SEX ANO AGE ToTAL
..-
CLASS OF AC CIOENT
i I I
MOVING MOTOR VEHICLE II UUT1.E.,.,. -..
AT HOME
TOTAL TRAFFIC WORK
oTH ER
OAYS OF BEO DISABILITY IN THOUSANDSBOTH SEXES
ALL AGE S--—-—----—-—----——-—----- 163,947
T
28,731 24,131
* . . .
1,612 . . .
19,884 9,599
7,236 10,266
* 4,266
50,348 66,492
I
30,966
UNOER 6 YEARS—-—---—-—— -—--— —____
6-16 YEA RS-—---——-—--—--—-----------—---
17-44 Y EARS——-—--—----—- ——----------
45-64 YE AR S———-—--—---- ______________
65 Y EARS ANO OVE R-——--———-— --------
3,598
14,898
59,972
46,593
38,886
75,025
10,20:
31,931
17,242
14,265
B8,5’22
* 1,713
I
1,961
4,035 9,080
11,905 2L,561
13,339 18*188
1,932
21,380
7,352
* 19,355 15 ;702
MALE
ALL AGE S—-----—---———-—---—--————
T
15,578 19,153
* . . .
* . . .
11,766 7,984
2,978 8,304
* 2,865
17,428
t
12,603 31,606
*
2,38: 6,941
4,608 9,952
2,127 5,014
3,126 8,675
UN OER 6 YE AR S—--—---—--—--—--——-—--—----
6-16 YE AR S-—------——---—--—-—-—---
17-44 Y EAR S--—--—--— -——. _________
45-64 YE AR S---------—-— —-- — —--------
65 Y EARS ANO OVE R----—------—------—-——-—
*
*
13,262
3,095
*
-1-37,744 34,886* *1,653 2,1407,297 11,60911,213 13,17516,230 7,028
FEMALE
ALL AGE S--—-—--—— —------— -—-----
t
13,153 4,978
* . . .
* . . .
8,117 1,615
4,258 1,962
* *
13,538
UNOER 6 YEARS-----—-—------—-----------—---
6-16 YEA RS---—---———----——-———-—
17-44 Y EAR S--—---—--—-—--—------——--—----
45-64 YEAR S--—------—----——---———--—----
65 Y EARS AN O OVER----—---—-—----——--—---
2,212
4,696
2B,042
29,351
24.621
*
*
8,117
4,258
*
80TH SEXES
ALL AGE S---—--—-----—-.----— ---------
OAYS OF BEO DISABILITY PER 100 PERSONS PER YEAR
80.3 15.2
*
4.4
27.7
17.4
*
17.7
*
35.:
15.4
*
12.8
*
20.;
19.2
*
14.1
*
3.7
25.8
17.1
*
15.8
*
*
31.7
14.9
*
12.4
11.8 24.7
8.3
9.1
15.4
31.6
97.1
12.8
32.6
UNDER 6 YEARS—----———--——-----—-—--------
6-16 YEA RS—-—-—----—-— —---- ——-------
17-44 Y EAR S----------------——-----——-—-—————
45-64 YEAR S-----------—-———---————-—
65 YEARS ANO OVER-——— ———— —____
17.4
33.8
77.8
110.3
195.2
9.5
20.6
28.0
43.1
78.8
32.1
. . .
. . .
12.4
24.3
21.4
MALE
ALL AGE S---—-—-—-—-—-—-—--— ------ 76.2 19.5
UN OER 6 YE AR S---—---—---— —---—— -------
6-16 YEAR S-----------—------—-----——--------
17-44 YEARs--—-—---—-—————---
45-64 Y EARS——-----——--— —----- ------
65 YEARS ANO OVER—--—---—-— ------—--_---
*
45.3
$6.2
86.0
171.8
*
10.6
12.4
10.6
37.7
35.7
7.:
18.2
50.5
139.6
*
30.8
26.9
25. o
104.5
33.0
*
9.9
29.0
59.4
60.5
. . .
. . .
21.5
41.4
34.5
FEMALE
ALL AGE S-------—--—--—-———— ------- 84.1
21.7
21.7
70.0
132.3
211.8
4.7
LINOER 6 YEARS----—-— --—-— ------ ______
6-16 YEAR S---——-——---—-—--—------—.————
17-44 YE ARS--—----——---——---- —--------
45-64 Y EAR S-- —--—- —----— —-------- —------
65 Y EARS ANO OVE R----—-----——-----——-----—
*
*
20.3
19.2
*
. . .
. . .
4.0
8.8
*
NOTES: IN CLUOES 01 SA81LITY DAYS ASS DC IATEO WITH CURRENT INJURIES ANO IMPAIRMENTS OUE TO INJURY.
THE SUM OF OATA FOR THE FOUR CLASSES OF ACCIOENTS MAY BE GREATER THAN THE TOTAL BECAUSE THE CLASSES ARE NOT
MUTUALLY EXCLUSIVE.
NOTE: Relative standard errors of estimates for this table are found on chart on page 44, code A4BW. A guide to
the use of the relative standard error charts is on page 41.
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TABLE 13. NUMBER OF DISCHARGES FROM SHORT–STAY HOSPITALS, NUMBER OF DISCHARGES PER 100 PERSONS PER
YEAR, NUMBER OF HOSPITAL OAYS, ANO AVERAGE LENGTH OF STAY, BY SEX ANO AGE: UNITEO STATES, BASEO
ON DATA COLLECTED IN HEALTH INTERVIEWS IN 1972
[Zkta are based cm household interviews of the civilian, noninstitutional population. The survey design, general qualifications, and information
on the reliability of the estimates are given in app=mdixI.Definitionsftermsme giveninappendix111
AGE
ALL AGES–------–----—-
UNOER 17 YEARS ---------------
17-24 YEARS––---------------–
25-34 YEARS---------------—-
35-44 YEARS--–---------–--—-
45-64 YEARS ------------------
65 YEARS ANO OVER ------------
ALL AGES ---------------
UNOER 17 YEARS-------––--–-––
17–24 YEARS–--------––--––––-
25-34 YEARS––--------------–-
35-44 YEARS––----------–----–
45–64 YEAP.S ------------------
65 YEARS AND OVER----––-––—–
~
NUMBER OF DISCHARGES
IN THOUSANOS
28,452
4,514
4,165
4,392
3,386
6,770
5,225
11,187
2,372
1,090
1,064
1,151
3,152
2,358
17,265
2, 143
3,075
3,328
2,235
3,617
2, 867
NUMBER (JF HOSPITAL DAYS
IN THOUSANDS
237,671
24,314
20,638
26,511
27,630
70,954
67,624
109,910
13,827
7,848
9,099
11,229
34,892
33,015
127,761
10,487
12,790
17,411
16,402
36, 062
34,608
BOTH
SEXES MALE FEMALE
NUMBER OF DISCHARGES PER 100
PERSONS PER YEAR
T
13.9 11.4
7.0 7.2
14.7 8.0
16.6 8.3
15.2 10.7
16.0 15.7
26.2 28.4,
16.3
6.7
20.B
24.3
19.3
16.3
24.7
AVERAGE LENGTH OF STAY
5.4 5.8
5.0 7.2
6.0 I 8.6
-L
8.2 9.B
10.5 11.1
12.9 14.0
7.4
4.9
4.2
5.2
7.3
10.0
12.1
NOTE: THESE STATISTICS ARE BASED ON DATA COLLECTEO lN HOUSEHOLO HEALTH INTERVIEWS. THEY WILL
OIFFER FROM THOSE REPORTED BY THE NCHSCS HOSPITAL OISCHARGE SURVEY AND OTHER STUOIES BECAUSE OF
DIFFERENCES IN THE POPULATION COVERED, THE SOURCES OF DATA, AND TYPES OF HOSPITALS INCLUDED* E.G.,
DATA IN THIS REPORT INCLUOE VETERANS ADMINISTRATION ANO OTHER FEDERAL HOSPITALS, BUT EXCLUDE PER–
SONS WHO DIEO IN THE HOSPITAL, ANO PERSONS WITH STAYS oF LESS THAN oNE oAy.
NOTE: Relative standard errors of estimates for this table are found on chart on page 42, code
A4CN for hospital discharges and code A4J3Jfor hospital days. A guide to the use of the :relative
standard error charts is on page 41.
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TABLE 14. NUMBER AND PERCENT DISTRIBUTI13N OF PERSONS WITH SHORT-STAY HOSPITAL EPISOOES OURING THE PAST YEAR
BY NUMBER OF EPISOOES, ACCOROING TO SEX ANO AGE: UNITEO STATES, BASEO ON OATA COLLECTEO IN HEALTH INTER-
VI EkiS IN 1972
[D.W8W II~SafonIm.mh.ldinterview of the civilisn, noninstitutional POPUlStiIJII. The SWWY design, genersl qualifications, and information on the reljabj,jty
of the eetimatas are given in appendixI.Definitionsoftermsme giveninappendixIII
NUMBER OF HOSPITAL EPISOOES NUMBER OF HOSPITAL EPISOOES
NONE 1 2 3+
SEX ANO AGE
BOTH SEXES
ALL AGES——---
UNOER 17 YEARS--——-
17-24 YEARS--—-—---
25-34 YEARS--———
35-44 YEARS——-—-—
45-64 YEARS ----------
65 YEARS ANO OVER-—-
MALE
ALL AGES--—--
UNOER 17 YEAR S—-----
17-24 YEARS--— -----
25-34 YEARS--——---
35-44 YEARS--—-——-
POPULATIQN PO PULATIQI
NONE I 11213+
NUMBER OF PERSONS IN THOUSANOS PERCENT DISTRIBUTION
204,148
64,865
28,371
26,458
22,302
42,229
19,924
182,576
Q, 232
24,078
22,810
19,841
37,212
16, b02.
90,192
1B,018
3,237
3,066
3,156
2,047
4,032
2,479
6,785
2,696
315
351
381
317
751
581
1,093
859
=
80
75
111
97
234
262
374
100.0
100. C
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
89.4
94.4
87.7
86.2
89.0
88.1
83.3
91.6
8.E
=
5*C
10.:
11. s
9.2
9.5
12.4
6.9
0.4
~
0.1
0.3
0.4
0.4
0.6
1.3
0.4
1.3
~
0.5
1.2
1.4
1.4
1.B
2.9
1.198,445
33,037
13,583
12,764
10,713
20, D46
8,301
31,106
12,695
11,936
9,902
17,700
6,853
92,383
1*714
784
702
663
1,845
1,076
11,232
165
94
89
110
390
245
1,603
52
*
36
38
110
127
485
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
94.2
93.5
93.5
92.4
8B.3
82.6
87.4
5.2
5.8
5.5
6.2
9.2
13.0
10.6
0.5
0.7
0.7
1.0
1.9
3.0
1.5
0.2
*
‘0.3
0.4
0.5
1.5
0.5
45-64 YEARS--—-—--
65 YEARS ANO OVER-—
FEMALE
ALL AGE S--—---
UNOER 17 YEAR S--—---
17-24 YEARS--——---
25-34 YEARS—— ------
35-44 YEARS—-——-
45-64 YEARS--——-—
65 YEARS AND OVER-—-
105,704
31,827
14,78B
13,694
11,5B9
22,183
11,623
30,126
12,184
L0,874
9,940
19,512
9,748
1,523
2,282
2,453
1,384
2,186
1,403
151
258
291
206
361
336
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
94.7
82.4
79.4
85.8
88.0
83.9
4.8
15.4
17.9
11.9
9.9
12.1
0.5
1.7
2.1
1.8
1.6
2.9
*
65
75
59
124
135
*
0.4
0.5
0.5
0.6
1.2
NOTE : FOR oFFICIAL POPULATION ESTIMATES FOR MORE GENERAL USE, SEE 8UREAU OF THE CENSUS REPORTS ON THE
CIVILIAN POPULATION OF THE UNITEO STATES, IN CURRENT POPULATION REPORTS: SERIES P-20, P-25, AND P-60.
Nom : Relative standard errors of estimates for this table are found on chart on page 42, code A4AN and
page 47, code P&AN-M. A guide to the use of the relative standard error charts is on page 41.
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TABLE 15. NUMBER OF SHORT-STAY HOSPITAL OAYS DURING THE PAST YEAR AND NUMBER OF DAYS PER PERSON
WITH CJNE HOSPITAL EPISOOE OR MORE, BY NUMBER OF EPISOOESt SEX, AND AGE: UNITED STATES, BASED
ON DATA COLLECTEO IN HEALTH INTERVIEWS IN i972
[Data are based on household interviews of the civilian, noninstitutional population. The survey design, general qualifications, and information
on the reliability of the estimates are giveninappendixL Definitions oftermswe giveninappendixII]
SEX AND AGE
BOTH SEXES
ALL AGES-–-----––---—
UNOEP. 17 YEARS---––-— ------
17-24 YEARS -----------------
25-34 YEARS----–----––––--–-
35–44 YEARS -----------------
45-64 YEARS-----––--–––--—-
65 YEARS AND OVER -----------
MALE
ALL AGES------——----
UNOER 17 YEARS --------------
17-24 YEARS -----------------
25-34 YEARS--— -------------
35–44 YEARS–---–––--–-----–-
45–64 YEARS–---–---–---–--––
65 YEARS ANO OVER–— --------
FEMALE
UNOER
17-24
25-34
3 5–44
45–64
ALL AGES–––--–-----–––
17 YEARS --------------
YEARS -----------------
YEARS-–--–––----—–––-
YEARS–-–------—-—–-–
YEARS -----------------
65 YEARS ANO OVER -----------
NUMBER OF HOSPITAL EPISODES
ALL
EPISODES I 1 I 2 I 3+
HOSPITAL OAYS IN THOUSANDS
216,161
22,601
20,285
25,457
23,953
65,798
58,066
97,93B
12,702
7,189
8,332
9,212
33,791
26,721
118,223
9,899
13,096
17,125
14,742
32,017
31,345
128,719
16,048
14,732
16,643
14,662
37,563
29,071
57,457
8,954
5,687
5,236
5,454
18,800
13,327
71,262
7,094
9,045
11,407
9,208
18,763
15,744
53,733
4,424
3,921
5,381
5,993
17,362
16,652
24,421
2,367
1,314
1,689
2,392
9,580
7,078
29,312
2,057
2,606
3,693
3,601
7,782
9,574
33,709
2t129
1,633
3,433
3,298
10,872
12,344
16,060
1,381
*
1,408
1,366
5,401
6,316
17,649
g48
1,445
2,025
1,932
5,471
6,027
DAYS PER PERSON WITH EPISODES
10.0
6.2
5.8
7.0
9.7
13.1
17.5
11.9
6.6
8.1
10.1
11.3
14.4
18.5
8.9
5.8
5.0
6.1
8.9
12.0
16.7
7.1
5.0
4.8
5.3
7.2
9.3
11.7
8.5
5.2
7.3
7.5
8.2
10.2
12.4
6.3
4.7
4.0
4.7
6.7
8.6
11.2
19.9
————
14..0
11.2
14.1
18.9
23.1
28.7
22.,3
14..3
14.0
19.0
21.7
24.6
28.9
18.3
.—
13.6
10.1
12.7
17.5
21.6
2B.5
39.2
26.6
21.8
30.9
34.0
46.5
47.1
42.9
26.6
*
39.1
35.9
49.1
49.7
36.4
*
22.2
27.0
32.7
44.1
44.6
NOTE: Relative standard errors of estimates for this table are found on chart on page 42
A4AW and A4AN for denominator. A guide to the use of the relat”ivestandard error charts is on
, code
page 41.
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TABLE 16. DAYS OF DISABILITY AND DAYS DF DISABILITY PER PERSDN PER YEAR, BY SEX AND AGE: UNITED
STATES, 1972
[Date are basedm householdhkmviewsof the civilian, noninstitutional population. The survey design, general qualifications, and information
on tbe reliabili~ of tbe estimates are given in appendix I. Definitions of terms are given in appendix 1~
SEX ANO AGE
BDTH SEXES
ALL AGES-----------—--— ----------------
UNDER 17 YEARS---—-—----—-—---— -----------
17-24 YEARS-——-------------—--—-—---—---
25-44 YEARS----------—---------—--—--------
45-64 YEARS---------------—-—-—-—----—--
65 YEARS AND OVER—---—-—-–—-—------—----
MALE
ALL AGES---—------------————-——--
UNDER 17 YEARS------------—------------—----
17-24 YEARS------—--—------—---—-----------
25-44 YEARS------—-------—---—-—----—----
45-64 YEARS-------------——---—-—-------—--
65 YEARS AND CIDER--—--------—-—-------—---
FEMALE
ALL AGES-——----——- — —--—---—--
UNDER 17 YEARS—-—------—----— -------------
17-24 YEARS-------------------—-—--------—--
25-44 YEARS------—-------—-———--—--------
45-64 YEARS---—-—------—---—-—---—-—----
65 YEARS ANO OVER—------------— --------------
BOTH SEXES
ALL AGES—---------—-——--------—--
UNDER 17 YEARS-------------------—--------—--
17-24 YEARS------—------------—-------------
25-44 YEARS------—--—-----–—-— ------------
45-64 YEARS----------------------—------------
65 YEARS ANO OVER—-—---—--—-—--—--——--
MALE
ALL AGES-----------—----------------—--
UNDEI 17 YEARS-----------------------------—--
17-24 YEARS—----—--------------—--—--------
25-44 YEARS------— ----------------------------
45-64 YEARS------—-—---------—--------——--
65 YEARS AND OVER-----—---------—---— -------
FEMALE
ALL AGES--------------------—------—---
UNOER
17-24
25-44
bs-bb
17 YEARS-----------—-----—--—---—----
YEARS------—------—--—--—------—----
YEARS----–--------——-----—------------
YEARS-------------------------------—---
65 YEARS AND OVER--—----—--—-—------––—-–
RESTRICTED
ACTIVITY
OAYS
BEO-
OISABILITY WORK-LOSS
DAYS 0.4YS
DAYS OF DISABILITY IN THOUSANOS
3,401,746 I 1,319,566 I 428,190
688,109
312,Q60
717,425
956,995
726,557
1,458,277
336,40B
131,070
280,738
434,874
275,187
296,319 . . .
136,317 66,533
273v431 165,609
332,397 179,749
281,102 16,299
539,1671 257,863
L38,694 . . .
51,160 36,378
92,631 95,558
146,254 114,627
110,429 11,301
1,943,469 780,399 170,327
I I
351,701
181,590
436,686
522, 122
451,370
157,625 . . .
85,157 30, 155
180,801 70,051
186, 143 65,123
170,674 4,99B
OAYS OF DISABILITY PER PERSON PER YEAR
16.7
10.6
11.0
14.7
22.7
36.5
14.8
10.2
9.6
12.0
21.7
33.2
18.4
11.1
12.3
17.3
23.5
38.8
6.5 i 5.3
I
I
4.6
4.8
5.6
7.9
14.1
. . .
3.9
5.0
6.6
5.3
5.5 I 5.2
4.2 . . .
3.8 3.9
3.9 4.5
7.3 6.8
13.3 5.7
NOTE: dORK LOSS REPORTELI FOR CURRENTLY EMPLOYED PERSONS AGED 17 YEARS ANO OVER.
NOTE: Relative standard errors of estimates for this table are found on chart on page 44, code
A4BW. A guide to the use of the relative standard error charts is on page 41.
TABLE 17. DAYS LOST FROM SCHOOL ANO OAYS LOST FROM SCHOOL PER CHILD 6-16 YEARS OF AGE PER YEAR,
BY SEX: UNITED STATES, 1972
Data are based on household interview’s of the civilian, noninstitutional population. The survey design, general qualifications, and
information on the reliability of the estimates are given in appendix L Definitions of terms are given in appendix 1~
AGE BOTH SEXES MALE FEMALE
OAYS LOST FROM SCHOOL IN THOUSANOS
ALL AGES- 6-16 YEARS--------—--------------- 235,402 II 110,532I 124,870
I NUMBER OF SCHOOL-LOSS OAYS PER CHILO PER YEAR
ALL AGES- 6-16 YEARS ------------------------- t 5.3 It 4.9 I 5.8
NOTE: Relative standard errors of estimates for this table are found on chart on page 44,code
A4Bw. A guide to the use of the relative standard error charts is on page 41.
TABLE 18. NUM8ER OF OENTAL VISITS ANO NUMBER OF DENTAL VISITS PER PERSON PER YEAR, BY AGE AND
SEX : UNITED STATES, 1972
[Data we based on household interviews of the sivilian, noninstitutional population. The survey design, general qualifications, and
information on the reliability of the estimates are given in appendix L Definitions of tS~S are Eiven in aPPendix I]
SEX
BOTH SEXES------–––-–-—-------–--–
MALE—------—-—-------------–-—-------
FEMALE -----------------------------------
BOTH SEXES---–-–---–------— -------
MALE--------------–-----—-—------------
FEMALE–--------------–--—-—--—--------
ALL UNDER 17-24 25-44 45-64 65 YEARS
AGES 17 YEARS YEARS YEARS YEARS AND OVER
NUM8EFi OF DENTAL VISITS IN THOUSANOS
a~
NUMBER OF OENTAL VISITS PER PERSON PER YEAR
1.5 1.5 1.7 1.6 1.7 1.0
1.3 1.4 1.5 1.3 1.4 0.9
1.7 1.6 1.8 1.8 1.9 1.0
NOTE: Relative standard errors of estimates for this table are found on chart on page 44,code
A4BM. A guide to the use of the relative standard error charts is on page 41.
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TAELE 19. NUMBER AND PERCENT DISTRIBUTION OF PERSONS BY TIME INTERVAL SINCE LAST DENTAL VISIT ACCOROING TO
SEX ANO AGE: UNITEO STATES, 1972
[Data are based on household interviews of the civilian, noninstitutional population. The survey design, general qu81ifications, and information on the reliability
of the estimates are given in appendix I. Definitions of terms are given in appendix U
SEX ANO AGE
TIME INTERVAL SINCE LAST DENTAL VISIT
TOTAL
POPULATION UNDER 6 6-11 1 2-4 5 YEARS
MDNTHS MONTHS YEAR YEARS AND OVER NEVER UNKNOWN
NUMBER OF PERSONS IN THOUSANOSBOTH SEXES
ALL AGE S-------—--–---—---- 66,838
21,134
10,716
17,296
13,716
3,976
30,661
23,801
6,583
4,464
6,962
4,422
1,370
11,884
29,174
4,575
4,673
9,083
7,780
3,062
14,577
28,349
846
1,637
5,832
10,225
9,810
13,450
204,14B
64, B65
28,371
48,760
42,229
19,924
98,445
33,037
13,583
23,478
20,046
8,301
105,704
24,055
?l ,769
1,117
699
305
165
12,2B9
2,239
644
408
564
465
159
1,151
?9, 693
9,314
5,356
8,324
5,317
1,382
.4,432
UNDER 17 YEAR S------—--—-——--
17-24 YEARS--—---—-—--——---
25-44 YEARS-----------—--—-—----
45-64 YEARS——-——----------—--
65 YEARS ANO OVER----—--—--—---
ALL AGE S-—-—--—--——----
3,39i
2,198
3,475
2,176
638
11,917
UNOER 17 YEAR S--—---—---—--—---
17-24 YEARS--—--— ----------------
25-44 YEARS--—-————----—---
45-64 YEARS—-------——--—-——--
65 YEARS ANO OVER-—-—-----—----
10,538
4,802
7,615
6,216
1,490
36,177
4,931
2,504
3, B90
2,530
578
.5,261
2,364
2,3B9
4,643
3,80B
1,373
14,596
464
875
3,129
4,902
4,080
14,898
11,044
596
401
162
86
~1,766
299
219
325
252
56
1,08B
FEMALE
ALL AGES——--—------—---
UNOER 17 YEARS---—--—----——---
17-24 YEARS--—-—-——--———-
25-44 YE AR S--—-——--––––---—----
45-64 YEARS-----—--—--- ——----
65 YEARS ANO OVER-----=---–---—--
31,827
14,788
25,283
22,183
11,623
10,596
5,914
9,682
7,5D0
2 ,4B6
4.383
2,853
4,434
2, 7B7
804
3, 1B6
2,266
3,488
2,246
732
2,211
2,284
4,440
3,972
1,690
382
762
2,702
5,323
5,729
.0,726
521
298
142
79
344
189’
239
213
102
1.1
BOTH SEXES
ALL AGES--—-————-----
17 YEARS-------—---——-
YEARS——---—--—----—----
YEARS--—----——-——-
PERCENT DISTRIBUTION
100.0 32.7 14.5 11.7 14.3 13.9 11.B
UNDER
17-24
25-44
45-64
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
32.6
37.8
35.5
32.5
20.0
31.1
1+.4
18.9
17.1
12.6
6.9
14.7
10.1
15.7
14.3
10.5
6.9
12.1
7.1
16.5
18.6
18.4
15.4
14. B
1.3
5.8
12.0
24.2
49.2
13.7
33.6
3.9
1.4
0.7
0.8
12.5
1.0
1.4
1.2
1.1
0.8
1.2
0.9
1.6
1.4
1.3
0.7
1.0
65 YEARS ANO OVER----—--—-—---
~
ALL AGE S-----—--------—--
UNOER 17 YEAR S--——-———-—---
17-24 YEARS--——-—-—---—-—--
25-44 YEARS----------—-----—----
45-64 YEARS——-—---—--—-—---
65 YEARS ANO OVER—--—--—-—--
FEMALE
ALL AGES--——-—---——---
UNOER 17 YEAR S--—---—---—--—--
17-24 YEARS-------—-----—-—----
25-44 YEARS--—-—---—-——--
45-64 YE AR S--—-- —-—--——--
65 YEARS ANO OVER----—---——---
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
31.9
35.4
32.4
31.0
17.9
34.2
14.9
18.4
16.6
12.6
7.0
14.4
10.3
16.2
14.8
10.9
7.7
11.3
7.2
17.6
19.8
19.0
16.5
13.8
1.4
6.4
13.3
24.5
49.2
14.1
33.4
4.4
1.7
0.8
1.0
11.1
33.3
40.0
38.3
33.8
21.4
13.8
19.3
17.5
12.6
6.9
10.0
15.3
13.8
10.1
6.3
6.9
15.4
17.6
17.9
14.5
1.2
5.2
10.7
24.0
49.3
33.7
3.5
1.2
0.6
0.7
1.1
1.3
0.9
1.0
0.9
NOTE: FOR OFFICIAL POPULATION ESTIMATES FOR MORE GENERAL USE,
CIVILIAN POPULATION OF THE UNITEO STATES, IN CURRENT POPULATION REPORTS: SERIES P-20, P-25, ANO P-60.
SEE BUREAU OF THE CENSUS REPORTS ON THE
NOTE: Relative standard errors of eatimstes for this table are found on chart on page 42, code A4AN and
page 47, code P4AN-M. A guide to the use of the relative standard error charts is on page 41.
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TABLE .20. NUMBER OF PHYSICIAN VISITS AND NUMBER OF PHYSICIAN VISITS PER PERSON PER YEAR, BY AGE
ANO SEX: UNITEO STATES, 1972
@Ma are based on household interview of the civilian, noninstitutional population. The survey design, general qualifications, and information
on thereliability of the estimates are given in appendixl. Definitionsofkwmsaregkenh appendixIfl
SEX
BOTH SEXES----------—--
MALE---------------––-— -------
FEMALE-------—------—-——-
BOTH SEXES------—-—----
MALE—--------— ---------------
FEMALE---------------— -------
ALL UNOER 17-24 25-44 45-64 65-74 75 YEARS
AGES 17 YEARS YEARS YEARS YEARS YEARS ANO OVER
NUMBER OF PHYSICIAN VISITS IN THOUSANOS
q~
91,895 156,682 134,277 51,083
NUM8ER OF PHYSICIAN VISITS PER PERSON PER YEAR
54,524
20,796
33,726
5.0 4.1 4.9 5.0 5.5 6.6 7.4
4.3 4.2 3.4 3.7 4.9 5.8 7.3
5.6 4.0 6.2 6.2 6.1 7.2 7.4
NOTE : Relative standard errors of estimates for this table are found on chart on page 44, code
A4BM. A guide to the use of the relative standard error c,hartsis on page 41.
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TABLE 21. NUMBER AND PERCENT DISTRIBUTION OF PERSONS BY. TIME INTERVAL SINCE LAST PHYSICIAN VISIT ACCOROING
TO SEX ANO AGE: UNITEO STATES, 1972
[Data are based on hou.ehoId iM9rview9 of the civilian,noninstitutionalpopulation. The survey design, general qualifications, and information on the reliability
of the estimates megiven in appendix I. Definitions of terms aregiven ina~endix H]
TIME INTERVAL SINCE LAST PHYSICIAN VISIT
TOTAL
PO PULATI13N UNDER 6 6-11 1 2-4 5 YEARS
MONTHS MONTHS YEAR YEARS AND OVER NEVER llNKNOWN
SEX ANO AGE
BOTH SEXES
ALL AGE S-------—---——--
NUMBER OF PERSONS IN THOUSANOS
204,14B 118,223 30,036 24,586 21,393 B, 048 412 I 1,451
35,444
16,949
28,083
24,540
13,207
52,641
UNDER 17 YEARS-------—--—-—--
17-24 YEARS——-——-—--—--
25-44 YEARS--—--—-—---—-—---
45-64 YEARS--—-—--—-——-
65 YEARS ANO OVER-——---——---
64,865
28,371
48,760
42,229
19,924
10,549
4,397
7,755
5,472
1,863
15,043
9,846
3,397
5,514
4,408
1,422
13,070
6,551
2,702
5,295
4* 971
1,873
12,268
1,620
655
1,736
2,582
1,455
4,430
270 585
46 225
339
:; 218
84
233 760
MALE
ALL AGES----—--—-—-- 98,445
UNOER 17 YEARS--—---—---—-—---
17-24 YEARS--—-—---------——----
25-44 YEARS--—------—-——--
45-64 YEARS--—------—---—-—---
65 YEARS ANO OVER---------—-—---
33,037
13,563
23,478
20,046
8,301
18,361
6,969
11,364
10,704
5,243
65,583
17,083
9,980
16,719
13,836
7,964
57.9
5,356
2,273
3,910
2,720
784
14,993
5, 193
2,123
3, B45
2,752
1,079
.4,937
2,000
3,213
2,316
605
11,516
4,908
1,397
2,302
2,092
817
3,211
1,773
3,584
2,789
911
9,124
762
405
1,177
1,368
719
3,617
FEMALE
ALL AGES---—-———-—--
UNOER 17 YEARS------——-—-— -----
17-24 YEARS--——-—-—------—---
25-44 YEARS--—-—----—-———---
45-64 YE AR S--—- —---—--— -— ---
65 YEARS ANO OVER----—--—-----—
105*704
T
180 691
130 314
*
* 1:?
* 98
* 52
3,340
929
1,711
2,182
962
85B
250
559
1,214
736
25;283
22,1B3
11,623
BOTH SEXES
ALL AGES--———--—-—-
PERCENT DISTRIBUTION
14.7 I 12.0100.0 10.5
10.1
9.5
10.9
11.8
9.4
12.5
0.7
0.9
0.8
0.7
0.5
0.4
0.8
0.8
1.0
0.9
0.6
*
0.7
1.0
0.6
0.5
0.4
0.4
UNOER 17 YEAR S--—---—-—-—--
17-24 YEARS-——-- —-——-—-
25-44 YE AR S——-—-———-— --
45-64 YE AR S------—-—--—-—---
65 YEARS ANO OVER— -—--—-——
100.0
100.0
100.0
10D.O
100.0
54.6
59.7
57.6
58.1
66.3
53.5
16.3
15.5
15.9
13.0
15.2
12.0
2.5 0.4
2.3 0.2
3.6 0.1
6.1 0,1
7.3 *
11.3
10.4
9.4 7.1
15.3 13.3
MALE
ALL AGE S--------—-—-—--
UNDER 17 YEARS- —--— -------
17-24 YEARS-----------—--——-
25-44 YEARS--—------—--——-----
45-64 YEARS--—--—--—-——
65 YEARS AND OVER———--———-
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
55.6
51.3
48.4
53.4
63.2
62.0
53.7
67.5
66.1
62.4
68.5
16.2
16.7
16.7
14.9
14.7
13.7
11.6
7.3
9.7
13.1
15.3
13.9
11.0
8.6
2.3
3.0
5.0
6.8
8,7
0.4
*
*
*
*
13.6
9.4
FEMALE
ALL AGE S--—--—--—-—---
T
14.2 10.9
16.3 15.4
14.4 9.4
15.2 9.1
12.4 9.4
9.3 7.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
3.4 0.2
UNOER 17 YEARS-------—---——---
17-24 YEARS-----—----—-----—---
25-44 YEARS——-----------—-—----
45-64 YEARS——--—-—-——--
65 YEARS AND OVER--—-—--——----
10.5
6.3
6.8
9.8
8.3
2.7
1.7
2.2
5.5
6.3
0.4
*
*
*
*
NOTE : FOR OFFICIAL POPULATION ESTIMATES FOR MORE GENERAL USE, SEE BUREAU OF THE CENSUS REPORTS ON THE
CIVILIAN POPULATION OF THE UNITEO STATES, IN CURRENT POPULATION REPORTS: SERIES P-20, P-25, AND P-60.
NOTE: Relative standard errora of estimates for this table are found on chart on page 42, code A4AN and
page 47, code P4AN-M. A guide to the use of the relative standard error charts is on page 41.
TABLE 22. INCIDENCE OF ALL AcUTE CONDITIONS ANO ACUTE RESPIRATORY CONOITIONS PEP 100 PERSONS PER QUARTER, BY SEX ANO AGE:
U,til TED STATES, 1972
[Data nrebased .nho...h.ld int.rvlews Ofthe.t.,l,m,.onXnst, tutional P.pulati.n. Thes.rveY design, g.n.ral qual)~,csLrons, md,nformatlonon therel,.b)l,Ly oftht, rmtimatearwe
give. in .ppend,x1.Dcf,mt!onsoflermsaregiven I. append,x 1~
ALL ACUTE CONOITIONS ACUTE RESPIRATORY LO NO IT IONS
SEX ANO AGE
JAN.-MAR. APfl. -JUNE JuLY-SEPT . oCT. -OEC. JAN.-MAR. APP .-JUNE JULY- SEPT. OCT. -O EC.
I NUMBER OF CDNOITIONS PER 100 PERSONS PER QUARTER
BOTH SEXES, ALL AGE S---------
UNOER 6 YE AR S----------------------
6-16 YE ARS-----------------------—
17-44 YE AR S------------------------
45 YEARS ANO OVER------------------
MALE, ALL AGE S--—--— -------
UNDER 6 YE AR S--------------------—
6-16 YE ARS-------------------------
17-44 YE AR S-----------------------
45 YEARS ANO OVER---— -------------
FEMALE, ALL AGE S-------------
UNOER 6 Years --------------------
6-16 YE AR S----------------— -------
17-44 YE AR S---------------------— -
45 YEARS AND OVER---—-----------—
72.1 45.0 40.7 62.0 47.3 18.9 16.3 38.4
103.2 83.7 72.1 L1O.7 62.9
9.5.9 55.3
41.8
43.4
33.5 71.5
TB.5 64.9 24.2 17.7
69.3
47.3
42.3 42.6 61.3 45.2 16.6
47.2
16.6
28.1
38.6
26.0 35.2 31.9 10.3 8.9 21.0
68. T 40.1 37.3 59.7 45.0 16.5 14.2 36.8
111.0 80.3 71.2 116.5 68.0 40.4
95.0 50.5
30.5 78.6
38.1 74.8 62.6 19.7
61.1 34.0
14.7 43.3
38.4 53.1 39.7 12.8
41.0
14.6
24.7
33.1
22.8 35.5 29.2 9.6 7.3 21.4
75.2 49.6 43.8 64.2 49.4 21.2 18.2 39.9
95.0 87.4 73.1 104.5
98.9
57.6 43.3
60.3 49.0
36.5 64.4
82.4 67.2 28.8
76.9
20.8
49.9
51.6
46.5 68.9 50.3 20.1 18.9 43.6
51.7 31.0 28.6 34.9 34.2 10.9 10.3 20.7
NOTE: EXCLUOEO FROM THESE STATISTICS AkE ALL CO NLI1TIONS INVOLVING NE ITHEK RESTRICTED ACTIVITY NOR ME OICAL ATTENTIoN.
NOTE: Relative standard errors of estimates for this table are found on chart on page 43, code AIBN. A guide to the use of
the relative standard error charts is on page 41.
100
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Figure 1. Incidence of .11 acute ccmdlti.m and acute respiratory cmditl.m per 100 pm.ms per quarter.
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TABLE 23. NUMBER OF PERSONS INJURED PER 100 PERSONS PER QUARTER, BY SEX AND AGE: UNITED STATES, 1972
[Dam are based cm household interview of the civilian, noninstitutional population. The survey design, general qualifications: and information on the
reliabllityof the estimates aregiven in appendix I. Definitions of terms are given in appendix IIl
SEX AND AGE JAN.-MAR. APR.-JUNE JULY-SEPT. OCT.-DEC.
NUMBER OF PERSONS IN.IUREO PER 100 PERSONS PER QUARTER
BOTH SEXES, ALL AGES ------------------ 6.9 B.6 8.7 7.3
UNDER 17 YEARS-------—------—--—-—-—-— 7.8 11.7 9.4
17 YEARS ANO OVER----—--—-—-——---—-—
1::$
6.5 7.2 8.3
MALE, ALL AGES—-----—-—------—--- 8.4 10.2 10.1 B.9
UNOER 17 YEARS--—---—--—---—---—-—-- 10.4 13.7 1:::
17 YEARS AND OVER----—--------—---——---
12.8
7.4 8.3 6.9
FEMALE, ALL AGES—----—-----— ------ 5.5 7.2 7.3 5.B
UNOER 17 YEARS-------——------——--——--- 5.1 9.5 8.0
17 YEARS AND OVER-----—-—-—-------——---
7.9
5.6 6.2 7.0 5.0
NOTE : EXCLUDED FROM THESE STATISTICS ARE ALL CONDITIONS INVOLVING NEITHER RESTRICTED ACTIVITY NOR
MEOICAL ATTENTION.
NOTE: Relative standard errors of estimates for this table are found on chart on page 43,code AIBN.
A guide to the use of the relative standard error charts is on page 41.
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TABLE 24. DAYS OF DISABILITY PER PERSON PkR QUA RTEP, BY SEX, TYPE OF OISABILITY, ANO AGE: UN ITEO STATES, 1972
[Data mebased on hou~ehold ,nterv,e.s ofth. .L,!l,m, nmmstwmnal p.p.lowm The survey demgn.~eneral qu.hfic>ti.n$, and in form.tmn of the rel)abilit.y of the eswne.tw are given in
.iw..d!x L IM,m:,.., of ~rms are w... m awe.d,x [i
TYPE OF DISABILITY AND AGE
DUTH SEXES MALE FEMALE
JAN. - APk. - JULY- 13CT.- JAN. - APP .- JULY- oCT. - JAN. - APR. - JuLY- oCT. -
MAR . JUNE SEPT. OEC. MAR. JUNE SEPT. OEC. MAR. JUNE SEPT. OEC.
OAYS OF OISABILITY PER PERSON PER QuARTER
3.7
.
1.9
1.s
3.3
5.1
8.7
1.3
4.1
3.7
2.5
3.4
5.2
8.8
1.6
1.5
1.1
1.3
1.6
3.3
1.2
1.1
1.4
1.1
1.5
4.2 3.4 3.5 3.7 5.5
_
3.5
3.9
4.5
7.0
11.0
2.5
DAYS OF RESTRICTED ACTIVITY, ALL AL. ES----
UNOER 6 YEARS--------------—---------—---
6-16 YEAR S-------------------------—-----
17-44 Y E AD S-----------------------—--—---
45-64 Y E AD S------------- —----------— -----
65 YEARS A NO OV ER---------------—-— -----
OAYS OF BED OISABILITY, ALL AGE5—— -----
UNOER 6 YE AD S----------- —------------—---
6-16 YEA A S--------- —------ —------ —------
17-44 YE ARS---------—-----—------——---
45-64 Y EAR S----------------—-------——---
65 YEARS ANO OVER-------—--—-—-----—---
OAYS LOST FROM WORK, 17 YEARS ANO OVER---
17-44 Y EAR S----------— -—---— ------ —---
45-64 Y EAR So--------------- ——-----—---
65 YEARS AND OVER--------—-—---—— ------
OAYS LOS7 FROM SCHOOL, 6-16 YEAR S-—-----
4.9 3.9
2.6
1.9
2.9
5.9
9.2
1.5
4.4 4.0 4.5
.
3.0
2.7
3.9
5.1
9.7
1.L
3.7
5.n
3.8
b.5
9.8
2.1
3.9
3.7
2.9
5.9
8.1
1.8
1.8
1.7
1.2
2.1
3.5
1.5
1.2
2.0
1.5
2.4
2.2
1.8
2.5
5.4
8.2
1.2
2.0
1.6
2.9
5.1
9.1
1.1
3.8
2.3
2.8
5.3
7.7
1.4
3.D
2.1
3.3
6.3
9.8
1.7
1.8
1.9
3.7
5.1
8.4
1.4
1.7
l.Y
1.7
2.4
4.2
1.7
;:?
1.6
2.5
0.7
0.7
1.1
1.6
3.1
1.1
1.0
1.3
1.3
0.3
0.9
0.8
1.1
2.1
3.>
1.3
1.0
1.7
1.3
1.0
0.8
0.7
0.9
1.9
3.1
1.3
1.0
1.9
1.5
0.9
0.6
0.6
0.9
1.6
3.5
1.2
1.0
1.4
2.0
*
1.4
1.0
0.9
1.8
3.2
1.2
1.1
1.5
*
1.4
k:
2.2
2.7
4.7
2.0
1.8
2.4
1.8
2.6
1.1
0.9
1.3
2.3
3.7
1.2
1.1
1.5
*
1.2
0.7
0.8
1.4
1.0
2.9
1.1
1.1
1.2
*
0.4
1..
1.2
1.7
1.8
3.3
1.3
1.2
i:i
1.7
NOTE: Relative standard errors of estimates for this table are found on chart on page 45, code AIBW. A guide to the use of the
relative standard error charts is on page 41.
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Table 25. Number and percent distributionof personswith limitationof mobility due to chronic
conditionsby degree of M.mitatton,according to sex and age: United States, 1972
@ah arebased on ho.sebdd interviews of the civilian, mxmmtit.tio.dpopulation.The survey design, germrsl qualifications, and information
ontbe reliability of the estimates ere given in appmdix I. Definitions oftarms are given in appendix 1~
Sex and age
Both sexes
All ages---------------------------------
Under 17 years---------------------------------
17-44 years ------------------------------------
45-64 years------------------------------------
65 years and over------------------------------
Male
Under
17-44
All ages---------------------------------
17 years---------------------------------
veals-----------------------------------
45-64 bears------------------------------------
65 years and over------------------------------
Female
All ages---------------------------------
Under 17 years---------------------------------
17-44 years-------------------------------------
45-64 years------------------------------------
65 years and over------------------------------
Both sexes
All ages---------------------------------
Under 17 years---------------------------------
17-44 years------------------------------------
45-64 years------------------------------------
65 years and over------------------------------
Male
All ages---------------------------------
Under 17 years---------------------------------
17-44 years------------------------------------
45-64 years------------------------------------
65 years and over------------------------------
Female
All ages---------------------------------
Under 17 years---------------------------------
17-44 years------------------------------------
45-64 years------------------------------------
65 years and over------------------------------
Number fn thousands
204,148
64,865
77,131
42,229
19,924
98,445
33,037
37,060
20,046
8,301
105,704
31,827
40,071
22,183
11,623
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
==I&=
+
193
722 1:;
2,039 550
3,505 1,027
2,842 750
107 *
377
1,010 2;;
1,348 407
3,617 1,026
*
3::
1,029 3;:
2,158 620
2,074
2::
462
1,327
902
1%
239
494
1,172
Percent distribution
3.2
0.3
:::
17.6
2.9
0.3
H
16.2
3.4
0.9
0.8
0.;
1.0
0.;
H
*
2X
833
1.0
0.1
0.3
1.1
6.7
0.9
0.2
0.3
::;
1.1
0.;
R
2,609
3;;
1,027
1,151
1,190
36
183
525
446
1,418
1;;
501
705
1.3
0.1
0.5
2.4
5.8
1.2
::;
$:
1.3
:::
2.3
6.1
NOTE: Relative standarderrors of estimates for this table are found on chart of page 42,
code A4An and page 47, code P4AN-M. A guide to the use of the relative standarderror charts is
on page 41.
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Table 26, Number of discharges from short-stay hospitals by age and sex and percent of discharges
by age, sex, and source of payment of hospital bill: United States, 1972
@ataarebased on household interviews of the civilian, noninstitutional population. ‘l’he survey design, general qualifications., and information
onthereliability of the estimates are given in appendix I. Definitions oftmms are given in appendix I~
Sex and source of paymentl
Both sexes
Number of discharges in thousands------------
Insurance and other--------------------------
Insurance only -------------------------------
Self or family and ’other---------------------
Self or family only--------------------------
Insurance, self or family, and other---------
Insurance and self or family only------------
Medicare and other---------------------------
Male
Number of discharges in thousands------------
Insurance and other--------------------------
Insurance only-------------------------------
Self or family and other---------------------
Self or family only--------------------------
Insurance, self or family, and other---------
Insurance and self or family only------------
Medicare and other---------------------------
Female
Number of discharges in thousands ------------
Insurance and other--------------------------
Insurance only-------------------------------
Self or family and other---------------------
Self or family only--------------------------
Insurance, self or family, and other---------
Insurance and self or family only------------
Medicare and other---------------------------
All
ages
28,452
66.3
25.8
47.7
3:::
28.4
15.1
11,187
65.0
25.8
44.2
3:::
25.2
16.8
17,265
Under
17
years
4,514
68.5
34.1
40.8
2;:;
28.8
...
2,372
70.5
34,6
41.4
2;:;
29.2
...
2,143
17-24
years
25-34
years
4,165 4,392
Percent
54.7
25.9
47.7
17.3
25.6
25.0
...
1,090
72.0
31.0
49.4
32:;
36.3
...
1,064
54.9
27.7
38.0
12.8
21.5
21.1
...
3,075
Percent
64.8
30.5
39.3
8.2
28.4
28.1
...
3,328
35-44
years
3,386
74.2
30.6
49.0
3;::
37.8
. . .
1,151
72.4
31.0
42.7
3:::
34.1
...
2,235
Percent
67.1 I 66.2 ;;.; 74.3 75.225.8 33.6 31.2 30.449.9 40.0 51:2 52.6 52,3
19.0 10.3
3::: 2;:: 27.1 39.0 4;::
30.5 28.2 26.4 38.9 39.6
14.0 ... ... ... ...
T
65
45-64 years
years and
over
6,770
75.6
31.6
47.2
3::;
38.6
. . .
3,152
71.8
31.8
43.4
3$;
35.0
. . .
3,617
5,225
2,358
2,867
78.9 51.8
31.5
50.5 5:::
4;:? 23.;
41.7 5.4
... 84.2
lThe summation of all sources shown in table does not equal 100 percent since sources are not
mutually exclusive and all possible sources are not shown. Later reports will show additional
sources such as Medicaid or welfare.
NOTE : These statistics are based on data collected in household health interviews. They will
differ from those reported kythe NCHS Hospital Discharge Survey and other studies because of dif-
ferences in the population covered, the sources of data,
data in this report include
and types of hospitals included, e.g.,
Veterans Administration and other Federal hospitals but exclude per-
sons who died in,the hospital and persons with stays of less than 1 day.
NOTE: Relative standard errors of estimates for this table are found on chart on page 42, code
A4CN. A guide to the use of the relative standard error charts is on page 41.
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Table 27. Number of physician visits by age and sex and percent of physician visits by age, sex,
and source of payment of bill: United States, 1972
@at.arebasedo. householdinterviews of the civilian, mminstit.tiord population. The survey design, general q.elifhtiorrs, and information
on thereliability of the estimates are given in appendix I.Definitions of terms are given in appendix D]
Sex and source of payment]
Both sexes
Number of visits in thousands----------
Insurance and other--------------------
Insurance only-------------------------
Self or family and other---------------
Self or family only--------------------
Insurance, self or family, and other---
Insurance and self or family only------
Medicare and other---------------------
NO charge------------------------------
Male
Number of visits in thousands----------
Insurance and other---------------------
Insurance only-------------------------
Self or family and other---------------
Self or family only--------------------
Insurance, self or family, and other---
Insurance and self or family only------
Medicare and other---------------------
No charge------------------------------
Number of
Female
visits in thousands----------
and other--------------------
only -------------------------
Insurance
Insurance .....
Self or family and other---------------
Self or family only--------------------
Insurance, self or family, and other---
Insurance and self or family only------
Medicare and other---------------------
No charge------------------------------
All
ages
I
I
1,016,548
Under
17
years
264,573
20.7 16.0
8.5
5::2 55.8
44.9 48.1
10.0 7.2
9.4 7.2
...
1%: 16.6
421,743 137,433
21.4
10.5
55.7
42.6
H
6.3
9.9
594,805
20.1
6%;
46.6
10.3
H
11.6
17.5
5;:;
47.4
H
...
16.0
127,140
14.4
5;:2
48.8
6.7
6.7
...
17.4
17-24
years
138,693
Percent
25-44
I
45-64
years years
[
I
I
I
242,632 233,265
19.6
11.0
54.9
45.7
8.1
8.0
...
9.8
46,798,
Percent
17.8
11.6
49.9
43.6
;::
...
7.9
25.3
12.3
59.8
46.1
12.8
12.7
...
10.1
85,950
I
I
24.5
13.5
55.0
42.9
10.7
10.7
...
8.1
91,8951 156,682
Percent
20.5
10.7
57.5
46.8
9.6
9.6
...
10.7
25.8
11.6
62.5
47.9
14.0
13.8
...
11.1
24.7
11.1
62.4
48.0
13.2
13.1
...
7.8
98,988
28.1
13.3
57.6
42.2
14.2
14.1
...
6.0
134,277
22.3
6;:;
52.2
12.5
12.4
● ..
9.1
65
years
and
over
137,384
15.5
5;:;
30.8
6.6
52,573
17.2
5;:;
29.5
i:;
50.3
6.3
84,811
14.5
8.9
‘The summation of all sources shown in cable does not equal 100 percent since sources are not
mutually exclusive and all possible sources are not shown. Later reports will show additional
sources such as Medicaid or welfare.
NOTE: Relative standard errors of estimates for this table are found on chart on page 44, code
A4BM and page 46, code P4BN-M. A guide to the use of the relative standard error charts is on
page 41.
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TABLE 28. POPULATION USEO IN COMPUTING ANNUAL RATES SHOWN IN THIS PUBLICATION, BY SEX AND AGE:
UNITED STATES, 1972
[Data are based on household interviews of the ciwlim, noninstitutional population. The survey design, general qualifications, and information
onthereliability of the estimates are given in appendixl. Definitions of terms are given in appendix I]
ALL AGES--------––---— -------------------
UNOER 17 YEARS ----------------------------------
UNOER 6 YEARS-–--—----–--––--–-–-–––-–-–—---
6-16 YEARS---–------— ------------------------
17-44 YEARS----—--–——-—-----–-––—----------
17–24 YEARS -----------------------------------
25-44 YEARS--––---–-—-—------–-—----------
25-34 YEARS ---------------------------------
35-44 YEARS-----–––------—--––----––-–—---
45 YEARS ANO OVER–––--–---— --------------------
45-64 YEARS----–---–--–--–---— ---------------
65 YEARS AND OVER------––-–-–----––--—-------
ALL AGES-17 YEARS ANO OVER ----------------
17-44 YEARS-----–-------–-––-–-----–-–---------–
17–24 YEARS-–-–-----–---–-–––-----–––—--—---
25–44 YEARS -----------------------------------
45 YEARS ANO OVER---––— ------------------------
45-64 YEARS—-–-–––— -------------------------
65 YEARS AND OVER -----------------------------
BOTH SEXES MALE FEMALE
POPULATION IN THOUSANDS
204, 148
64,865
20,733
44,132
7i’,131
28,371
48,760
26,458
22,302
62, 153
42,229
19,924
98,445
33,037
10,530
22, 568
37, 060
13,583
23,478
12,764
10,713
28,347
20,046
8, 301
105,704
31,827
10,203
21,624
40,071
14,788
25,283
13,694
11,589
33,806
22,183
11,623
CURRENTLY EMPLOYED POPULATION
80,244 49, 630 30,614
50,105 30,747 19,358
16,851 9,346 7,505
33,255 21,401 11,853
30, 138 18,883 11,256
27,074 16,897 10,177
3,064 1,985 1,079
NOTE: FOR OFFICIAL POPULATION ESTIMATkS FCJR MORE GENERAL USE, SEE BUREAU OF THE CENSUS REPORTS
3N THE CIVILIAN POPULATION OF THE UNITEO STATES, IN CURRENT POPULATION REPORTS: SERIES P-20, P-25,
ANO P-60; ANO BUREAU OF LABOR STATISTICS MONTHLY REPORT, EMPLOYMENT ANO EARNINGS.
NOTE: Relative standard errors of estimates for this table are found on chart on page 42, code
A4AN. A guide to the use of the relative standard error charts is on page 41.
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APPENDIX I
TECHNICAL NOTES ON METHODS
Background of This Report
This report is one of a series of statistical
reports prepared by the National Center for
Health Statistics (NCHS). It is based on infor-
mation collected in a continuing nationwide
sample of households in the Health Interview
Survey (HIS).
The Health Interview Survey utilizes a
questionnaire which obtains information on
personal and demographic characteristics, ill-
nesses, injuries, impairments, chronic conditions,
and other health topics. As data relating to each
of these various broad topics are tabulated and
analyzed, separate reports are issued which cover
one or more of the specific topics. The present
report is based on data collected in household
interviews during 1972.
The population covered by the sample for
the Health Interview Survey is the civilian,
noninstitutionalized population of the United
States living at the time of the interview. The
sample does not include members of the Armed
Forces or U.S. nationals living in foreign coun-
tries. It should also be noted that the estimates
shown do not represent a complete measure of
any given topic during the specified calendar
period since data are not collected in the
interview for persons who died during the
reference period. For many types of statistics
collected in the survey, the reference period
covers the 2 weeks prior to the interview week.
For such a short period, the contribution by
decedents to a total inventory of conditions or
services should be very small. However, the
contribution by decedents during a long refer-
ence period (e.g., 1 year) might be sizable,
especially for older persons.
Statistical Design of the
Health Interview Survey
General @m.-The sampling plan of the
survey follows a multistage probabihty design
which permits a continuous sampling of the
civilian, noninstitutionalized populrkion of the
United States. The sample is designed in such a
way that the sample of households interviewed
each week is representative of the target popula-
tion and that weekly samples are additive over
time. This feature of the design permits both
continuous measurement of characteristics of
samples and more detailed analysis of less
common characteristics and smaller categories of
health-related items. The continuous collection
has administrative and operational advantages as
well as technical assets since it permits fieldwork
to be handled with an experienced, stable staff.
The overall sample was designed so that
tabulations can be provided for each of the four
major geographic regions and for urban and rural
sectors of the United States.
The first stage of the sample design consists
of &awing a sample of 357 primary sampling
units (PSU’S) from approximately 1,900 geo-
graphically defined PSU’S. A PSU consists of a
county, a small group of contiguous counties, or
a standard metropolitan statistical area. The
PSU’S collectively cover the 50 States and the
District of Columbia.
With no loss in general understanding, the
remaining stages can be combined and treated in
this discussion as an ultimate stage. Within
PSU’S, then, ultimate stage units called segments
are defined in such a manner that each segment
contains an expected six households. Three
general types of segments are used.
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Area segments which are defined geographi-
cally.
List segments, using 1960 census registers as the
frame.
Permit segments, using updated lists of building
permits issued in sample PSU’S since 1960.
Census address listings were used for all areas of
the country where addresses were well defined
and could be used to locate housing units. In
general the list frame included the larger urban
areas of the United States from which about
two-thirds of the HIS sample was selected.
The usual HIS sample consists of approxi-
mately 8,000 ‘segments containing 57,000 assign-
ed households, of which 11,000 were vacant,
demolished, or occupied by persons not in the
scope of the survey. The 46,000 eligible oc-
cupied households yield a probability sample of
about 134,000 persons in 44,000 interviewed
households in a year.
Descriptive material on data collection,
field procedures, and questionnair~ development
in the HIS has been published as well as a
detailed description of the sample design2 and a
report on the estimation procedure and the
method used to calculate sampling errors of
estimates derived from the survey.3
Collection of data. –Field operations for
the survey are performed by the U.S. Bureau of
the Census under specifications established by
the National Center for Health Statistics. In
accordance with these specifications the Bureau
of the Census participates in survey planning,
selects the sample, and conducts the fieId
interviewing as an agent of NCHS. The data are
coded, edited, and tabulated by NCHS.
Estimating procedures. –Since the design of
the HIS is a complex multistage probability
sample, it is necesswy to use complex proce-
dures in the derivation of estimates. Four basic
operations are involved:
1. Inflation by the reciprocal of the probability
of selection. —The probability of selection
is the product of the probabilities of selec-
tion from each step of selection in the design
(PSU, segment, and household).
2. Nonresponse adjustment.–The estimates are
inflated by a multiplication factor which has
as its numerator the -number of sample
households in a given segment and as its
denominator the number of households inter-
viewed in that segment.
3. First-stage ratio adjustment. –Samplling the-
ory indicates that the use of auxiliary infor-
mation which is highly correlated ~with the
variables being estimated improves the reli-
ability of the estimates. To reduce the
variability between PSU’S within a region, the
estimates are ratio adjusted to the 1960
populations within six color-residence classes.
lNational Center for Health Statistics: Health survey
procedure: concepts, questionnaire development, and
definitions in the Health Interview Survey. Vital and
Health Statistics. PHS Pub. No. 1000-Series 1-No. 2.
Public Health Service. Washington. U.S. Government
Printing Office, May 1964.
2 U.S. National Health Survey: The statistical design
of the health household interview survey. Health Statis-
tics. PHS Pub. No. 584-A2. Public Health Service.
Washington, D.C., July 1958.
3 National Center for Health Statistics: Estimation
and sampling variance in the Health Interview Survey.
Vital and Health Statistics. PHS Pub. No. 1000-Series
2-No. 38. Public Health Service. Washington. U.S.
Government Printing Office, June 1970.
4. Poststratification by a.ge-sex-color. -The esti-
mates are ratio adjusted within each of 60
age-sex-color cells. to an independent estimate
of the population of each cell for the survey
period. These independent estimates are pre-
pared by the Bureau of the Census. Both the
first-stage and poststratified ratio adjust-
ments take the form of multiplication factors
applied to the weight of each elementary unit
(person, household, condition, and hospital-
ization).
The effect of the ratio-estimating process is
to make the sample more closely representative
of the civilian, noninstitutional population by
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age, sex, color, and residence, which thereby
reduces sampling variance.
As noted, each week’s sample represents
the population living during that week and
characteristics of the population. Consolidation
of samples over a time period, e.g., a calendar
quarter, produces estimates of average character-
istics of the U.S. population for the calendar
quarter. Similarly, population data for a year are
averages of the four quarterly figures.
For prevalence statistics, such as number of
persons with speech impairments or number of
persons classified by time interval since last
physician visit, figures are first calculated for
each calendar quarter by averaging estimates for
all weeks of interviewing in tne quarter. Prev-
alence data for a year are then obtained by
averaging the four quarterly figures.
For other types of statistics-namely those
measuring the number of occurrences during a
specified time period—such as incidence of acute
conditions, number of disability days, or num-
ber of visits to a doctor or dentist, a similar
computational procedure is used, but the statis-
tics are interpreted differently. For these items,
the questionnaire asks for the respondent’s
experience over the 2 calendar weeks prior to
the week of interview. In such instances the
estimated quarterly total for the statistic is 6.5
times the average 2-week estimate produced by
the 13 successive samples taken during the
period. The annual total is the sum of the four
quarters. Thus the experience of persons inter-
viewed during a year–experience which actually
occurred for each person in a 2-calendar-week
interval prior to week of interview-is treated as
though it measured the total of such experience
during the year. Such interpretation leads to no
significant bias.
Explanation of hospital recall.–The survey
questionnaire uses a 12-month-recall period for
hospitalization That is, the respondent is asked
to report hospitalizations which occurred during
the 12 months prior to the week of interview.
Information is also obtained as to the date of
entry into +fie hospital and duration of stay.
Analysis of this information, and also the results
of special studies, has shown that there is an
increase in underreporting of hospitalizations
with increase in time interval between the
discharge and the interview. Exclusive of the
hospital experience of decedents, the net under-
reporting with a 12-month recall is in the
neighborhood of 10 percent, but underreporting
of” discharges within 6 months of the week of
interview is estimated to be less than 5 percent.
For this reason hospital discharge data in this
report are based on hospital discharges reported
to have occurred within 6 months of the week
of interview. Since the interviews were evenly
distributed according to weekly probability sam-
ples throughout any interviewing yearj no sea-
sonal bias was introduced by doubling the
6-month-recall data to produce an annual esti-
mate for that year of interviewing. Doubling the
6-month data in effect imputes to the entire
year preceding the interview the rate of hospital
discharges actually observed during the 6
months prior to interview. However, estimates
of the number of persons with hospital episodes
(as opposed to estimates of the number of
hospital discharges) are based on 12-month
recall data since a person’s 12-month expefi-
ences cannot be obtained by doubling his most
recent 6-month experience.
General Qualifications
Nonresponse. –Data were adjusted for non-
response by a procedure which imputes to
persons in a household which was not inter-
viewed the characteristics of persons in house-
holds in the same segment which were inter-
viewed. The total noninterview rate, the ratio of
the total noninteryiewed eIigible households to
the total eligible households, was 3.9 percent,
including a 1.4-percent refusal rate with the
remainder primarily due to the failure to fiid an
eligible respondent at home after repeated calls.
The interview process.–The statistics pre-
sented in this report are based on replies
obtained in interviews with persons in the
sample households. Each person 19 years of age
and over present at the time of interview was
interviewed individually. For children and for
adults not present in the home at the time of the
interview, the information was obtained from a
related household member such as a spouse or
the mother of a child.
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There are. limitations to the accuracy of
diagnostic and other information collected in
household interviews. For diagnostic informa-
tion, the household respondent can usually pass
on to the interviewer only the information the
physician has given to the family. For conditions
not me dica.lly attended, diagnostic information
is often no more than a description of symp-
toms. However, other facts, such as the number
of disability days caused by the condition, can
be obtained more accurately from household
members than from any other source since only
the persons concerned are in a position to report
this information.
Rounding of nwzbers.–The original tabula-
tions on which the data in this report are based
show all estimates to the nearest whole unit. All
consolidations were made from the original
tabulations using the estimates to the nearest
unit. In the final published tables, the figures are
rounded to the nearest thousand, although these
are not necessarily accurate to that detail.
Devised statistics such as rates and percent
distributions are computed after the estimates
on which these are based have been rounded to
the nearest thousand.
Population figures. -Some of the published
tables include population figures for specified
categories. Except for certain overall totals by
age, sex, and color, which are adjusted to
independent estimates, these figures me based
on the sample of households in the HIS. These
are given primarily to provide denominators for
rate computation, and for this purpose are more
appropriate for use with the accompanying
measures of health characteristics than other
population data that may be available. With the
exception of the overall totals by age, sex, and
color mentioned above, the population figures
differ from figures (which are derived from
different sources) published in reports of the
Bureau of the Census. Official estimates are
presented in Bureau of the Census reports in
Series P-20, P-25, and P-60.
Reliability of Estimates
Since the statistics presented in this report
are based on a sample, they will differ somewhat
from the figures that would have been obtained
if a complete census had been taken using the
same schedules, instructions, and interviewing
personnel and procedures.
As in any survey, the results are also
subject to reporting and processing errors and
errors due to nonresponse. To the extent possi-
ble, these types of errors were kept to a
minimum by methods built into survey proce-
dures. Although it is very difficult to measure
the extent of bias in the Health Interview
Survey, a number of ‘studies have been con-
ducted to study this problem. The results have
been published in several reports.4-8
The standard error is primarily a measure
of sampling variability, that is, the variations
that might occur by chance because only a
sample of the population is sumeyed. As calcu-
lated for this report, the standard error also
reflects part of the variation which arises in the
measurement process. It does not include esti-
mates of any biases which might be in the data.
The chances are about 68 out of 100I that an
estimate from the sample would differ from a
4 National Center for Health Statistics: Reporting of
hospitalization in the Health Interview Survey. Vital and
Health Statistics. PHS Pub. No. 1000-Series 2-No .6.
Public Health Service. Washington. U.S. Government
Printing Office, July 1965.
5 National Center for Health Statistics: Health inter-
view responses compared with medical records. Vital and
Health Statistics. PHS Pub. No. 1000-Series 2-No. 7.
Public Health Service. Washington. U.S. Government
Printing Office, July 1965.
6 National Center for Health Statistics: Comparison
of hospitalization reporting in three survey procedures.
Vital and Health Statistics. PHS Pub. No., 1000-Series
2-No. 8. Public Health Service. Washington. U.S. Govern-
ment Printing Office, July 1965.
7 National Center for Health Statistics: Interview
data on chronic conditions compared with information
derived from medical records. Vital and Health Statis-
tics. PHS Pub.. No. 1000-Series 2-No. 23. Public Health
Service. Washington. U.S. Government Printing Office,
May 1967.
8National Center for Health Statistics: The influence
of interviewer and respondent psychological and behav-
ioral variables on the reporting in household interviews.
Vital and Health Statistics. PHS Pub. No. 1000-Series
2-No. 26. Public Health Serivce. Washington. U.S.
Government Printing Office, Mar. 1968.
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complete census ‘by less than the standard error.
The chances are about 95 out of 100 that the
difference would be less than twice the standard
error and about 99 out of 100 that it would be
less than 2?4 times as large.
The relative standard error of an estimate is
obtained by dividing the standard error of the
estimate by the estimate itself and is expressed
as a percentage of the estimate. For this report,
asterisks are shown for any cell with more than a
30-percent relative standard error. Included in
this appendix are charts from which the relative
standard errors can be determined for estimates
shown in the report. In order to derive relative
errors which would be applicable to a wide
variety of health statistics and which could be
prepared at a moderate cost, a number of
approximations were required. As a result, the
charts provide an estimate of the approximate
relative standard error rather than the precise
error for any specific aggregate or percentage.
SinSe the sampling error charts are based on the
full HIS design, the sampling errors derived from
the charts for 1970 estimates must be adjusted
to reflect the sample reduction made during the
first quarter of 1970. For annual statistics the
adjustment factor is 1.08, and for first-quarter
estimates it is 1.5.
For the past several years, the sampling error
charts pubIished in Series 10 have remained un-
changed. In this report, however, four of the
charts have been revised. The charts are identi-
fied by codes A4AW, A4CW, A4AN, and A4CN
and are on page 42. When comparing data in
this report with data published in prior years for
which the revised charts are appropriate, it is
recommended that the revised charts be used ex-
clusively for obtaining sampling errors.
Three classes of statistics for the health
survey are identified for purposes of estimating
variances.
Narrow range. –This class consists of (1) statis-
tics which estimate a population attribute, e.g.,
the number of persons in a particular income
group, and (2) statistics for which the measure
for a single individual during the reference
period used in data collection is usually either O
or 1 or on occasion may take on the value 2 or
very rarely 3.
Medium rarzge.-This class consists of other
statistics for which the measure for a single
individual during the reference period used in
data collection will rarely lie outside the range O
to 5.
Wide range.–This cIass consists of statistics for
which the measure for a single indiviudal during
the reference period used in data collection can
range from O to a number in excess of 5, e.g.,
the number of days of bed disability.
In addition to classifying variables accord-
ing to whether they are narrow-, medium-, or
wide-range, statistics in the survey are further
defined as:
Type A. Statistics on prevalence and incidence
data for which the period of reference
in the questionnaire is 12 months.
Type B. Incidence-type statistics for which the
period of reference in the questionnaire
is 2 weeks.
Type C. Statistics for which the reference per-
iod is 6 months.
Only the charts on sampling error applica-
ble to data contained in this report are pre-
sented.
General rules for determining relative sam-
pling emors.–The “guide” on page 41, to-
gether with the following rules, will enable the
reader to determine approximate relative stan-
dard errors from the charts for estimates pre-
sented in this report.
Rule 1.
Rule 2.
Estimates of aggregates: Approximate
relative standard errors for estimates of
aggregates such as the number of per-
sons with a given characteristic are
obtained from appropriate curves on
pages 42-45. The number of persons in
the total U.S. population or in an
age-sex-color class of the total popula-
tion is adjusted to official Bureau of the
Census figures and is not subject to
sampling error.
Estimates of percentages in a percent
distribution: Relative standard errors
for percentages in a percent distribution
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Rule 3.
Rule 4.
of a total are obtained from appropriate
curves on pages 46-47. For values which
do not fall on one of the curves
presented in the chart, visual inter-
polation will provide a satisfactory ap-
proximation.
Estimates of rates where the numerator
is a subclass of the denominator: This
rule applies for prevalence rates ur
where a unit of the numerator occurs,
with few exceptions only once in ,the
year for any one unit in the denomina-
tor. For example, in computing t~e rate
of visual impairments per 1,000 popula-
tion, the numerator consisting of per-
sons with the impairment is a subclass
of the denominator which includes all
persons in the population. Such rates if
converted to rates per 100 may be
treated as though they were percentages
and the relative standard errors obtain-
ed from the chart P4AN-M. Rates per
1,000, or on any other base, must first
be converted to rates per 100; then the
percentage chart will provide the rela-
tive standard error per 100.
Estimates of rates where the numerator.
is not a subclass of the denominator:
This rule applies where a unit of the
numerator often occurs more than once
for any one unit in the denominator.
For example, in the computation of the
number of persons injured per 100
currently employed persons per year, it
is possible that a person in the denomin-
ator could have sustained more than
one of the injuries included in the
numerator. Approximate relative stand-
ard errors for rates of this kind may be
computed as follows:
(a) Where the denominator is the total
U.S. population or includes all per-
sons in one or more of the age-sex-
(b)
color groups of the total popula-
tion, the relative error of the rate is
equivalent to the relative error of
the numerator, which can be ob-
tained directly from the appropri-
ate chart.
In other cases the relative standard
error of the numerator and of the
denominator can be obtained from
the appropriate curve. Square each
of these relative errors, add the
resulting values, and extract the
square root of the sum. This pro-
cedure will result in an upper
bound on the standard error and
often will overstate the error.
Rule 5. Estimates of difference between two
statistics (mean, rate, total, etc.): The
standard error of a difference is approx-
imately the square root of the sum of
the squares of each standard error con-
sidered separately. A formula for the
standard error of a difference d = X1 -
X2 is
u~ =J(x, v., )2 + (x, VX,)2
where Xl is the estimate for class 1, X2
is the estimate for class 2, and VX~ and
L’xz are the relative errors of Xl and
X2 respectively. This formula will repre-
sent the actual standard error quite
accurately for the difference between
separate and uncorrelated characteris-
tics although it is only a rough approx-
imation in most other cases. The rela-
tive standard error of each estimate
involved in such a difference can be
determined by one of the four rules
above, whichever is appropriate.
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Guide to Use of Relative Standard Error Charts
The code shown below identifies the ap- (1) A = aggregate, P = percentage; (2) the
propriate curve to be used in estimating the number of calendar quarters of data collection;
relative standard error of the statistic described. (3) the type of statistic as described on page 39
The four components of each code describe the and (4) the range of the statistic as described on
statistics as follows: page 39.
Stat istic
Number of
Persons in the U.S. population, or total number in any age-sex+olor
category . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Persons in any other population group . . . . . . . . .
Acute conditions:
Perquarter . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Peryear . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Persons with limitation of activity . . . . . . . . . .
Persons injured . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Hospital discharges. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Days for hospital discharges . . . . . . . . . . . .
Persons with hospital episodes . . . . . . . . . . . .
Days in year for hospital episodes . . . . . . . . . . .
Dental visits . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Physician visits . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Disability days:
Perquarter . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Peryear . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Rates per 100 persons:
Acute conditions and persons injured:
Perquarter . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Per year . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Disability days associated with acute conditions and with injuries .
Hospital discharges . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Rates per person:
Disability days:
Per quarter . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Peryear . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Dental visits . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Physician visits . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Hospital days per person with episodes . . . . . . . . .
Average length of stay . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Percent distribution of:
Acute conditions . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Persons with limitation of activity . . . . . . . . . .
Persons with hospital episodes . . . . . . . . . . . .
Persons by interval since last physician visit . . . . . . . .
Persons by interval since last dental visit . . . . . . . . .
Use:
I
Rule I Code on page
Not subject to sampling error
1 A4AN
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
4(a)
4(a)
4(a)
4(a)
4(a)
4(a)
4(a)
4(a)
4(b)
4(b)
2
2
2
2
2
AIBN
A4BN
A4AN
A4BN
A4CN
A4CW
A4AN
A4AW
A4BM
A4BM
Al BW
A4BW
AIBN
A4BN
A4BW
A4CN
Al BW
A4BW
A4BM
A4BM
Numer.: A4AW
Danom.: A4AN
Numer.: A4CW
Denom.: A4CN
P4BN-M
P4AN-M
P4AN-M
P4AN-M
P4AN-M
42
43
44
42
44
42
42
42
42
44
44
45
44
43
44
44
42
45
44
44
44
42
42
42
42
46
47
47
47
47
41
Relative standard errors for aggregates based on four quarters of data collection for Type A, Narrow
and Wide range data and Type C, Narrow and Wide range data
100 1,000 10,000 100,000
Size of estimate (in thousands)
Example of use of chart: An aggregate of 1,000,000 (on scale at bottom of chart) for a Narrow range Type C statistic
(Code: A4cN) has a relative standard error of 6.8 percent, or a standard error of 68,000 (6.8 percent of 1,000,000).
Relative standard errors for aggregates based on one quarter of data for type B data,
narrow range 1nn
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Example ofuseof chart: First, ,nultiply the quarterly estimate ofacutecondtions orpersonsinjured byafactorof
4 and obtain its relative standard error from the chart. For example, a quarterly estimate of 5,000,000 (entered as
20,000,000 on scale at bottom of chart) has a relative standard error of 10.7 percent, read from stile at left side of
chart. The standard error of the estimate is 535,000 (10.7 percent of 5,000,000).
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Relative standard errors for aggregates based on four quarters of data collection for Type B, Narrow, Medi-
um, and Wide range data
100 1,000 10,000 100,000
Size of estimate (in thousands)
Example of use of chart: An aggregate of 6,000,000 (on scale at bottom of chart) for a Wide range Type B statistic
(Code: A4BW) has a relative error of 16.0 percent(read from scale at left side of chart), or a standard error of
960,000 (16 percent of 6,000,000).
Relative standard errors for aggregates based on one quarter of data collection for type
B data, wide range
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Example of use of chart: First, multiply the quarterly estimate of disability days by a factor of 4 and obtain its rela-
tive standard error from the chart. For example, a quarterly estimate of 25,000,000 (entered as 100,000,000 on scale
at bottom of chart) has a relative standard error of 7.0 percent, read from scale at left side of chart. The standard
error of the estimate is 1,750,000 ( 7 percent of 25,000,000).
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Relative standard errors for percentages based on four qmcrters of data ccillection
for type B data, Narrow and Medium range
(Base of percentage shown on curves bz millions)
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Estimated percentage
Example of use of chart: An estimate of 20 percent (on scale at bottcmzof chart) based on
an estimate ~f 10,000,000 has a relative standard error of 17.0 percent (read from scale
at the left side of the chart), the point at which the curve for a base of 10,000,000 in-
tersects the vertical line for 20 percent. The standard error in percentage points is
equal to 20 percent X 17.0 percent or 3.4 percentage points.
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-tiPO B~ errorsfor percentages based on four gmrtera of data Cduectiion
for type A data, IWTOW end Medium range
(Bsse of percentage shown on curves in dJJ.icaas)
1 10 lFO
E8t*ted percentage
Exmple of use of chart: Au esthmte of 20 percent (onscaleat bottcmof chart)based on
an estimateof 10,000,000 has a melative standard errorof 3.2pawn-b (readfrcm the
scale at the left side of the chart),the pointat which the curvefor a base of 10,OOO,CC6
hxtersectsthe verticalMne for 20 pemxmt. The standarderrorin percentagepoints is
equalto 20 percentX 3.2 percentor 0.64 percentage points.
.
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APPENDIX 1!
DEFINITIONS OF CERTAIN TERMS USED IN THIS REPORT
Terms Relating to Conditions
Co ndition.–A morbidity condition, or
simply a condition, is any entry on the question-
naire which describes a departure from a state of
physical or mental well-being. It results from a
positive response to one of a series of “medical-
disability impact” or “illness-recall” questions.
In the coding and tabulating process conditions
are selected or classified according to a number
of different criteria such as whether they were
medically attended, whether they resulted in dis-
ability, or whether they were acute or chronic;
or according to the type of disease, injury, im-
pairment, or symptom reported. For the pur-
poses of each published report or set of tables,
only those conditions recorded on the question-
naire which satisfy certain stated criteria are
included.
Conditions except impairments are clas-
sified by type according to the Eighth Revision
International Classification of Diseases, Adapted
for Use in the United States,g with certain
modifications adopted to make the code more
suitable for a household interview survey.
Acute condition.–An acute condition is de-
fined as a condition which has lasted less than 3
months and which has involved either medical
attention or restricted activity. Because of the
procedures used to estimate incidence, the acute
conditions included in this report are the condi-
tions which had their onset during the 2 weeks
prior to the interview week and which involved
either medical attention or restricted activity
9 National Center for Health Statistics: ~igh.th
Revision International Classification of Diseases,
Adapted for Use in the United States. PHS Pub. No.
1693. Public Health Service. Washington. U.S. Govern-
ment Printing Office, 1967.
during the 2-week period. However, excluded
are the following conditions which are always
classified as chronic even though the onset oc-
curred within 3 months prior to week of
interview:
Allergy, any
Arthritis or rheumatism
Asthma
Cancer
Cleft palate
Club foot
Condition present since birth
Deafness or serious trouble with hearing
Diabetes
Epilepsy
Hardening of the arteries
Hay fever
Heart trouble
Hemorrhoids or piles
Hernia or rupture
High blood pressure
Kidney stones
Mental illness
Missing fingers, hand, or arm-toes, foot, or leg
Palsy
Paralysis of any kind
Permanent stiffness or deformity of the foot, leg,
fingers, arm, or back
Prostate trouble
Repeated trouble with back or spine
Rhcurnatic fever
Serious trouble with seeing, even when wearing
glasses
Sinus trouble, repeated attacks of
Speech defect, any
Stomach ulcer
Stroke
Thyroid trouble or goiter
Tuberculosis
Tumor, cyst, or growth
Varicose veins, trouble with
Acute condition groups. -In this report all
tables which have data classified by type of con-
dition employ a 5-category regrouping plus sev-
eral selected subgroups. The condition groups
and the International Classification code num-
bers included in each category are shown in
figure 1.
Chronic condition.–A condition is consid-
ered chronic if ( 1) the condition is described by
the respondent as having been first noticed more
than 3 months before the week of the interview
or (2) it is one of the conditions aIways clas-
sified as chronic regardless of the onset (see list
under the definition of acute condition).
lnzpaimnent.-Impairments are chronic or
permanent defects, usually static in nature, re-
sulting from disease, injury, or congenital mal-
Corzdition Group
Infective and parasitic diseases . . . . . . . . . .
Common childhood diseases . . . . . . . . . .
Virus not otherwise specified . . . . . . . . - .
Other infective and parasitic diseases . . . . . . . .
Respiratory conditions , . . . . . . . . . . .
Upper respiratory conditions . . . . . . . . . .
Common cold ...,... . . . . . .
Other upper respiratory conditions . . . . . . .
Influenza . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Influenza with digestive manifestations . . . . . .
Other influenza. . . . . . . . . . . . .
Other respiratory conditions . . . . . . . . . .
Pneumonia . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Bronchitis .,.... . . . . . . . .
Other respiratory conditions . . . . . . . . .
Digestive system conditions . . . . . . . . . . .
Dental conditions . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Functional and symptomatic uppar gastrointestinal disorders
not elsewhere classifiable . . . . . . . . . .
Other digestive system conditions . . . . . . . .
Injuries . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Fractures, dislocations, sprains, and strains . . . . . .
Fractures and dislocations . . . . . . . . . .
Sprains and strains . . . . . . . . . . . .
Open wounds and lacerations . . . . . . . . . .
Contusions and superficial injuries . . . . . . . .
Other current injuries . . . . . . . . . . . .
All other acute conditions . . . . . . . . . . . .
Diseases of the ear . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Headaches . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Genitourinary disorders . . . . . . . . . . .
Deliveries and disorders of pregnancy and the puerperium . .
Diseases of the skin. . . . . . . . . . . . .
Diseases of the musculoskeletal system . . . . . . .
All other acute conditions . . . . . . . . . . .
In temationa[ Classification
Code Number
000-136
033,052,055,056,072
079.9
000~32, 034-051,053,054,057-071, 073-136
460486, 501, 508-516,519,783
460-465,501, 508
460
461465,501,508
470474
473
470472,474
466,480-486. !510-516,519,783
480486
466
510-516,519,783
520.6-521.5,521.7-523.9, 525-530,535-543,560, 561,564-
577,784,785
520.6-521.5,521.7-523.9, 525
536, 784.0,784.1, 784.3,784 .7.785.4 pt.
526-530,535, 537,540-543,580,561, 584-577,784.2,784.4-
784.6,785 pt.
N800-N870, N872-N884, N890-N894, N900-N984, N996-N998
N800-N848
N800-N839
N840-N848
N870, N872-N8M, N880-N884, N900-N907
N91 O-N929
N850-N869, N930-N994, N996-N899
All other acute code numbers
380-387,745.0-745.3, 781.3
791
580-629,786,789
630-678
680-708
717-733,787
Other acute code numbers
Figure I
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formation. They represent decrease or loss of
ability to perform various functions, particularly
those of the musculoskeletal system and the
sense organs. All impairments are classified by
means of a special supplementary Gode for im-
pairments. Hence code numbers for impairments
in the International Classification of Diseases are
not used. In the Supplementary Code, impair-
ments are grouped according to type of func-
tional impairment and etiology. The impairment
classification is shown in Vital and Health Statis-
tics, Series 10, No. 48.
Incidence of conditions.–The incidence of
conditions is the estimated number of condi-
tions having their onset in a specified time pe-
riod. As previously mentioned, minor acute con-
ditions involving neither restricted activity nor
medical attention are excluded from the statis-
tics. The incidence data shown in some reports
are further limited to various subclasses of con-
ditions, such as “incidence of conditions in-
volving bed disability. ”
Onset of condition. –A condition is con-
sidered to have had its onset when it was first
noticed. This could be the time the person first
felt sick or became injured, or it could be the
time when the person or his family was first told
by a physician that he had a condition of which
be was previously unaware.
A c tivity-restn”cting condition.–An activ-
ity-restricting condition is one which had its on-
set in the past 2 weeks and which caused at least
1 day of restricted activity during the 2 calendar
weeks before the interview week. (See “Re-
stricted-activity day” under “Terms Relating to
Disability.”)
Bed-disabling condition. –A condition with
onset in the past 2 weeks involving at least 1 day
of bed disability is called a bed-disabling condi-
tion. (See “Bed-disability day” under “Terms
Relating to Disability.”)
Medically attended condition. –A condition
with onset in the past 2 weeks is considered
medically attended if a physician has been con-
sulted about it either at its onset or at any time
thereafter. However, when ,the first medical at-
tention for a condition does not occur until
after the end of the 2-week period, the case is
treated as though there was no medical atten-
tion. Medical attention includes consultation
either in person or by telephone for treatment
or advice. Advice from the physician transmitted
to the patient through the nurse is counted as
well as visits to physicians in clinics or hospitals.
If during the course of a singIe visit the physi-
cian is consulted about more than one condition
for each of several patients, each con[dltion of
each patient is counted as medically attended.
Discussions of a child’s condition by the,
physician and a responsible member of the
household are considered as medical attention
even if the child was not seen at that time.
For the purpose of this definition the term
“physician” includes doctors of medicine and
osteopathic physicians.
Terms Relating to Disability
Disability .–Disability is the general term
used to describe any temporary or long-term re-
duction of a person’s activity as a result of an
acute or chronic condition.
Disability day. –Short-term disability days
are classified according to whether they are days
of restricted activity, bed days, hospital days,
work-loss days, or school-loss days. All hospital
days are, by definition, days of bed disability; all
days of bed disability are, by definition, days of
restricted activity. The converse form of these
statements is, of course, not true. Days lost from
work and days lost from school are special terms
which apply to the working and school-age
populations only, but these too are days of re-
stricted activity. Hence “days of restricted activ-
ity “ is the most inclusive term used to describe
disability days.
R estric ted-activity day. –A day of re-
stricted activity is one on which a person cuts
down on his usual activities for the whole of
that day because of an illness or an injury. The
term “usual activities” for any day means the
things that the person would ordinarily do on
that day. For children under school age, usual ac-
tivities depend on whatever the usual pattern is
for the child’s day, which will in turn be af-
fected by the age of the child, weather condi-
tions, and so forth. For retired or elderly per-
sons, usual activities might consist of almost no
activity, but cutting down on even a small
amount for as much as a day would cowititute
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restricted activity. On Sundays or holidays,
usual activities are the things the person usually
does on such days-going to church, playing
goIf, visiting friends or relatives, or staying at
home and listening to the radio, reading, looking
at television, and so forth. Persons who have
permanently reduced their usual activities be-
cause of a chronic condition might not report
any restrict ed-activit y days during a 2-week
period. Therefore absence of restricted-activity”
days does not imply normal health.
Restricted activity does not imply com-
plete inactivity, but it does imply only the mini-
mum of usual activities. A special nap for an
hour after lunch does not constitute cutting
down on usual activities, nor does the elimina-
tion of a heavy chore such as cleaning ashes out
of the furnace or hanging out the wash. If a
farmer or housewife carries on only the mini-
mum of the day’s chores, however, this is a day
of restricted activity.
A day spent in bed or a day home from
work or school because of illness or injury is, of
course, a restricted-activity day.
Bed-disability day. –A day of bed disability
is one on which a person stays in bed for all or
most of the day because of a specific illness or
injury. All or most of the day is defined as more
than half of the daylight hours. All hospital days
for inpatients are considered to be days of bed
disability even if the patient was not actually in
bed at the hospital.
Work-& day.-A day lost from work is a
day on which a person did not work at his job or
business for at least ha.If of his normal workday
because of a specific ilIness or injury. The num-
ber of days lost from work is determined only
for persons 17 years of age and over who re-
ported that at any time during the 2-week
period covered by the interview they either
worked at or had a job or business. (See “Cur-
rently employed persons” under “Demographic
Terms.”)
School-loss day.–A day lost from school is
a normal school day on which a child did not
attend school because of a specific illness or in-
jury. The number of days lost from schooI is
determined only for children 6-16 years of age.
Person-day. – Person-days of restricted
activity, bed disability, and so forth are days of
the various forms of disability experienced by
any one person. The sum of days for all persons
in a group represents an unduplicated count of
all days of disability for the group.
Co nditio n-da y. –Condition-days of re-
stricted activity, bed disability, and so forth are
days of the various forms of disability associated
with any one condition. Since any particular day
of disability may be associated with more thah
one condition, the sum of days for conditions
may add to more than the total number of
person-days.
Chronic activity lim,itation.-Persons are
classified into four categories according to the
extent to which their activities are limited at
present as a result of chronic conditions. Since
the usual activities of preschool chiIdren,
school-age children, housewives, and workers
and other persons differ, a different set of cri-
teria is used for each group. There is a general
similarity between them, however, as wilI be
seen in the foIIowing descriptions of the four
categories:
1’.
2.
Persons unable to carry on major activity for
their group (major activity refers to ability to
work, keep house, or engage in school or pre-
school activities)
Preschool children:
Inability to take part in ordinary play
with other children.
SchooI-age children:
Inability to go to school.
Housewives:
Inability to do any housework.
IVorkers and all other persons:
Inability to work at a job or business.
Persons limited in amount or kind of major
activity performed (major activity refers to
ability to work, keep house, or engage in
school or preschooI activities)
PreschooI children:
Limited in amount or kind of play with
other chiIdren, e.g., need special rest
periods, cannot play strenuous games, or
cannot play for long periods at a time.
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3.
4.
School-age children:
Limited to certain types of schools or in
s ch 001 attendance, e.g., need special
schools or special teaching or cannot go to
school full time or for long periods at a
time.
Housewives:
Limited in amount or kind of housework,
e.g., cannot lift children, wash or iron, or
do housework for long periods at a time.
Workers and all other persons:
Limited in amount or kind of work, e.g.,
need special working aids or special rest
periods at work, cannot work full time or
for long periods at a time, or cannot do
strenuous work.
Persons not limited in major activity but
otherwise limited (major activity refers to
ability to work, keep house, or engage in
school or preschool activities)
Preschool children:
Not classified in this category.
School-age children:
Not limited in going to school but limited
in participation in athletics or other extra-
curricular activities.
Housewives:
Not limited in housework but limited in
other activities such as church, clubs,
hobbies, civic projects, or shopping.
Workers and all other persons:
Not limited in regular work activities but
limited in other activities such as church,
clubs, hobbies, civic projects, sports, or
games.
Persons not limited in activities (includes
persons whose activities are not limited in
any of the ways described above)
Chronic mobility limitation. –Persons are
classified into five categories according to the
extent to which their mobility is limited at
present as a result of chronic conditions. The
categories are as follows:
Stays in bed. –Must stay in bed all or most of
the time.
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Stays in the house. –Must stay in the house, but
not in bed, all or most of the time.
Needs help getting around. –Ab1e to go outside
but needs the help of another person or of a
special aid such as a cane or wheelchair in get-
ting around.
Has trouble getting around freely .–Does not
need the help of another person or a s]pecial aid
but has trouble in getting around freely,,
Is not limited in mobility .–Not limited in any of
the ways described above.
Terms Relating to Persons Injured
Injury condition.–An injury condition, or
simply an injury, is a condition of the type that
is classified according to the nature (of injury
code numbers (N800-N999) in the International
Classification of Diseases. In addition to frac-
tures, lacerations, contusions, bums, ~d so
forth, which are commonly thought of as in-
juries, this group of codes includes effects of
exposure, such as sunburn; adverse reactions to
immunization and other medical procedures;
and poisonings. Unless otherwise specified, the
term injury is used to cover all of these.
Since a person may sustain more than one
injury in a single accident, e.g., a broken leg and
laceration of the scalp, the number of injury
conditions may exceed the number of persons
injured.
Statistics of acute injury conditions include
only those injuries which involved at least 1 full
day of restricted activity or medical attendance.
Person injured.–A person injured is one
who has sustained one or more injuries in an
accident or in some type of nonaccidental vio-
lence. (See definition of injury condition.) Each
time a person is involved in an accident or in
nonaccidental violence causing injury that re-
sults in at least 1 full day of restricted activity or
medical attention he is included in the statistics
as a separate person injured; hence one person
may be included more than once.
The number of persons injured is not equiv-
alent to the number of accidents for several rea-
sons: (1) the term “accident” as commonly used
may not involve injury at all, (2) more than one
injured person may be involved in a sinlgle acci-
dent, so the number of accidents resulting in
injury would be less than the number of persons
injured in accidents, and (3) the term “accident”
ordinarily implies an accidental origin whereas
“persons injured” as used in the Health Inter-
view Survey includes persons whose injuries re-
sulted from certain nonaccidental violence.
The number of persons injured in a speci-
fied time interval is always equal to or less than
the incidence of injury conditions since one per-
son may incur more than one injury in a single
accident.
Terms Relating to Class of Accident
Class of accident. –Injuries, injured persons,
and resulting days of disability may be grouped
according to class of accident. This is a broad
classification of the types of events which re-
sulted in personal injuries. Most of these events
are accidents in the usual sense of the word, but
some are other kinds of mishap, such as over-
exposure to the sun or adverse reactions to med-
ical procedures, and others are nonaccidental
violence, such as attempted suicide. The classes,
of accident are (1) moving motor vehicle acci-
dents, (2) accidents occurring while at work, (3)
home accidents, and (4) other accidents. These
categories are not mutually exclusive. For ex-
ample, a person may be injured in a moving
motor vehicle accident which occurred while the
person was at home or at work. The accident
class “moving motor vehicle” includes “home-
moving motor vehicle” and “while at work-
moving motor vehicle. ” Similarly, the classes
“while at work” and “home” include duplicated
counts, e.g., “moving motor vehicle-while at
work” is included under “while at work. ”
MO tor vehicle–A motor vehicle is any me-
chanically or electrically powered device, not
operated on rails, upon which or by which any
person or property maybe transported or drawn
upon a land highway. Any object, such as a
trailer, coaster, sled, or wagon, being t~owed by a
motor vehicle is considered a part of the motor
vehicle. Devices used solely for moving persons
or materials within the confines of a building
and its premises are not counted as motor
vehicles.
Moving motor vehicle accident. –The acci-
dent is classified as “moving motor vehicle” if at
least one of the motor vehicles involved in the
accident was moving at the time of the accident.
This category is subdivided into “traffic” and
“nontraffic” accidents.
Traffic moving motor vehicle acca’dent.–The ac-
cident is in the “traffic” category if it occurred
on a public highway. It is considered to have
occurred on the highway if it occurred wholly
on the highway, if it originated on the highway,
if it terminated on the highway, or if it involved
a vehicle partiaIly on the highway. A public
highway is the entire width between boundary
lines of every way or place of which any part is
open to the use of the public for the purposes of
vehicular traffic as a matter of right or custom.
Nontraffic moving motor vehicle accident.–The
accident is in the “nontraffic” category if it oc-
curred entirely in any place other than a public
highway.
Nonmoving motor vehicle accident.–If the
motor vehicle was not moving at the time of the
accident, the accident is considered a “non-
moving motor vehicle” accident and is classified
in the “other accident” category.
Accident while at work.–The class of acci-
dent is “while at work” if the injured person was
17 years of age or over and was at work at a job
or a business at the time the accident happened.
Home accident.–The class of accident is
“home” if the injury occurred either inside or
outside the house. “Outside the house” refers to
the yard, buildings, and sidewalks on the prop-
erty. “Home” includes not only the person’s
own home but also any other home in which he
may have been when he was injured.
Other accident. –The class of accident is
“other “ if the occurrence of injury cannot be
classified in one or more of the first three class-
of-accident categories (i.e., moving motor vehi-
cle, while at work, or home). This category
therefore includes persons injured in public
places (e.g., tripping and falling in a store or on a
public sidewalk) and also nonaccidental injuries
such as homicidal and suicidal attempts. The sur-
vey does not cover the military population, but
current disability of various types resulting from
prior injury occurring while the person was in
the Armed Forces is covered and is included in
this class. The class also includes mishaps for
which the class of accident could not be
ascertained.
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Terms Relating to Hospitalization
Hospital. – For this survey a hospital is de-
fined as any institution meeting one of the fol-
lowing criteria: (1) named in the listing of
hospitals in the current Guide Issue of Hospitals,
the Journal of the American Hospital Asso-
ciation, (2) named in the listing of hospitals in
the Directories of the American Osteopathic
Hospital Association, or (3) named in the annual
inventory of non-Federal hospitak submitted by
the States to the Health Care Facilities Service,
Health Services and Mental Health Adminis-
tration, in conjunction with the Hill-Burton
program.
Short-stay hospital. –A short-stay hospital
is one in which the type of service provided by
the hospital is general; maternity; eye, ear, nose,
and throat; children’s; or osteopathic; or it may
be the hospital department of an institution.
Hospital day. –A hospital day is a day on
which a person is confined to a hospital. The
day is counted as a hospital day only if the
patient stays overnight. Thus a patient who
enters the hospital on Monday afternoon and
leaves Wednesday noon is considered to have
had 2 hospital days.
Hospital days dun”ng the year.–The num-
ber of hospital days during the year is the total
number for all hospital episodes in the 12-month
period prior to the interview week. For the pur-
poses of this estimate, episodes overlapping the
beginning or end of the 12-month period are
subdivided so that only those days falling within
the period are included.
Hospital episode.–A hospital episode is any
continuous period of stay of I night or more in
a hospital as an inpatient except the period of
stay of a well newborn infant. A hospital epi-
sode is recorded for a family member whenever
any part of his hospital stay is included in the
12-month period prior to the interview week.
Hospital discharge.–A hospital discharge is
the completion of any continuous period of stay
of 1 or more nights in a hospital as an inpatient
except the period of stay of a well newborn in-
fant. A hospital discharge is recorded whenever a
present member of the household is reported to
have been discharged frqm a hospital in the
12-month period prior to the interview week.
(Estimates were based on discharges which oc-
curred during the 6-month period prior to the
interview. )
Length of hospital stay. –The length of
hospital stay is the duration in days, exclusive of
the day of discharge, of a hospital discharge.
(See definition of “hospital discharge.”)
Average length of stay.–The average length
of stay per discharged patient is computed by
dividing the total number of hospital allaysfor a
specified group by the total number of dis-
charges for the same group.
Source of ‘hospital payment. –The source
of the hospital payment was determined by
showing the respondent a card Iisting a variety
of sources of payment (See Card H, appendix
III). These sources of payment were further col-
Iapsed into the following categories:
1.
2.
3.
4.
Private health insurance (see definition
of health insurance).
Self or family (related household mem-
bers only).
Medicare.
Other (includes workman’s compensa-
tion, a~cident insurance, Armed Forces
Dependent Care (CHAMPUS), veteran’s
benefits, Medicaid, welfae, no charge,
and other).
Terms Relating to Dental Visits
Dental uisit.–A dental visit is defined as
any visit to a dentist’s of~lce for treatment or
advice, including services by a technician or
hygienist acting under a dentist’s supervision.
Interval since last dental visit. –The interval
since the last dental visit is the length of time
prior to the week of interview since a dentist or
dental hygienist was last visited for treatment or
advice of any type.
Terms Relating to Physician Visits
Physician visit. –A physician visit is defined
as consultation with a physician, in person or by
telephone, for examination, diagnosis, treat-
ment, or advice. The visit is considered to be a
physician visit if the service is provide,d directly
by the physician or by a nurse or other person
acting under a physician’s supervision. For the
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purpose of this definition “physician” includes
doctors of medicine and osteopathic physicians.
The term “doctor” is used in the interview
rather than “physician” because of popular
usage. However, the concept toward which all
ins t ru ctions are directed is that which is
described here.
Physician visits for services provided on a
mass basis are not included in the tabulations. A
service received on a mass basis is defined as any
service involving only a single test (e.g., test for
diabetes) or a single procedure (e.g., smallpox
vaccination) when this single service was admin-
istered identically to all persons who were at the
place for this purpose. Hence obtaining a chest
X-ray in a tuberculosis chest X-ray trailer is not
included as a physician visit. However, a special
chest X-ray given in a physician’s office or in an
outpatient clinic is considered a physician visit.
Physician visits to hospital inpatients are
not included.
If a physician is called to a house to see
more than one person, the call is considered a
separate physician visit for each person about
whom the physician was consulted.
A physician visit is associated with the per-
son about whom the advice was sought, even if
that person dld not actually see or consult the
physician. For example, if a mother consults a
physician about one of her children, the physi-
cian visit is ascribed to the child.
Interval since last physician visit. –The in-
terval since the last physician visit is the length
of time prior to the week of interview since a
physician was last consulted in person or by tele-
phone for treatment or advice of any type what-
ever. A physician visit to a hospital inpatient
may be counted as the last time a physician was
seen.
Source of physician visit paymeht. –The
source of the physician visit payment was deter-
mined by showing the respondent a card listing a
variety of sources of payment (see Card H, ap-
pendix HI). The sources were further collapsed
into the following categories:
1. Private health insurance (see definition
of health insurance).
2. Self or family (related household mem-
bers CM+).
3. Medicare.
4. Other (incIudes workman’s compensa-
tion, accident insurance, Armed Forces
Dependent Care (CHAMPUS), veteran’s
benefits, no charge, and other).
Terms Relating to Health Insurance
Health insurance is any plan specifically de-
si~ed to pay all or part of the medical or hospi-
taI expenses of the insured individual. The in-
surance can be either a group or an individual
policy with the premiums paid by the individual,
his employer, a third party, or a combination of
these. Benefits received under the plan can be in
the form of payment to the individual or to the
hospital or doctor. However, the plan must be a
formal one with defined membership and bene-
fits rather than an informal one. For example,
an employer simply paying the hospital bill for
an employee would not constitute a health in-
surance plan.
For the Health Interview Survey, health in-
surance excludes the following kinds of plans:
(1) plans limited to the “dread diseases” such as
cancer and polio, (2) free care such as public
assistance, public welfare, and Medicaid, care
given free of charge to veterans, care given under
Uniformed Services Dependents Medical Care
Program, care given under the Crippled Children
Program or similar programs, and care of persons
admitted to a hospital for research purposes, (3)
insurance which pays bills only for accidents,
such as liability insurance held by a car or prop-
erty owner, insurance that covers children for
accidents at school or camp, and insurance for a
worker that covers him ordy fqr accidents, in-
juries, or diseases incurred on the job, and (4)
insurance which pays only for loss of income.
Hospital insurance. –Insurance which pays
aIl or part of the hospital bill for the hospi-
talized person is called hospital insurance. The
hospital bill is limited to the bill submitted by
the hospital itself, not the doctor’s or surgeon’s
bill or the bill for special nurse?. Such a bill
always includes the cost of room and meals and
may also include the cost of other services such
as operating room, laboratory tests, and .X-rays.
Surgical in.surance.–Insurance which pays
in whole or part the bill of the doctor or surgeon
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for an operation whether performed in a hospi-
tal or in the doctor’s office is surgical insurance.
Insurance which pays the cost of visits to a
doctor’s office for postoperative care is included
as surgical insurance.
Physician visit insurance. –Insurance which
pays in whole or part the bill of physician for
out patient services is included. Excluded is in-
surance which pays only for preoperative or
postoperative care, insurance which pays only
for accidents such as liability insurance, Medi-
caid, and Medicare.
Demographic Terms
Age. –The age recorded for each person is
the age at last birthday. Age is recorded in single
years and grouped in a variety of distributions
depending on the purpose of the table.
Currently employ ed. –Persoris _l7 yea~s of
age and over who reported that at any time dur-
ing the 2-week period covered by the interview
they either worked at or had a job or business are
currently employed. Current employment in-
cludes paid work as an employee of someone
else; self-employment in business,’ farming, or
professional practice; and unpaid work in a
family business or farm. Persons who were tem-
porarily absent from a job or business because of
a temporary illness, vacation, strike, or bad
weather are considered as currently employed if
they expected to work as soon as the particular
event causing the absence no longer existed.
Free-lance workers are considered currently em-
ployed if they had a definite arrangement with
one employer or more to work for pa!( accord-
ing to a weekly or monthly schedule, either full
time or part time.
Excluded from the currently employed popu-
lation are persons who have no definite employ-
ment schedule but work only when their services
are needed. Also excluded from the currently
employed population are (1) persons receiving
revenue from an enterprise but not participating
in its operation, (2) persons doing housework or
charity work for which they receive no pay, (3)
seasonal workers during the portion of the year
they were not working, and (4) persons who
were not working, even though having a job or
business, but were on layoff or looking for
work.
The number of currently employed persons esti-
mated from the Health Interview Survey (HIS)
will differ from the estimates prepared from the
Current Population Survey (CPS) of the U.S.
Bureau of the Census for several reasons. In ad-
dition to sampling variability they include three
primary conceptual differences, namely: (1) HIS
estimates are for persons 17 years of age and
over; CPS estimates are for persons 16 years of
age and over. (2) HIS uses a 2-week reference
period, while CPS uses a 1-week reference pe-
riod. (3) HIS is a continuing survey with sepa-
rate samples taken weekly; CPS is a monthly
sample taken for the survey week which includes
the 12th of the month.
000
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APPENDIX Ill
QUESTIONNAIRE AND FLASH CARDS
0.M.8. No. 68-R16W Approval Expires March 31, [97
tWflCE - All Information which would permit identification of the individual will be held in strict confidence, will be used only by
persons enzazed in and for the purposes of the survey, md will not be disclmed or released to others for any purposes.
::~:,yrs.1 (1972) 1. Psu 2a. Segment 2b. Segment 3. %rer:r 4. Sample 5. M& 6. I.D. 7.
U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE number type code
BUREAU OF THE CENSUS
ACTING As COLLICCT, N. *SENT FOR *HE
AREA
U.S. PUBLIC HEALTH SERVICE B P B-
U.S. HEALTH INTERVIEW SURVEY LSP
Book _ of _Books
8. Street address (House No., Street, Apt. No., or other identification) ~ L&itng 9. Year built - if “’Ask” box is “’x”d, complete
I this item before starting the interview_- —__________________________________________; ;yf ❑ Ask- ❑ Do not ask
._ _________________________________________
I
~;;---------------------~<&:-------@;-&i:---: ~y
When was this structure originally built?
n Before 4-1-60
I I l—
❑ After 4-1-60 (Go to Q. J3c, complete
(Continue interview) if required and end interview
10. What is your mailing address and ZIP code? ❑ Sa;e as 8 11. Special place name ~Type
1_____________________________________________~ I
I
________________________
City
Description of sample ““it
~~;t;-------~z;~;;j;---- (Room No, , Bed No., etc.)
~Sample unit number Type cod#
t
! 1I
1 I I 1 1
12. Type of living quarters_ I ig Housing unit
Footnotes
z ❑ Other unit
13. Ask:
n a. Are th.re any occ.pid or vacant living q.atiars besides your own in this building? I
y (ffJl Table X) N__________________________________________________________________
❑ b. Are thtre any occupitd or vocant living quarters b-sides your own on this floor?
Y (fill Table X) N
__________________________________________________________________
n c. Is there any other building on this pr.ap.rfy for peopl. to Ii”. in - .ithcr occupied or vacan+?
Y (fill Table X) N
------------------------------------------------------------------
•~. None ~item L)
ITEM L ! 2 ❑ Rural (14) i ❑ All other (Q. f)
14. Do you own or rant this place? ❑ OwrI ❑ Rent ❑ Rent free
15a. How many acres of land ore included? 1 ❑ 10 or more 2 ❑ Less than
acres (b) IO acres (c)
b. During the past 12 months did sol-s of crops, livestock, and
other form products from the place amount to $50 or more? z Y (Q. 1) 4 N (Q./) I
c. During the past 12 months did salas of crops, Iivcstock, and
other farm products from the place amount to $250 or more? 3 Y 5N
16. What is the telephono number here?
z ❑ None
17. Was this interview observed?
lY ZN
18. Interviewer’s name I Code
1
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9. NonInterview reason
TYPE A TYPE B TYPE. C
I ❑ Refusal (Descr#be in a footnote) I ❑ Vacant - nonseasonal I D Demolished
2 ❑ No one at home – repeated calls 2 ❑ Vacant - seasonal 2 ❑ In sample by mistake
3 ❑ TempOrari IY absent 3 ❑ Usual residence elsewhere 3 ❑ Eliminated in sub-sample
4 ❑ Other (Specify)
7
.I❑ Armed Forces 4 ❑ Built after April 1, 1960
s ❑ Other (Specify)
7
s ❑ Other (Specify)
7
1
—
O. Record of calls
1 corn. 3 Cm. 4 Corn. 5 Corn. 6 Cam. 7 COm
late
--------- ----------- ..- ----------- --- ----------- --- ----------- ---- ----------- ---- ----------- .
I;mg; ning
-------- ----------- --- ----------- --- ---------- --- ---------- - --
!nding
--------- . ---- ---------- . .
ime
la. What is fh. name of the head of thi+ho. sehold? - Enter name in first column.
b. What are the names of all other per$ons who live here? - List all persons who live here. Yes* No ‘“” “rs’namo a y ~
c. I have listed (Read names). Is there ❑nyone else staying here now, such as friends, relatives, or roomers? ❑ ❑ 2N
d. Have I missed anyone who USUALLY lives here but is now away from home? . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ❑ ❑ 3 OT
e. Doanyof thepeopleinthi$ househol dhaveahomecnywhere else? . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ❑ ❑
If any adult males listed, ask: *APPIY household membership rules.
f. Are any of the pers& in this household now on full.time I
active duty with the Armed Forces of the United States? . . . . . . . . . . . . Y—COI( S). (Delete) N
2. How is -- related to -- (Head of household)?
3. How old was -- on his lost birthday? - Enter Age and circle Race and Sex.
c
1. Record the number of Doctor Visits and Hospitalizations.
2. Record each condition in the person’s column, with the question number(s) where it was reported.
Reference dates
2-week period
Dentist and Ooctor
visit probe
Hospital probe
If 17 years old or over, ask
4. IS -- now morried, widowod, divorced, separated, or never married? - Mark one box for each person.
This surve is being conducted to collect information on the Nation’s health. I will ask about visits to
r?doctors . . dent,sts, illness in the family, and other health related items. (HANO CALENOAR)
The next few questions refer to the past 2 weeks, the 2 weekz outlined in red on that calmtdor,
beginning Monday, (date) , and ending this past Sunday, (date) .
ia. During those 2 weeks, did -- stay in bed because of any illness or iniuty?
----------------------------------------------------------------------- --------,
b. During that 2.week period, how many days did -- stay in bed all or most of the day?
1. D.ririg those 2 weeks, how many days did illness
or iniury keep -- from work? (For females): not counting work around the house.
‘. During those 2 weeks, how many days did illness or iniury keep -- from school?
If “N” [n Q. 5a, go to Q. 9.
i. On how many of these -- days lost from { ~~$ol
}
did -- stay in bed 011 or most of tho day?
w-l
---------
Last name SEX
IM
ZF
2. Relationship AGE
3. HEAD
1 ,
DOCTOR I HOSP.
> wk.. I 2 Inos.
—(NP) ; ) (NP) —(NP)
Q. No. Condition
1
1
I
t
1
I
!
1
I
1
1
+-4
0DUnder 173 ❑ N.v. nkwrled
! ❑ Married 4 ❑ Divorced
4. 2 ❑ Widowed 5 ❑ Separated
k:
Y (5b)
;,. 00 N
}
If age:
t 7+ (6) ‘
6-16 (7)
b. — Days Under 6 (9) ,
WL days (8)
,. —
00 ❑ None (9)
i+
SL days
r, 00 ❑ None (9J
— Days
B. 00 ❑ None
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/
In bad
9a. (NOT COUNTING tho day(s) lost from work
I
)
lost from school
1
%
Wore thcra any (other) days during the past 2 weak- that -- cut down on tha things
ha usually doos bccaust of Illncis or Injury?
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- -- -.
I
in bcd
b. (Again, not counting ths day(s) lost from work
1
) I
Iostfrom school
During that period, how many (other) days did ho cut down for os much as a day?
If I or more days in Q’a. 5-9, ask 10; otherwise go to next person,
{
stay In bed
Da. What condition couscd -- to miss work
}
during rho past 2 weeks? I10Imiss schoolcut down------ ------------------------------------------------------------------------- --
{
stay in b-d
b. Did any othw condition CUUS, hlm to
miss work
}
during that period?
miss school
I
k
cut down
------------------------------------------------- ------------------------------ --
c. What condition? ,
la. During tho past 2 wtoks did anymw in th.a family that is you,
your --, ate. @ any (ether) accidents or iniu rits? Y (Ilbandc) N (/2)
------------------------------------------------------------------------------- . --
b. Who was this? - Mark “’Accident or iniury” box in person’s column.
+
llb
--------------------------- ---------------------------------------------------- --
c. What was tht iniury?
J------------------------------------------------------------------------------- --
c
d. Did a.yonc have any othor accidents or iniuries during that period? Y (Ilbandc) N
------------------------------------------------------------------------------- . ---
For each person with ‘“Accident or injury,”’ aslc
● . As a result of the accidmrt, did -- sac a doctor or did h- cut down on tlm things he usually dots? .
2a. During the past 2 wa.ks, did anyone in th~ family,
(th~ is you, your -, ●t..) go to a dantist?- ----- Y (12b and C) N (13)
I
-.
b. Who was this? - Mark “Dental visit,” box in person’s column. lzt------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ---
c. During th- past 2 wetks, did anyorw 4s* in the family go to a dtntist? Y (Reask 12b and c) N
------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ---
If ‘“Dental visit,” ask
d. During the past 2 wtcks, how many times did --go to a dmztist? d
Do not ask for children I yr. old and under.
3.. During the past 12 months, (that is, since= a year ago,) about how many visits did -- make to a dentist?
(lnc Iud. the -- vi>its you already told me about.) 13.
-------------------------------------------------------------------- .---------- ---
b. ABOUT how long has it born since -- last went to a dentist? b
lY
2 N (10)
,----- ---------.
— Days
00 ❑ None
Enrer cmd] No. in Mm C
Ask 10b
___________________
Y
N (NP)
___________________
Enter conditions {n rtem C
Reosk 10b
--------------- ----
n Accident or injury
___________________
Injury
________________
-------------------
y {En,., ,n,.~ ,. ,,tm, c)
N
-------------------
❑ Da-Iral ViSit
--------------------
—No. of demal ViSitS (NP)
00 ❑ None
—Number of ViSitS
-------------------
1 ❑ 2-weak deatal visit
--------------------
2 ❑ Past 2 weeks n.c raported
(Q. 12)
2 ❑ 2 weeks-2 months
4 ❑ O“& 6-12 nmqths
5 ❑ I year
6 ❑ 2-4 yesrs
7 ❑ St yews
B il Ne.er
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L During the past 2 w,eks (the 2 weeks outlinod in red en that calendar) how many
❑ None
times did -- S*O a medical doctor? 14. . }N.mberofvlslts ‘Np)
(Bosid*s thesm visits) Y (15b and c)
ia. During that 2.wsok p-dad did anyone in the family go to a doctor’s office or
CIRIIC for shots, X-rays, tests, or examinations?
N (16)
------------------------------------------------------------------------ --- ---------------------
b. Who was this? - Mark “’Doctor visit” box in person’s column. 15b. ❑ Doctor visit
------------------------------------------------------------------------------- -- ----- -— ---- ---------- .
y (/5b ~ndc)
c. Anyone al s*? N
------------------------------------------------------------------------------- -- ---- — ------------- .
If “’Doctor visit,”’ ask
d. How ~anY times did -- visit the doctor during that period? . d. _ Number of vlslts (NP)
la. During that period, did anyone in the family get any medical advice from Y (16b and c)
a doctor over the telephone? N (17)
--------------------- ----------- —------------------------------—----- ---------- -- -----------------------
b. Who was the phone call about? - Mark “Phone call” box in person’s column. 16b . ❑ Phone call----------------------------------------------------------------------- - -- .----- ------------- ~-.
Y (16b and c] 2
c. Any calls about anyone else? N
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ - -- ---------- ----------- .
If ‘“Phone call, “ ask
d. How many telephone callz were made to @ medical advice about --? d. _Number of calls (NP)
Fill item C. (OOCTOR), from Q.*s 14-16 for all persons.
. -Ask Q. 17a fbr each person with visits in DOCTOR box.
❑ Condicmn (f:~NCj7d)
.’
❑ Pregnmcy (17.)
71X For what condition did -- -ice or talk to a doctor during the post 2 weeks? 17. . ❑ No condition
------------------------------------------------------------------------ - - ----------------------
b. Did -- see or talk to a doctor about any specific condition? b. Y N (NP)--------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------ -- - ---------------------
Enter co”ditlc,n in item C
c. What condition? _.~ ___ and ask !7d
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ -
d. During that period, did -- see or tol k to a doctor about any other condition? d. Y (77.) N (NP)
. . . . . -------------------- ------------------------------------------------------- - _ ----------------------
e. During the past 2 weeks was -- sick because of her pregnancy? Y N (NP)------------------------------------------------------------------------------ -
e.
- ----------- ------ ----
f. What was the matter? - Anything else? f . Enter condition In Item C (NP)
18a. During the past 12 months, (that is since date a yeor ago), about how many times did -- see or talk to a
-
18n. 000 ❑ Only when In hospital
m*dlcal doctor? (Do not count doctors seen w I e n p.ationt in o hospital.) 000 ❑ Nom
(Include the -- visits you already told me about.) _ Number of visits
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ - - ---------------------
b. ABOUT how long has it been since -- LAST saw or talked to a medical doctor? b. I I= 2-week doctor visit
----------------------
z ❑ past 2 waek,s not
reported (Q. s 14 and 17)
s ❑ 2 wks.-d mos.
4 ❑ over 6- 12 mos.
5 ❑ I year
I
(Item c)
6 ❑ 2-4 yearS
7 ❑ 5+ Years
8 ❑ Never
‘OOTNOTES
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I
1
2
2
2
2
I _
I
2
I
I
F
—._ ..— —– .,.
.A4
2
Please look at this card (Hand respondent Card M)
3
‘1
(24a)
Which one of these stotaments fits -- best in twins of h*alth?
4
(Circle appropriate number) M.______________________________________________________________________________
5
If respondent does not understand or is unable to read the card, ask questions 19-23 for each person. 6 (NP)
9. In terms of health must -- stay IN BED all or most of the time? 19: 1 Y (24.) N
0. In terms of health must -- stay IN THE HOUSE all or most of th. tirn.? 20. 2 Y (24a) N
21. Does -- need the help of ANOTHER PERSON in getting around inside or outsidt the hous.? 21. 3 Y (24.) N
22. 009s -- rmed the help of tome SPECIAL AIO, such as a cane or wheelchair in getting around
inside or outside the house?
22.
4 Y (240) N
23. Although -- does not rmed the help of another person or o special aid, does he have tmubIe
getting around freely?
23.
s Y (24.) 6 N (NP)
Ask for each person with a limitation reported in item M or in questions 19-23:
I
(1) had to stay in bed because of haalth?
1
000 I_J Less tli’ I month
24a. About how long has --
(2) had to stay in the house because of health?
(3-4) ntoded help gstting around inside or outside the heuse?
2&. 1 —Mos. 2 —Yrs.
(5) had trouble g.tting around frdy?
_______________________________________________________________________________ _____
b. What (other) condition caus.s this? b. En mr co:ndjr:,: ~: ; tern C
If “old agi” only, ask: Is this caused by any sp*cific condition? ❑ Old .;. only (NP)
------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ----- ___________________
- 22. y ~R:!>L___:_____c. Is this caused by any other condition?__________________________________________________
Mark box or ask:
r------ —---------------------
n Only I cmd[tion
d. Which of these conditions would you say is the MAIN cause of his Iimifation? d.
Enmr main cmditl.m
‘OOTNOTES
—.. . . ..— —
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25a. What was -- doing most of the past 12 months - (For males): working or doing something else? 25.
If “someth!ng else, ” ask: (For females): keeping house, working, or doing a
I ❑ Worklnz (30.a)
Ages b. What was -- doing? something el se? 26.
2 ❑ Keeping house (30bJ
17+ If 45+ years and was not “working,” “keeping house, ” or “going to schoo l,” ask:
c. Is -- retired?
3 ❑ Retired, health (29)
d. If “retired, ” ask. Did he retire b=caus.e of his health?
4 n Retired, other (29)
-------- ------------------------------------------------------------------------- 5 ❑ Going t. school (32)
Ages
26a. What was -- doing most of the past 12 months - going to school or doing something else?
If “something else,” ask:
6 ❑ 17+ something else (29)
6-16
b. What wns -- doing?
7 ❑ 6-16 something else (37
-------- ------------------------------------------------------------------------- - ---- ___________________ .
Ages
under 6
0 ❑ I -5 years (27)
o D Under I (28)
7.2, Is -- able to take part at all fn ordinary play with other children? 27a. Y------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ___ -------------------- 1 N (34)
b. Is he limited in the kind of ploy he can do because of his health? b. 2 /y (34)
------------------------------------------------------------------------------- --- --------------------
N
c. Is he limited i“ the omount of play because of bis health? c. 2 Y (34) N (33]
B.. Is -- limited in ony way because of his health?
------------------------------------------------------------------------------- !?: -_ Q__---_2_!!_!Vi!Vi
b. In whet way is he limited? b. (34)
9Q. Does -- health now keep him from working?
------------------------------------------------------------------------------- !?: ._:-Y:??_.------, !----
b. Is be limited in the kind of work he could do because of his health? b.
------------------------------------------------------------------------------- --- --------------------2 Y (34) N
c. Is he limited in the amount of work he could do because of his health?
------------------------------------------------------------------------------- --- --------------------
c. 2 Y (34) N
d. Is he limited in the kind or amount of other activities because of his healfh? d, 3 Y (34) N (33)
Da. Does -- NOW have a lob?-__-_ -----_ -------------------_ ---_ ---_ --_-_ -_---_ -_---_ ---------_ ti------------ !!?: -_-_V’XQ-.--__! ----
b. In terms of health, is -- NOW able to (work - keep house) at all? b.
------------------------------------------------------------------------------- --- --------------------Y
! N (34)
c. Is he limited in the kind of (work - housework) he can do because of his health?
------------------------------------------------------------------------------- _-c: ------------------,--2 Y (34) N
d. Is he limited in the amount of (work – housework) he can do because of his health? d. z Y (34)
------------------------------------------------------------------------------- --- -------------------- N
e. IS he limited in the kind or amount of other activl[les because of his health? e. 3 Y (34) N (33)
1. In terms of health would -- be able to go to school? 31. Y 1 N (34)
20. Does (would) -- hove to go to a certain type of school because of his he.lth~
-------_ ---_ -------_ --_-------_ ---_ --_---_ ---_ --__:---------------------------- !2 J_LE!L__-._JL___
b. Is he (would he be) limited in school attendance because of bis healih? b. 2 Y (34)
------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ---- --------------------
N
. . Is h= limited in the kind or amount of other oct, vicies because of his heolth? c. 9 Y (34) N (33)
3a. Is -- limited i. ANY WAY because of a disability or heolth? 33.. 4 “Y
------------------------------------------------------------------------------- --- --------------------
5 N (NP)
b. In what way is he limited? Record Iimitat!on, not condition. b.
1
been limited in --
40. About how long has he been unable to --
1
000 ❑ Less than I month
34a.
had to go to o certain type of school? 1_ Mm.
------------------------------------------------------------------------------- --- --------------------
2—Y,S,
b. What (other) condition causes this limitation? b. Enter CO~tdtIoIk~ ~tam C
If “old age” only, ask: Is this limitation caused by any specific condition? ❑ Old age only (NP)------------------------------------------------------------------------------- --- -------------------
c. Is this limitation caused by any other condition? y L%%:) N
------------------------------------------------------------------------------- --”: --------------------
Mark box or ask:
❑ Only ! condition
d. Which of these conditions would you say is the MAIN cause of his limitation? d. Enter main condition
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350. was -- a pntimit in a hospital at any time sinc~ (date) a yoq ago? 35a.
.------ .-------------- =-------------------------------------- L ------------------ ----
Y N (1tem C)
.----------------_-
b. How many fimes was -- in a hospital since (date) a year ago? b. _ Times (1tern C)
%a. Was anyone in the family in a nursing home, convolescmt hemc, or Y
similar placo since , (date) a year ago? N (37)
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ---- -----—---------.
b. Who was this? - Circle “Y” In person’s colurrh. 36b. Y
---___ ----= --------------------------------------------------------------------
For each “Y” clrcied, aslc
---- .--- _----- __----_—.
c, During that psriod, how many times was -- in o nursing homo or similar RIoca? c. _ Times (Item C]
For each child I year old or under, aslc
Month ; Day ~Year
37a. When wos -- born? [f on or after the hospital reference date, ask 37b.
I
37..
~
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- --- .----_ s__-_ &----
b. Was -- kc.rn in a hospital? b.
If “Yes” and no hospitalizations entered in his and/or mother’s column, enter “ l“ in 35b and item C. Y N (NP)
If “Yes” and a hospitall zation is entered for the mother and/or baby, ask 37c for each.
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
c. Is thts hospitolizotion incIudad in tho number you gave mo for -- ?
---. -------------------
c.
If ‘“No,” correct entries in Q. 35 and item C for mother and/or baby. Y N
3Sa. Has anyone in tht family (YOU, your --, ●tc.) EVER had -
A. Rh-matic fovor?
If “Yes;’ ask b and c. B. Rhwmatic h-art disease?
b. Who was this? Enter name of condition and letter of line where C. Hard*ning of tho art-d-s or arteriosclerosis?
reported in appropriate person’s column(s) in item C.
D. Congenital hmrt di seasa?
c. Has anyon~ ●Is- ●ver had . . .?
E. Coronary heart diS@CISO?
IF. High blood prtssor.? I
IG. $f~koor o cer.brova’c.lar accid.n+? I
IH. H.morrhq.of th.brain? I
IL Angina p.ctorix? I
l.!. Myocardisl h+arcticm? I
1~. Any.athwhwtattack? I
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19G. DURING THE PAST 12 MONTHS, did anyone in the family (you, your --, etc.) hove - L. Oamaged heort valves?
If “Yes,” ask b and C M. Tachycardla or rapid heart?
b, Who was this? Enter name of cond[tion and letter of line where N. Heart murmur?
reported in appropriate person’s column(s) in item C. 4
0. Any other heart trouble?
c. Ouring the past 12 months did anyone else hove . . .?
P. Aneurysm
Q. Any blood clots?
R. Gangrene?
S. Varicose veins?
T. Hemorrhoids or piles?
U. Phlebitis or thrombophlebitis?
V. Any other condition affecting blood circulation?
@
10. Compared to other persons his age, would you zay that --’s health is excellent, good, fair, or poor? 40. 1E2G3F4P
R
For persons 17 years old or over, show who responded for (or was present during the asking of) Q.’s 5-40. 1 ❑ Responded for self-entirely
If persons responded for self, show whether entirely or partly. For persons under 17 show who responded
2 ❑ Responded for self-partly
Q.’. 5-40 for them. Person_was respondent
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4. During the past 2 weeks, did his . . . cause him
CONDITION 1 to cut down on the things he usually does? !Y 2 N (9)
1. Person number Name of condition
5. During that period, how many days did he cut _ Days
down for ns much as a d~y? 00 ❑ None(9)
?. When did -- last see or talk to a doctor about his , . .?
1 ❑ In interview
6. ~,~ing that 2.week period, how many do s did
I u Past 2 wks. (Item C) s ❑ 2-4 yrs. L
—Days
keep him in bed all or most of t e day?
week (Reask 2) z ❑ 2 wks. - 6 mos. (Item C)
. . . .
6 ❑ 5+ yrs.
00 ❑ Ncme
3 ig Over 6-12 mos. (Item C) 70 Never Ask if 17+ years:
4nlyr. 7. How many days did his . . . kc=p him from work
during that 2-week period? (For females): not
Examine “Name of condition” enuy and mark
—Days (9)
counting work around the house?
Al u Acc!dent or injury (4) D On Card C (4)
DO u None (9)
u Neither (3a)
Ask if 6-16 years:
[f “Doctor not talked to,” record adequate description of condition. 8. How many days did his . . . keep him from
If “Doctor talked to,” ask:
— Days
school during that 2.week period?
la. What did the doctor say it WOS? - Did he give it o medical name?
00 ❑ None
9. When did -- first matice his . . .?
I a Last week 4 ❑ 2 weeks — 3 months
__________________________________________________ 2 D Week before 5 ❑ Over 3-12 months
Do not ask for Cancer
b. What was the cause of . . .?
s n past 2 weeks — DK which 6 D More than 12 months ago
(Was it d.ring the past 12 months o, before +hat ,ime?)
u Accident or injury (4) (Was it during the past 3 months or before that time?)
--------------------------------------------------
If the entry in 3a or 3b Includes the words:
(Was it during the past 2 weeks or bef.a,e that time?)
Atilmont cyst Growth Tm.r
}
❑ Not an eye cond. (AA)
Asthma Defect
n First eye cond. (6+ yrs.) (/fJj
Mo..lo, ulcer Ask C: A2 D First eye condition
Attack Dim.,. R.pture (under 6) (AA)
n Not first eye co”d. (AA)
C.nd3+im Disordor Trouble 10. Can -- see well enough to read ordinary newspaper
c. What kind of . . . is it? print with glasses with his left
{[
eye? . . . . ..Y 2N
right . . . . . . . . . IY
__________________________________________________
2N
For allergy or stroke, ask: Continue for conditions listed or reported in Probe questions 38 or 39;
d. How does the allergy (stroke) affect him? AA otherwise, go to A3. For missing extremities or organs, go to A3.
n Ooctor seen (12) n Doctor not seen (11)
11. During the past 12 months what did -- de or take for his . . .? (Write in)
__________________________________________________
For an impairment or any of the fcdlowlng entries: Anything else? (18)
Abscess Dwmge Por.lysi.
}
12. After -- first noticed something was wrong, about how long was it
Ache (OXCOP? h.mdmhe) Growth Rupture before he talked to a doctor about it?
Blmdi.g Hmnor,h,qo Soro (Probe: Was it a matter of days, weeks, or months?)
Blood clot lnfc.ction S.armr, ss
Boil In fllmmmion Tumor Ask e:
con.., No.r.lgi. Ulmr
o n Discovered by doctor (14a) 4 — Months
cramps (Oxmpt Nwritis varicose V.,”. 2 —Oays 5 _ Years
mnstr”.1) Pain Weak
cyst Palsy’ W..knos, 3 —Weeks
e. What part of the body is affected? 13. BEFORE -- tglked to a doctor about his . . ., did he do or fake
anything for it?
IY 2N
5how the fol Iowlng detai 1: 14m D.a=s -- NOW take any medicine or treatment for his . . .?
He.d . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. skull. scalp, foce IY
Back/spine/vertebra . . . . . upper, middle, lower
2 N (15)
-------------------------------------------------
Earoreye . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..oncor both b. Was cmy of this medicine or tr=atment recommended by a doctor?
Arm . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . oneorboth; shoulder, upper, IY 2N
elbow, Iowe,, wrist, hand 15. Has he ever had surgery for this co”diticm?
Leg . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..o”e or both; hip, upper, knee,
lY 2N
lower, ankle, foot 16. Wns he ever hospitalized for this condition? lY 2N
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Condition paga-Continued
r: Durln the post 12 momthk, about how many tlm*$ has -- so*n or
1t~lko to a doctor about his . . .?
(Do not count visits whil* a patl*nt in a h.spltal.)
_ Times 000 0 None
1, About how many days during th* post 12 months has this condition kept
him in bod all or most of tha day?
— Days 000 ❑ None
)a. How oft-n doos hls . . . bother hint - all of tha time, oftwI, one- i. a
while, or never?
I D All the time 2 n Often s o Once in a while
o ❑ Never (19c) 4 ❑ Other (Specify)
------------------------------------------------
b. Whpn it dots bother him, IS he bothered g great deal, some, or very little?
! ❑ Great deal 2 ❑ Some 3 ❑ Veiy little
4 n Other (Spec;fy)------------------------------------------------
❑ All the time in 19a (A3)
c. Does -- still have this condition?
! Y (A3) N------------------------------------------------
d. 1, this condition completely cured or is it under control?
2 n Cured so Under control (A3)
4 n Other (Specify) (f
------------------------------------------------ .
e. About how long did -- hove this condition before it was cured?
o 0 Less than one month —Months —Years------------ -------------------------------------
f. Was this condition present at any tim4 during the past 12monihs?
lY 2N
I
A31 ❑ Accidentorinjury ❑ Other (NC)
la. Did the accident happen during the past 2 years or before that time?
o During the past 2 years (20b) o Before 2 years (21a)------------------------------------------------
b. When didtheaccident hoppan?
o Last week ❑ Over 3-12 months
❑ Week before ❑ l-2years
m 2 weeks–3 months
la. Atthetime of the accident what artof the body was hurt?
EWbatkindofinlury was it? Anyt Ing else?
Part(s) of body I Kind of Injury’
l----------------4 -------------------------------
[
Ifaccident happened more than 3 months ago, ask:
b. What port of the body is affected now?
How is his -- affected? I she affected in any other way?
Part(s) of body Present effects
L--------------- A --------------------------------
22. Whcrcdid th. .ccldcnthappen~
I oAt home (inside house)
20 Ath Ome(adiacent premises)
3 ❑ Street and highway (includes roadway and public sidewalk)
q ❑ Farm
s ❑ Industrial Place (includes premises)
8 ❑ School (includes premises)
7 ❑ place of recreation and sports, except at school
@❑ Other 6P=ify) ~
23. Was--at work at his ioborbusiness when thea..ident happened?
lY s ❑ While in Armed Services
2N 4 ❑ Under 17 at time of accident
24a. Was a car, truck, bus, orother motor vehicle
involved in the accident in any way? IY 2 N (26------------------- : --: -------------------- .__:_ .
b. Wasmore than one vehicle involved? Y N------------------------------------------------ .
c. Was it (either one) moving at the time? lY 2N
25a. Wa*--outside the vehicle. aettin.a inorout of it. aoassenaer..- .,.
or was -- the driver?
I ❑ Outside(b) 3 ❑ Passenger(c)
zo Getting in or out(c) ~ ❑ Driver (c)
--------------- —- —--- —----- —--- —- —-------------- .
b. What kind(s) ofmotor vehicle was involved?
I o Car (26) z ❑ Tax! (26) 3 n BUS (26)
4 ❑ Truck (26) 50 Motorcycle (26) 6 ❑ Other (Specify)
(26)
------------------------------------------------ .
c. Whet kind of motor vehicle was -- in (getting inor out of)?
I ❑ Car 2 u Taxi s u Bus
4U Truck s ❑ Motorcycle 6 ❑ Other (Specify)
26. H.wdidthe accident happen?
Formotor vehicle accident, refer to Card Yand circle
number for answer given.
If “Outside” -
I 2 3“ (Specify)
If “Inside” or’’ Getting
lnor out of” -
4 5 6 7* [Specify object)
8 ❑ Accident on roadway
❑ Accident not on roadway
/ (Specify how)
For nonmotor vehicle accident, refer to Card Z and circle
number for answer given.
II 12 13 I ~. 15 16 17 18” 19 20 21 22
23242526 27 28 ‘
‘fSDecifvl
2-WEEKS DOCTOR VISITS PAGE 1. Parson numbar PersOnnumhr
Earlier, you told me that -- had seen or taIked to a
doctor during the past 2 weeks. OR
{
7777 ❑ Last week
{
7777 ❑ Last weak
OR ,
!a. On what (other) dates during that Z-week period did -- 20.
888$❑ Week before 88?8 ❑ Waak befora
visit or tolk to a doctor?
——
----------------------------------------- --- Month Date _ Month Date ___
b. Were there any other doctor vi sits for him during b. .Y (R-ask 20 md b)
that period?
Y (Rwsk 20 .nd b)
N (Ask 3-7 foc each “id N ,(Ask 3-7 for each visit)
!. Where dkd h- s-s the doctor on the (date) ,ata 3. xo Q lwa]le inpatient in hospital (STOP) X0 ❑ While inpatient in hospital (STOP)
clinic, hospi:nl, doctor’s office, or some other placm?
01 n Doctor,. offica @sup practiceor 01 ❑ Docccf,s off Ice (Zm”p Practice or
If Hospital: Was it the outpatient clinic
d.xtor,s Cli”iC) docror,s.cllnlc)
or the ●mergency room? 10 ❑ Tela@vane 10 ❑ Te[aphorm
20 ❑ Hospical Outpatient Cl Inlc
If Clinic Wos it a hospital outpotiant
20 ❑ Hospital OucpmcisntClinic
30 ❑ Homa
clinic, a company clinic, or soma other
30 ❑ Honw
kind of clinic? 40 n Hospital Emerxemcy Rcan 40 n Hospital Emyz.ncy Room
50 ❑ Company cmIndustry Clinic so a Cam- or industryCllnlc
60❑ Othar (sPocI&J ~ 60 ❑ Othar (Specfff) ~
. Is the doctor a general practitioner or a specialist? 4. 01 ❑ Ga”aral pfactitlaner oI ❑ General practitioner
❑ spedali.t - ❑ Srm.1.list
Whet kind of sp+elaliir Is ho? ~ What kind of sp.lolist [8 h.?=
a. Was this visit for emergtncy care? so. IY -___~-Y-_---_-- 2 NZN
----------------------------------------- ---
b. Was this visit for surgwy or pre or postsurgical care? b. !Y 2N lY 2N
a. Why did b. visit (call) the doctor on (date) ? 60.
Write in reason
----------------------------------------- --- ------------------------------ ______________________________
Mark appropriate box(es) I n Dia;. or treaanent (Sk) I ❑ Dis;. or cramtment (64
3 ❑ General checkup (6b) 3 ❑ General checkup (6b)
2 ❑ Pre or Postnatal cam
1
2 ❑ Pro w Postnatal cam
4 ❑ Eye u~. (ZkSSES)
m
4 ❑ Eye =am. (;lasses)
i
(7)
s ❑ !nlmu”lzation s r-J Imunizacion
6 ❑ Other 6 n Other
---- —------ —----------------------------- --- ------------------------------ -------—-—- . ---- —-------------
Y (Enter candiilca in 60 N (7) Y (E”w cc.”d!tfon in 6. N V)
b. Was this for any specific condition? b.
ond &cmge to “’D)w. md chg. to “Orog.
or trmmem”) or tre.afrnmt”)
----------------------------------------- --- ------------------------------ ------------------------------
Mark box or ask ❑ Condition reported in 6a ❑ Condition mwrte6 1“ 6a
c. For what condition dkl -- visit the doctor on (date) ? c.
PI*GSC look at this card (Show Csrd H). I 23456789 1234567a9
I o (sp.c/fy)7
‘a. Which of those sourcts did or will pay MY of
I o (spdw=
7a.
th* &ctOr”s bill for this visit on (date) ?
----------------------------------------- --- ------------------------------ ______________________________
b. Oid or will any othtr source pay any of the doctor’s b.
bill for this visit? tY 2 N (Next OV) lY 2 N (Next DV)
----------------------------------------- --- --------------- ~-------------- ------------------------------
C. Which sourco? c. Circle additional SO”K~S h 7a Circle .ddtiionol SW-. in7.a
1
. .——
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❑ 2-week D.V. (NP)
12-MONTHS DOCTOR VISITS PAGE 1. ❑ No1’2-month D.V. (NP)
Earlierr youtoldmethot --had seen ortalked toadoctor during the past 12 months.
2. lnwhatmonA during thepast 12months old--last visit artalktoadoctir?
~
2. Month Year
3. Where did he last seethe doctor in (m on th) ,ata
clinic, hospital, doctor’s office, or some other place?
3. xoU~h;~s~~~;le.t } ~STOF
If Hospital: Wasitthe outpatient clinic
or the ernerge”cy rcan?
If Clinic: Wms it a hospital outpatient
clinic, a company clinic, or some other
kind of clinic?
II 01 ❑ Doctor’ so fflce(group pramlce ofDoctor-s Cl 1.1.)
10 ❑ Te!ephon.s
20 ❑HO:Pyl outpatient
30 ❑ Home
40 ❑ Hospital E“ltrte!lcy R..”
II
so❑ &:n:y O,Industry
II 60 ❑ Other (Specify) 7
4. Isthedoctor a general practitioner or a specialist? 4. 01 I_J General practitioner
❑ Specialist - What kid ef
.p.. i.li. t i, he?
7
5a. Was this visit for enwrgency core?
11
50. 1 Y
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ---------------------
2N
b. Wasthis visit forsurgety orpreor postsurgi.al care? b,
60. Why did he visit (call) the doctor in (month) ? 6.,
Write in reason
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ---
Mark appropriate box(es)
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------k--
b. Was this forony specific condition?
I
b,
________________________________________________________________________________ --
Mark box or ask:
lY ZN
1 ❑ Dlag. or treatment (6c)
3= Ge”.ra! checkup
2 ❑ Pre or Postnatal care
4U Eye exam. (glasses)
5 ❑ Immunization 1
G
6 ❑ Other J-------------------
Y (En?ercmd::n 6., NC
change to D;q
0, treatment”’)
-------------------
❑ C.nditlon reported in 6a
c. For what condition did -- visit the doctor in~? c.
Please look at fhis card - (Show Card H) 123456789
7a. Whi.hof those so.rcesdid or will pay any of thedoctor’shill forthis visit? 7a. I o (Spech?)
7
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------t--t-------------------
~ b. Did or will onyother source pay onyofthedoctor’shill for this visit?
It
b.l Y 2 N (NP)
---------------------------------------------------------- _________________ ----- -- -------- ___________
. . Which so,, ma? =. C!rcle.oddltbnol SOUK.S 1“7.
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klf)SPITAL PAGE
You said that-- wasittthe hospitol (nursing home) during thepasiycar. USE YOUR CALENDAR
L When did-- enter thehospital (nursing home) (the last time)? Make sure che YEAR 1. correc
1. What istbename andaddress ofthishospital (nursing home)?
1. Hdwmany nights was-- inths hospital (n.rsinghorrm)?
Complete Q.5 from entries in Q.’s2and4; ifnotclear, askthequesticms.
;a. HOW many of these -- nights were during the past 12 months?
--------------------------------------------------------------------
b. How many of these -- nights were during the past 2 weeks?--------------------------------------------------------------------
c. Was -- still in the hospital (nursing hem*) last Sunday night for this hospitalization (stay)?
For what ~onwfion ~d -- .nter he hospi+o] (n~rsi”g hon.) - do you know the medical ttmne?
If medical name unknown, enter an adequate description.
Far delivery ask:
1
1
Show CAUSE, KIND, and
Wasthisononnal d-livery?
1
If ’’No,” ask: PART OF BODY in same
1
For newborn, ask: What wos the matter? I
detail as required for the
Was th* baby normal at birth?
Condition page.
1
I
‘a. Were any operations per fonncd on -- during this stny at the hospital (nursing home)?--------------------------------------------------------------------
b. Whet was the nome of the operation?
If hame of operation is not known, describe what was done.--------------------------------------------------------------------
c. Any ether operations during this stay?
The following questions are about tho bill for this hospital stay ~ not abut any separatt bill from
the doctor or surgeon. Please look at this card (Show Card H).
a. Which of fhosc sources paid or will pay any of this hospital bill?--------------------------------------------------------------------
b. Did or will any other source pay any of this hospital bill?--------------------------------------------------------------------
c. Which sourcs?------------------ L -------------------------------------------------
❑ “l” is circled in Ba (e) u “l” is not circled in8a(d)
d. Did or will you or your family poy any part of this hospital bill out of your own pocket?
--------------------------------------------------------------------
● . How much of this hospitol bill did .x will you or your family pay out of your own pocket?--------------------------------------------------------------------
If hospital insurance reported (“3” circled in Ba), ask:
f. What part of the hospital bill was or will be paid by hospital insurance, less tbm half or one half or mare?
-_--------------------- _ ----------, ----------------------------------
If only “3” is circled in 8a, ask:
g. Did or will hospital inzuranct pay 011 of the Itospitol bill?
‘. NOTE: If the condition in Q. 6 or 7 is in Q. 38 or 39 or there is “l” or more nigh= in Q. 5b, a Conditic
is required. If there Is no Condition page, fill one after completing columns for all required hospital izat
,.IP erson number I
Month DaY Year
2. 19_
IN ame
4. _NIzhts
I
50.
4
~ights-- -------------------------------
I
.YJ---YY:YJ-----------------.--J
c. Y N
6,. ❑ Normal delivery ❑ Normal at birth
Condition I-------------------------------
Cause
-------------------------------
Kind
-------------------------------
Part of body
1
I
7.. Y o N (8)
---------------------------------
b.
1
---------------------------- L------
Y (De$crrbe)
7 “
c. I
I 234567S9
10 (Spect fy) ~ I
?::L------------------------.------I
1
b.l Y 2 N (d)
---------------------------------
Circle add{ ftomf murces in 8.2
Re.si 8L and c
. 3 -------------------------------
1
Id.l Y 2 N (f)--------------------------------- 4
1
. s---------------------------------
1 ❑ Less than half (91
f. 2131n.rme
---------------------------------
1
page
1s. I
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~hese next questfons arc about health insurance. ❑ Und. 65 (NP)
F 65
--------------------
la. Is -- covered by that part of Social Security Medicar* which pays for hospital bills?)R OVER, ------- ______________________________________ -!!: .__’J____?_bL___9 _:!L
M: b. Is -- covered by that art of Medfcare which pays for doctor’s bills,
1’that is, tfw Medicare p an for which he or some agency must pay a certain amount ●ach month?
z N 9 DK
b. ;N;) (NP) (NP)
For each person with “DK” in Q. I a or b, ask:
2. May I please see the Social Security Medi core cord(s) for -- (and -- ) to determine
1 ❑ HosPltal
2.
the type of coverage?
2 ❑ Medical
}
(NP)
(Transcribe the information from the card or mark the “’Card not seen” box.) 9 ❑ Card not sees
We are interested in all kinds of health insurance plans ●xcept thosa which pay only for accid-ts.
la. (Not countin~ Medicor.) Is anyone in the family cov.red by hospital insurance, that is, a hwdth
insuranca plan which poys any part of a hospital bill? Y (3b, c) N (3dJ
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
b. What is tho name of the plan? (Record in Table H.I.)
------------------------ --------------------------------------------------------------------------------
c. Is anyone in the family covared by any othor hospital i nsu ranca plan? Y (3b, c) N (3d)--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Y N (Complete Table Hi.
d. Is anyono in the fomil y covered by a (any otfwr) hcolth insurance plan which for eoch plan. If no
pays any part of a doctor’s or surgeon’s bill? Olansrepo,ned, go tol+)
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________ L__
● . what is tha name of tho ohm? [Record in Table H.I.:reask 3d)
(a) I (b) I (c)
Al 123456789101Y2 N 9 DK
B 1 12345678910 lYz N s DK
rable H. I.-Continued
10,* thl, — plal
Iv my pftof f~ajj$y.l’m ;’%&dM’y!f
ospltal ●xpmsas? docfoflsor
sursaon’sbills home calls?
for apmratlons?
(f) k) (h)
IY2N9DKIY2N9 DKtyf~)2N9DK
IY2N9DK 1Y2N9DK 1Y(j)2N9DK
h Yblsplan NOWCdOdthfowil
a UOUP a u al Indlvldusl Pla07
(a
I ❑ Group 2 ❑ Ind. 9 DK
! U GrouP 2 ❑ Ind. 9 DK
-..
1Tomemo Smlccs UtiuIhls plm must yca and YW~ajly~os~ cwfaln cl[n[cs
IY2N 9 DK I
iYz N s DK
OO;p:l: p p8y
f
What& ;~m;ks moat abouf ~~t do W Ilk@19a$tJbOUt Wh*n was tho last Nmomy
tbls
doctor’s bill for
— plsn? ~~bw of your family usad
Dfflco Vlslt$ w
— plan?
hommcalls aftu 8
cwtatn amount has
boon paid by tbo
family?
(1) (i) (k) (i)
000 ❑ Nev. used 2._ Wks
IY2N9DK B_ nos. 4— Yrs.
tioo ❑ Nev. used ‘Z_ Wka
1Y2N9DK s_ Mos. 4_ Yrs.
I
~ lF&r:ch~er.scm, revlewQ’s. I md~ and Table tf.L and determine if t ❑ Coverad (NP) I
ered by either Medl care or insurance or “Not covered.”
I
2 n Not covered (NP)
Ask for each person “Not covered”
(Many people do not carry health i.suranco for various rtasons)
123” 456 I
4. Which of these statements (Hand Card N) bmst doscribcs why --
7 (Specffy)~
4.
is not cover.d by any hwdth insuranco plan? Any other reason? Circle all reasons given
5a. Is anyone in the fami Iy covortd by an insurance plan which payz any part
of a dentist bfll for mutin. or regular care? IY 2 N (41)
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
, b. Which members of the fami Iy ara covered? 5b. ❑ Covered
70
A
a
P
fl
i’
4!
❑ Under 17 (NPJ
00 ❑ None (42)
Elem: 1234567
If 17 years old or over, aslc
High: 9 10 II 12
Ila. WIMIt is the highest grade or yeor -- ottmded in school?
_______________________________________________________________________________ !::. .__?:?:::_:_;:_?____
b. Oid -- finish the -- grade (year)? b. lY ,2 N
Ask for all males 17 years or over:
12a. Did -- ~v., S.rve in the Am. d Fore. s of the lfnit=d States? 42-. 2Y 1 N (43)
____________________________________________________________________ -- ____ . . -
b. When did he serve? Vietnam Era (Aug. ’64 to present). . . . VN b.
Circle code in descending order of priority. Thus if Korean War (June ’50- Jan. ’55) . . . . KW
I VN 4 Wwl
person served in Vietnam and in Korea, circle VN. World War II (Sept. ’40- July ’47) . . . WWll 2 KW 5 0s
World War I (April ’17- Nov. ’18) . . . WWl
Other Service (all other periods) . . . . OS 3 WWll 6 DK
(3a. ~d -- work at any tire. Iqzt w..k .X the w.ek b.for. - (For females): not counting work around the bousa? 43.. ! Y (44~J z N
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ---- ___________________
b. Even though -- did not work during these 2 weeks, does he have a iob or business? b. lY 2N
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ---- ___________________
C. Was he looking for work or on layoff from a iob?
IY 2 N (Omit
c. 43d)
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ---- -------------------
1 ❑ Lc.aking 3 ❑ Both
d. Which - looking for work or on layoff from a job? d. 2 l_J Layoff
Employer
\sk for all 44.. Who does (did) -- work for?
Iersons with
44..
I “Yes” ,
n 43a, b, or c.
------------------------------------------------------------------ ---- ___________________
b. What kind of business or industry is this? b. Industry
F “Yes” in 43c
,nly, questions
14a through 44d ------------------------------------------------------------------- ---- ___________________
,pply to this c. What kind ef work is (was) -- doing? c. Occupation
,erson’s LAST
ull-time civilian
ob.
------------------------------------------------------------------ ---- ___________________
Fi I I 44d from entries in 44a-44G if not c1ear, ask: 1 ❑ P.’t. pd. 5 ❑ Nc+wd.
d. Class of worker d. 2 ❑ Go.. Fad. 6 ❑ Nev. wkd.
3 ❑ GOV. oth.
4 ❑ ovm - /{ not n form> osk:
IS tbo Y
bvsin,ss
incorporated? N
P/aas* /ook at this card - (Show Card 1) GmUP 030D 070H
00DA 040E 0801
5. Which of those income groups represents your total combintd family incoms for the past 12 months - that is 45.
yours, y~ur-->s ●tc. ? [nclud# income from ~11 SOur=.s such ~= ~GgcS, sa)cri.s, ~=ial ~.cvri~ or ,.tiramcnt
0 lDB 05DF OSUJ
bmefitsr help from rdatives, rant from propmty, and so forth. 020C 060G 10DK
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1
If th!s questronnoire IS for Serial No.
I LISTING SHEET
E
IItem No,
an “EXTRA” unit In a B or
If in NTA segment,
of origima[ /by which
Sheet number Line number
NTA segment, enter—
also enter for FIRST
Sample Unnt _ jfound unit listed on property—
TABLE X - LIVING QUARTERS DETERMINATIONS AT LISTED ADDRESS
LOCATION OF UNIT B SEGMENTS ONLY USE OR CHARACTERISTICS CLASSIFICATION IF HU IN B SEGMENT ASK:
Where ace these If I,sced. enter INTERVIEWER: Are Are these OCCUPIEO
quarters located?
ALL QUARTERS N - Not a separate
sheet and !$..
[. whet ~e.r were
these quarters w,ch, n i.pec, ff I...*,..) fjo ,he ~cc”pont,
(If before July
Do these q.orte,. in
number and stop.
... [, add occupants Ihese quarter.
the SP.C, fiC S~!llpl~
1960)
(Enter exoct descrzm
quarters for more of these (spec, & (spec, & Ioca,,on) have: m thts quesr, on. (sp..,fy foc.rro.) Who? was the “am,
If .nlrsted and:
address shown ,. than on. ~r.aup of
,,0” 0, 10=., {O”,
locot, on) quo,! .,. na, re. c reoted~
columns 2—4 of rhe P..Ple?
of the household
e g., tso, emeni, 2md live and cot with- B Segment,
(complete o
B Sewnenc II SC,
(If 1959 or 1960, head of these
Floor, reed {If “yes,” frfl
any other ~roup
.,”. p,. to column 4
Se!Jor.te q“e, t,o”-
(If “Yes,” co.rrn.e of people?
Direct . . . ..s
specrb “F” ,f
one 1,”. for
A kit. h.n or
No.
q.. rters on
n., re k, each f,,,, half, o, ‘* L,>
If OU,,,de Area
April 1, 1960?
- Area Segment, Table X. If ‘<No,.,
from the o.tside
each group)
cooking equip. unrelo fed person ,f Ia, tholf )
%pe., b,. ndorv, ZO m Colwnn 5. S TOP Tobie X .nd
o, through c rnmlt for or fm,ly grow. )
SO. c,h ,. .0!, s, con frnue w,fh rrem
common hall?
_——---_ —---—
exclusive “*.?
STOP Toble A and 130, L)
HU
I
Separate
. ..+.... ,, ,,h ,tem
Ot .n, t
130r L)
I“terv,ew on a
separate q“est, cm-
na, re.
(1) (2) (3) (4) (s) (6) (7) (8) (9) (lo) (11)
1 S_ L_ Y N Y N Y (9) N Y N Y N N HU Ot
2 S_ L_ Y N Y N Y (9) N Y N Y N N HU Ot
3 S_ L_ Y N Y N Y (9) N Y N Y N N HU Ot
IOTE: Be sure to cOntinue interwew with Item 13 or L of the Household Page.
‘OOTNOTES
CARD ECARD C
Conditions reported for which questions 3a-3e
need not be asked:
Acne
Appendicitis
Arteriosclerosis
Ath Iete’s foot
Bronchitis (any kind)
Bunions
Bursitis
Calluses
Chickenpox
Cold
Corns
Croup
Diabetes
Epilepsy
Gallstones
Goiter
Hardening of
the arteries
Hay fever
Hemorrhoids or pi Ies
Hernia (all types)
Kidney stones
Laryngitis
Migraine headache
Mumps
Phlebitis
(Thrombophlebitis)
Pneumonia
Pregnancy
Sciatica
Sinus trouble
(Sinusitis)
S:::p(treptococcus)
Tonsillitis
Ulcer (duodenal,
stomach, peptic
or gastric only)
Warts
Whooping cough
CARD H
1. Total or partial payment by self or fami Iy
2. Social Security Medicare
3. Hospital insurance or Doctor Visit insurance
4. Workmen’s Compensation
S. Accident insurance carried by family or some-
one outside the family
6. Armed Forces Dependent Care (CHAMPUS)
7. Veteran’s Benefits
8. Medicaid
9. Welfare
10. Other (Some other source)
c
H
“EXTRA CASH” INSURANCE PLAN DEFINED
It is a health insurance plan which pays a
fixed amount of money for each day or week
the policy holder is a patient overnight in the
hospital. This type of health insurance
almost always pays the money directly to the
policy holder. Payments are made to the
policy holder regardless of what other types
of health insurance coverage the person
may have.
FORM HIS-502 U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
<12-15.711 BuREAu OF TwE CENSUS
EXTRA CASH INSURANCE FLASHCARD
HEALTH INTERVIEW SURVEY
CARD I
Under $! ,000 (including loss) . . Group A
$1,000 -$1,999 . . . . . . . .. GrOup B
$2,000 -$2,999 . . . . . . . .. Group C
$3,000 -$3,999 . . . . . . . .. Group D
$4,000 -$4,999 . . . . . . . .. Group E
$5,000 -$5,999 . . . . . . . .. Group F
$6,000 -$6,999 . . . . . . . .. Group G
$7,000 -$9,999 . . . . . . . .. Group H
$I0,000–$14,999. . . . . . . . . Groupl
$15,000 -$24,999 . . . . . . . . . Gow J
$25,000 and over . . . . . . . . . . Group K
I
INCOME
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CARD M CARD N
In terms of health:
1. MUST STAY IN BED ALL OR MOST OF
THE TIME.
2. MUST STAY IN THE HOUSE ALL OR
MOST OF THE TIME.
3. NEEO THE HELP OF ANOTHER PERSON
IN GETTING AROUND INSIDE OR
OUTSIDE THE HOUSE.
1. Can’t obtain insurance because of age, i I Iness,
or poor health
M 2. Don’t believe in insurance
MOBILITY
3. Dissatisfied with previous insurance
4. Don’t need health insurance because care
received through we Ifare or medicaid
5. Have been healthy, not much sickness in the
fami Iy, haven’t needed health insurance
6. Too expensive, can’t afford health insurance
7. Some other reason
4. NEED THE HELP OF SOME SPECIAL
AID, SUCH AS A CANE OR WHEELCHAIR,
IN GETTING AROUND INSIDE OR
OUTSIDE THE HOUSE
S. DOES NOT NEED THE HELP OF
ANOTHER PERSON OR A SPECIAL AID
BUT HAS TROUBLE IN GETTING
AROUNO FREELY.
6. OOES NOT HAVE TROUBLE GETTING
AROUNO FREELY.
CARD Z
NONMOTOR VEHICLE ACCIDENTS
CARD Y
MOTOR VEHICLE ACCIOENTS
How did the accident happen?
Outside motor vehicle
1. Accident between motor vehicle and person
riding on bicycle, in streetcar, on rai Iroad
train, on horsedrawn vehicle
2. Accident between motor vehicle and person
who was walking, running, or standing
3. Other way (Specify how)
Inside motor vehicle or getting in or out
4. Accident between two or more motor vehicles
on roadway
5. Motor vehicle came to sudden stop on
roadway
6. Motor vehicle ran off roadway
7. Accident between motor vehicle and some
other object on roadway (Specify object)
8. Other way (Specify how)
How did the accident Imppen?
I I , Any injury involving an uncontrolled fire or explosion
12. Any injury involving the discharge of a firearm
13. Any injury from an accident involving a nonmotor
vehicle in motion (streetcar, railroad train, airplane,
boat, bicycle, horse-drawn vehicle)
14. Any injury inflicted by machinery (belt or motor
driven) while in operation (Specify machineiy)
15. Any injury inflicted by edge or point of knife,
scissors, n ail or other cutting or piercing implement
16. Any injury infllcted by foreign body in eye,
windpipe, or other orifices
17. Any injury inflicted by animal or insect
18. Any injury inflicted by poisonous substance
swallowed fSpeciiy substance)
19. Fell on stairs or steps or from a height
20. All other falls
21. Bumped into object or person (covers all COII is ions
between persons including striking, punching,
kicking, etc.)
22. Struck by moving object (include objects held
in own hand or hand of other person, also falling,
flying or thrown objects)
23. Handling or stepping on sharp or rough object
(include wounds from. splinters, broken glass, etc.)
24. Caught in, pinched or crushed (i.e., between two
moving obiects or between a moving and a
stationary object)
25. Came in contact with hot object or substance or
open flame
26. Lifting or other exertion
27. Twisting or stumbling
28. Other (Specify how accident happened)
Y&z
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OUTLINE OF REPORT SERIES FOR VITAL AND HEALTH STATISTICS
Originally Public Health Service Publication No. 1000
Series 1. ProgYams and collection procedures.— Reports which describe the general programs of the National
Center for Health Statistics and its offices and divisions, data collection methods used, definitions,
and other material necessary for understanding the data.
Series 2. Data evaluation and methods research. —Studies of new statistical methodology including: experi-
mental tests of new survey methods, studies of vital statistics collection methods, new analytical
techniques, objective evaluations of reliability of collected data, contributions to statistical theory.
Series 3. Analytical studies. —Reports presenting analytical or interpretive studies based on vital and health
. . . . . .
Sevies 4.
Series 10.
Series 11.
Series 12.
Series 13.
Series 14.
Series 20.
Series 21.
Series 22.
statistics, carrying the analysis further than the expository types of reports in the other series.
Documents and committee veports. — Final reports of major committees concerned with vital and
health statistics, and documents such as recommended model vital registration laws and revised birth
and death certificates.
Data from the Health Interview Survey. —Statistics on illness, accidental injuries, disability, use of
hospital, medical, dental, and other services, and other health-related topics, based on data collected
in a continuing national household interview survey.
Data from the Health Examination SuYvey. — Data from direct examination, testing, and measure-
ment of national samples of the population provide the basis for two types of reports: (i) estimates
of the medically defined prevalence of specific diseases in the United States and the distributions of
the population with reqpect to physical, physiological, and psychological characteristics; and (2)
analysis of relationships among the various measurements without reference to an explicit finite
universe of persons.
Data from the Institutional Population Suvveys. — Statistics relating to the health characteristics of
persons in institutions, and on medical, nursing, and personal care received, based on national
samples of establishments providing these services and samples of the residents or patients.
Data from the Hospital Discharge Survey. —Statistics relating to discharged patients in short-stay
hospitals, based on a sample of patient records in a national sample of hospitals.
Da.kt on health resouvces: manpower and facilities. —Statistics on the numbers, geographic distri-
bution, and characteristics of health resources including physicians, dentists, nurses, other health
manpower occupations, hospitals, nursing homes, and outpatient and other inpatient facilities.
Data on mortality. —Various statistics on mortality other than as included in annual or monthly
reports —special analyses by cause of death, age, and other demographic variables, also geographic
and time series analyses.
Data on natality, man%zge, and divoyce. —Various statistics on natality, marriage, and divorce other
than as included in annual or monthly reports— special analyses by demographic variables, also
geographic and time series analyses, studies of fertility.
Data from the Natiorzal Natality and Mortality Surveys. —Statistics on characteristics of births and
deaths not available from the vital records, based on sample surveys stemming from these records,
including such topics as mortality by socioeconomic class, medical experience in the last year of
life, characteristics of pregnancv. W,c.
For a list of titles of reports published in these series, write to: Office of Information
National Center for Heafth Statistics
Public Heafth Service, HRA
Rockville, Md. 20S52

